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PREFACE

This Annual Report covers the activities at the Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut

(KVI) during the year 1981.

The KVI is a laboratory that is jointly operated by the University of Groningen and

F.O.M., the national agency for the support of fundamental research on the properties of

matter. The main lines of research at the KVI are on experimental nuclear physics and on

nuclear theory. The experimental work of the laboratory is centered around a large and

modern, k=160 MeV AVF cyclotron that became operational at the end of 1972.

The year 1981 has seen a few major advances in the experimental techniques,

especially associated with the magnetic spectrograph. After a long and often frustrating

effort it became possible to measure high-quality inelastic scattering data under 0°, thus

opening especially the possibility for the selective investigation of particle-decay

studies of the giant-monopole resonances. Gradual improvements in the detection system and

in the shielding against neutrons have made it possible to obtain high quality and non-

paralleled data from the (d, Li) a-particle pickup reactions on the actinide nuclei with

beam currents ranging up to 800 nA. The latter study is especially interesting in view of

possible a-clustering effects in this mass region as was recently suggested by Iachello

and Jackson. A search for an a-vibrational state in Sr was without success. Aside of the

known proton and neutron pair vibrational states no possible candidate for the a-vibration

was found.

Particle decay studies of the giant resonances were continued. Strong anisotropies in

the angular distributions of the decay products could be traced unambiguously to inter-

ferences of the particle decays with quasi-elastic knock-out processes. Fission studies of

the giant quadrupole resonance in the actinide mass region have been completed by out-of-

plane measurements that have further confirmed our previous conclusions on the reduced

fission probability of the isoscalar giant resonance.

An investigation of the (3He,t)-fission reaction on 2 3 8U and 232Th has led to a

direct determination of the spreading width of the ground state analogue state. Spin and

spin-isospin vibrations in light nuclei were studied via the charged particle decays

following the (°He,t) charge-exchange reactions to study the relative strength

distribution between the different spin states. Quite remarkably no "background" is

observed if the coincident decay proton is detected at backward angles.

Systematic studies of single-nucleon transfer reactions in the shape transitional

rare earth mass region around A~190 have revealed strong deviations from the simple

predictions of the supersymmetry model, whereas inelastic scattering data measured

simultaniously appear to be in reasonable agreement with this model. Inelastic scattering

studies on 156Gd have shown the need to introduce g-boson strength at Ex£l.6 MeV, whereas

an investigation of the 158Gd(p,t)156Gd reaction to the same final states indicates that

the admixture of g-bosons in the ground state is small, In agreement with the basic

assumptions of the IBA and recent theoretical predictions.

The y-decay of the deeply-bound gg/2 neutron-hole states in the palladium and tin
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mass region has been successfully studied for the first time. Most of the results appear

to be in agreement with a statistical decay as a result of a strong mixing of the single
102

hole strength with more complicated states, whereas for x Pd a sizeable Ml spin-flip

strength was found.

A simple model based on quasi-free breakup has been developed to quantitatively

describe the results from the particle-particle angular correlation measurements and the

projected energy spectra from the ̂ He-breakup. In addition to the previously measured

reaction on 2^S1 data have been obtained for 12C and ->8Ni that confirm the previous

conclusions. The direct breakup in a-induced reactions at EK=65 MeV was found to be an

order of magnitude weaker because of the reduced phase space due to the larger binding

energy of the a-particle. The dominant process found was the sequential pickup break-up

via the (a, Li ) reaction.

Particle-particle correlation measurements of the 1-59Tb + 14N reaction were continued

by measuring in and out-of-plane correlations. The results further confirm the presence of

a "non-correlated" component in addition to a strong component arising from sequential

decays and breakup. A novel method to measure incomplete fusion cross sections via HI-KX-

ray coincidences was tested.

Backbending features in N=96 isotopes were studied via •yy-energy correlations with a

dual anti-Compton spectrometer in collaboration with the Robert van de Graaff laboratory

(Utrecht) and the cyclotron laboratory at Louvain-la-Neuve. With the help of a sum-

spectrometer spectroscopic studies of high-spin states in the light lead isotopes in a

search for shape coexistence in these nuclei were initiated with the Free University in
1 2Amsterdam. The investigation of continuum y—ray studies using a and C beams have been

rounded off.

The sensitivity of the Bhabha polarimeter to search for possible V+A admixtures in

super-allowed Fermi-ß transitions via a measurement of the longitudinal positron

polarisation has been greatly improved by choosing a different geometry. Test runs with

short-lived activities produced with the cyclotron have demonstrated the feasibility of

the method to set much more stringent limits on the polarization than was hitherto

possible. Measurements of polarisation ratios from Gamow-Teller snd Fermi transitions with

almost the same endpoint energies can further improve on the accuracy.

The success of the interacting boson model, which has demonstrated that algebraic

models are a powerful tool foi the description of collective nuclear degrees of freedom,

has stimulated the application of group-theoretical techniques to related areas in

physics. For example, i t has been shown that rotational-vibrational degrees of freedom of

molecules could be treated in terms of an algebraic approach. This idea, first worked out

for the case of a diatomic molecule has been applied to the study of the more general

cases of linear triatomic and poly-atomic molecules. Another application to be mentioned

is the group theoretical approach suggested for the description of two-electron

correlations in atoms.

In the field of nuclear structure several new ideas have been explored such as the

possible description of a-clustering, which should be of interest for the interpretation

of oc-decay rates and a-transfer reactions in heavy nuclei, and the calculation of magnetic
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properties in terms of the neutron-proton IBA. Also further work on the supersymmetry

classification scheme for odd A nuclei has led to the investigation of possible new

candidates.

Work on the axial injection system is making good progress. The ECRIS source will be

delivered in the Spring of 1982, and the cyclotron is scheduled to be down at the end of

1982 for the necessary changes for the axial injection. We have been much encouraged by

the enthousiastic response of the atomic physic community to the prospects of using the

beams of highly stripped ions from the ECRIS suurce for atomic physics studies.

The total running time in 1981 amounted to 5923 hours; an increase of 914 hours over

the previous year. This increase can be attributed on one hand to the increased

reliability of the cyclotron, and on the other hand to an increase in freewheeling of the

machine over weekends and holidays. As in previous years, a sizeable fraction of the beam

time was made available to groups from outside the KVI. Collaborations within the

Netherlands, involved groups from the Robert van de Graaff Laboratory in Utrecht and from

the Free University in Amsterdam. Outside collaborations in 1981 took place with

physicists from the Univ. of Bonn, University of Bergen and Oslo, Louvain-la-Neuve, the

University of Milan, the Niels-Bohr Institute, Orsay, Indiana University and Swierk in

Poland. Isotopes have been produced for medical purposes as well as for off-line nuclear

spectroscopic work, and for the study of hyperfine interactions. We again much profitted

from the many scientific guests who visited us for longer and shorter periods.

Thanks to an investment credit given by the Department of Education and Sciences to

the University of Groningen an irradiation cell for the production of isotopes as well as

a B-level hot laboratory could be installed in 1981 for the Department of Nuclear Medicine

of the Academic Hospital. With remote handling systems and a transport system for

irradiated targets the possibilities for isotope production for medical purposes and for

synthesizing specific organic compounds involving these isotopes have been greatly

increased, thus adding a new dimension to the research of the very active and

enthousiastic group from the Department of Nuclear Medicine, that up to now had to work

under much less favourable conditions.

A semi-permanent building with space for ten offices was added to the main building

in 1981. With these offices it was possible to create additional laboratory space that

previously had been used as offices, but this space is being occupied fast by new

activities.

We were deeply saddened in 1981 by the news of the sudden death of Prof. C.C. Jonker,

who had been a member of the Beleidscollege (advisory board) of the KVI since 1977. Not

always an easy judge, Prof. Jonker with great sincerety had taken the flourishing of the

laboratory to his heart.

The Beleidscollege met in 1981 twice. Its members were Prof. D. Atkinson (University

of Groningen), Prof. J. Borgman (University of Groningen, chairman), Prof. C.C. Jonker,

Prof. J. Kluyver (Univ. of Amsterdam) and Prof. C. van der Leun (University of Utrecht).

The operation of a large accelerator laboratory is a joint venture of many people,

not all of whom are explicitly mentioned in this Annual Report. We especially acknowledge

here the contributions by the technical and administrative staff members of the KVI, who
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are playing such an essential role in the performance of the whole laboratory. It is

further a pleasure for us to acknowledge again the financial support as well as the

cooperation that we have received from the University of Groningen, from F.O.M. and i t s

"Werkgemeenschap Kernfysica", from Z.W.O. and from the Department of Education and

Sciences.

Rolf H. Si ems sen

February 1982
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I. REACTIONS WITH CHARGED PARTICLES

1.1. INELASTIC SCATTERING STUDIES

CForward backward asymmetry in the decay of the isoscalar giant resonance in V g and Ca

F. Zwarts, K. van der Borg , S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, W.A. Sterrenburg

and A. van der Woude

We continued our study ' of the decay of the isoscalar giant resonance strength in
2^Mg and ^°Ca with 120 MeV (a,a') reactions. The inelastically scattered a particles were

detected and identified in the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph (resolution ~ 60 keV) which was

positioned at an angle where the a' distribution for 2 + and 0 + states has a maximum (~ 14°

for Slg; 12.5" for Ca). The charged particle decay products (alphas and protons) were

E, (MeV)

Fig.l.

20 25 10 15

Excitation energy (MeV)

20 25

Fig.2.
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detected and identified with a solid state detector telescope. Since this experiment is

kinematically complete we also could identify the final states of the nuclei after the

decay. The resolution of the spectrograph and the telescope together enabled us to resolve

the lower excited-states-of-these residual nuclei. Angular correlations were measured by ~

changing the angle of this telescope.

In fig. 1, singles (a) and ag-coincident spectra at Q'a =0" (b) and 9a =180° (c) for

•^Mg are shown; as usual 0° is defined as the recoil direction of the excited nuleus; For

excitation energies above the decay Q-value plus Coulomb barrier the angular;correlations

show a strongly increasing forward backward asymmetry. This can be seen in fig.Id where

the ratio of the cross sections at 0° and 180° is plotted versus the excitation energy for

ctQ-decay . In fig.2, this ratio is plotted for several decay channels for both Tig and

Ca. The arrows indicate the Q-value plus Coulomb barrier for the particular decay

channel. At this excitation energy the asymmetry starts to increase for almost all

observed channels. If the origin of the asymmetry were due to mixing with an odd parity

resonance, we would expect the asymmetry to be localised at some fixed excitation energy

for all exit channels. But since it is shifted with the Q-value plus Coulomb barrier,

interference with quasi-elastic knock-out is probably the origin of this asymmetry '. If

we look carefully at the coincidence a1 spectra, we can exclude incoherent addition of

quasi-elastic knock-out at least for certain regions of excitation energy in Mg, since

the continuum background in the coincidence spectrum at 0° is insufficient to explain such

an asymmetry as we observe. For example, the asymmetry for otQ-decay in Mg at 17 MeV is

already about 3. Assuming that the quasi—elastic process results in a smooth background

and that it is completely peaked forward, the background should get about twice the height

of the structures at the recoil angle (0°). It can easily be seen in the spectrum (lb)

that there is no such high background. However, a coherent interfence of quasi-elastic

knock-out with decay of resonance strength can explain both the asymmetry of the angular

correlations and the shape of the spectra.

1. Present address: Robert van de Graaff Lab., university of Utrecht, Utrecht, The
Netherlands.

2. F. Zwarts et al., KVI Annual Report 1980, p.46.
3. F. Zwarts et al., Phys.Rev. C, in print.

Monopole strength in the decay of Ca

f. ^warts, S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, W.As Sterrenburg and A. van der

Woude

The situation concerning the isoscalar giant monopole resonance in ligth nuclei is

still unci^ar. The isoscalar quadrupole strength is spread out over a large excitation

energy interval which makes it difficult to locate monopole strength by measuring angular

distributions of inelastic scattering, since those distributions are in phase for 0 + and

2 except for the very forward angles. For this reason we tried to use a coincidence

experiment to locate the 0 strength, since the angular correlations of the decay of 0+

and 2+ resonances are different.

A °Ca target was bombarded with a 120 MeV a beam from the KVI cyclotron. The
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inelastically scattered a particles were detected and Identified in the QMG/2 magnetic

spectrograph. The energy resolution was about 60 keV. The charged particle decay products

(alphas and protons) were detected and identified with a solid state detector telescope.

Angular correlations were measured by changing the angle of the telescope. Since this

experiment is kinematlcally complete the states to which the excited nucleus decays could

be identified. Most interesting are the angular correlations of the decay to the Ar

ground state, since both the alpha and Ar then have no intrinsic angular momentum. This

makes the angular correlations easier to interpret. The 0 + states decay isotropically and
9

for other spins the decay goes in FWBA with [P (fl)] . DWBA effects can alter the shape of

the angular correlations compared to FWBA.

°i

-if E.=l

(|. ,f

E,-I34M«V •

t

0" 45' 90' ß5° ISO*
Fig.l.

In order to see the effect of distorted waves, first these angular correlations were

fitted to a combination of Legendre polynomials (FWBA). Below Ex~16 MeV we usually

obtained reasonable fits with a combination of 2 + and 0+. Sometimes in addition a few

percent of odd parity strength was needed to fit the forward backward asymmetry; both 1~

and 3~ then resulted in reasonable fits. At E > 16 MeV the asymmetry becomes so large

that extracted monopole strength is not very meaningful. The data were also analyzed in

the DWBA calculating angular correlations with the computer program ANGCOR ^ , using m-

substates populations from the computer program DWUCK 2\

Some typical fits in PWBA and DWBA are shown in the figure. Here

ö2cj(ß
Tel'

a f iT"Tel ub4Telu"Spec / UKSpec

is plotted versus telescope centre of mass angle. The extracted data are listed in the
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2
table. The quality of both fits is not so different. But whereas the x i s of the same

order in both cases, the results are very different. In PWBA in some cases an appreciable

amount of 0+ strength is needed to obtain good fits, in contrast to the amount of 0 +

strength in DWBA which is hardly significant. The largest difference between the fits was

found between 90° and 140° which angular range could not be measured since the beam would

then hit the detector blocks.

Table:

(MeV)

12.3
12.75
13.4

Cross sections (mb/sr) obtained

Plane wave approximation
0 + 2 +

0.004±0.009 0.31±0.04
0.22 ±0.08 0.32±0.05
0.50 ±0.08 0.86±0.03

from fits to the angular

Distorted wave
2 +

0.57±0.
1.05±0.
1.26±0.

correlations.

approximation

06
11
13

Over the excitation energy region 10—15 MeV we found a 0 cross section in the a»

channel of 2.6±0.3 mb/sr corresponding to ~15% of the energy weighted surarule in PWBA

approach and <0.02 mb/sr corresponding to <0.15% EWSR in DWBA approach. This clearly shows

that distorted wave effects have to be taken into account in such analysis for a proper

interpretation of the experimental results.

1. M.N. Harakeh and L.W. Put, Internal report KVI-67i, unpublished.
2. P.D. Kunz, University of Colorado, unpublished.

Zero degree inelastic scattering and search for monopole strength in light nuclei

S. Brandenburg, R. De Leo1, A.G. Drentje, J.H. van Dijk, P.B. Goldhoorn, M.N. Harakeh,

S. Micheletti2, H. Sakai3, A. van der Woude and F. Zwarts

In heavy nuclei the existence of isoscalar giant monopole and giant quadrupole

resonances has been well established via inelastic electron and hadron scattering. In

light nuclei however, though much of the giant quadrupole strength has been located, very

little of the theoretically expected monopole strength has been found.

At angles larger than a few degrees the angular distribution for monopole transitions

hardly differs from the one for quadrupole transitions. In order to unambiguously assign a

monopole character to a state the angular distributions have to be measured at very

forward angles, where monopole and quadrupole angular distribution differ appreciably.

It is also possible to differentiate between the various multipolarities by measuring

the angular correlations between the decay products and the inelastically scattered

projectiles. Because of the strong forward peaking of the monopole angular distribution it

Is favorable to detect the inelastically scattered projectiles at zero degrees when

searching for monopole strength.

Using the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph we measured the inelastic scattering of 120 MeV

alpha particles at 0° in coincidence with decay alphas and protons, which were detected by

two particle telescopes (solid angle « 6 msr, resolution >» 40 keV for 6 MeV alpha

particles) consisting out of a 13 um AE, a 2 mm E and a veto detector. The particle

telescopes were placed at 159°, 145*, 125", -90°, -55° and -21°. The inelastically
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scattered alpha particles were detected with a 50 cm long detector ', consisting out of

two position sensitive wire counters and a plastic scintillator, placed at the low

momentum side of the 120 cm long focal plane. The resolution was 50-60 keV.

The primary beam was stopped in a Faraday cup 1.5 m behind the focal plane of the

spectrograph or in a Faraday cup that could be moved in the focal plane, thus allowing the

excitation energy bin observed by the fixed focal plane detection system to be varied.

Using the fixed Faraday cup the excitation energy bin from 6 to 15 MeV was covered, with

the movable Faraday cup the range from 5 to 24 MeV could be covered with two settings of

the spectrograph magnetic field.

Since the parameters measured with the spectrograph detection system allow

reconstruction of the particle trajectory the angular distribution of the inelastically

scattered particles from -3° to 3° could be measured, thus employing the full solid angle

of the spectrograph (10 msr). This large solid angle also has the advantage of greatly

reducing the background due to scattering from the spectrograph entrance slits of

particles elastically scattered from the target over a small angle.

For the first measurements Ca and C targets were used. The reason for choosing
40,Ca was that similar measurements were performed at this laboratory where the

inelastically scattered alpha particles were detected at 8-, , = 12.5° (see F. Zwarts et al.

this Section). Some preliminary results are given in fig.l, which shows the alpha decay to

Fig.l.

Athe ground state of Ar at two of the angles together with a normalized singles spectrum.
12

C was selected because it is a nucleus where the spin and parity for most states in

the studied energy bin are known. Therefore it provides a good possibility to check the

feasibility of measuring the parameters of levels in the manner described above while at

the same time the question of monopole strength in this nucleus has not yet been answered

satisfactorily5^. The experimental angular distributions obtained for the 7.66 MeV (0+)

and 9.65 MeV (3~) states (not shown here) were compared to the results of DWBA

calculations which were folded with the angular resolution of the detection system

amounting to 0.9°±0.1° (ref. 4). The agreement between the experimental and the calculated

angular distributions is reasonable.
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1. Permanent address: Ist i tuto di Fisica dell'Universita, Bari, Italy
2. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita, Milano, Italy
3. Permanent address: RCNP, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
4. J.C. Vermeulen et a l . , Nucl.Instr.Meth. 180(1981)93
5. W. Eyrich et a l . , Phys.Rev. C24(1981)2720.

Excitation of g- and y-bands in 152Sm by inelastic proton scattering

L.W. Put and M.N. Harakeh

Data for excitation of the lowest members of the p- and y-bands in Sm by inelastic

scattering of 50 MeV protons are presented in the figure. The typical resolution In the

experiment ̂  was 27 keV (FWHM) and thus the data for the 0* state at 0.685 MeV had to be
+ " +

obtained from fitting of the peak due to tue 0o state and the stronger 6 , state at
p g.s.b.

0.707 MeV. The errors shown in the figure do not comprise errors due to this fitting

procedure.

I52„

Fig.l.

Coupled channels calculations were made with an extended version of the program

CHUCK. For the coupling between 0 + and 2 + states of the g.s.b. and states of ß-band and

y-band form factors derived from a multipole expansion of a ß-vibration or a y-vibration

were used2'. For the L=0 transition between 0 and 0* states a term was introduced to
g.s, p

correct for apparent loss of particles. Couplings between states within one band were

taken as due to a static axially symmetric deformation, with the quadrupole deformation

parameter of p- and y-band assumed to be the same as for the g.s. band. Reorientatlon

terms were included in the calculations. Optical model parameters were used which resulted

in a good description of the angular distributions of the 0+, 2 +, 4 + and 6+ members of

the g.s. band *'.
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The deformation parameter |p—ß 2j for the ß-vibration was varied such that the

calculated strength of the 2 state was reproduced. In fact, this was the only free

parameter in the calculation. The curves in the figure were obtained for |ß-ß2|=0.18. The

shape of the 2"T angular distribution is well reproduced. The deviations between the

ß .̂
theoretical curve and the data for the 0D state may well be due to problems in peak

p
fitting (see above).

For the y-band the results are shown as obtained for |Y|=0.22, the data for both the
2 and 4 states are almost perfectly described by this calculation.
T Y
1. KVI Annual Report 1979, p.6; ibid. 1980, p.13.
2. K. van der Borg, M.N. Harakeh and B.S. Nilsson, Nucl.Phys. A325(1979)31;

M.N. Harakeh and R. de Leo, this Annual Report, and to be published.

Excitation of the K^O" band in 152Sm by inelastic scattering of protons

L.W. Put and M.N. Harakeh

Angular distributions for excitation of the 1 , 3 , and 5 members of the K^-O band

in 1- Sm by inelastic scattering of 50 MeV protons ' are shown in fig.l.

1^=0 bands in deformed nuclei are generally thought to be due to coupling of an

octupole vibration to the static axially symmetric deformed ground state. Coupled channels

calculations were performed, using an extended version of the program CHUCK. The full

coupling scheme included the 0 , 2 and 4 states of the g.s. band and the 1 , 3 and 5

states of the K^O band. Reorlentation terms were also included. The form factors for the

coupling between states of the g.s. band and of the K^O band were taken as due to an

axially symmetric octupole vibration superposed on the statically deformed ground state,

including both quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations. In this form factor an explicit

correction was made for the spurious center of mass motion introduced by the octupole

vibration. Throughout the calculations it was assumed that the optical potential is

deformed in the same way as the ground state density. Optical model parameters were used

as obtained in the CC analysis el data for the 0 ,2 ,4 and 6 members of the g.s. band .

Form factors for the couplings within the same band were taken to be of the usual

rotational type. The quadrupole deformation parameter of the 1^=0 band was taken to be

the same as for the ground state.

The deformation parameter ßß of the octupole vibration was determined by requiring

that the experimental strength of the 3~ state was reproduced. With the thus obtained

value of ßj=0.081 nice agreement was also obtained between calculated and experimental

angular distributions for the 1" and 5" states (see figure).

The quality of the fits to the presented data and of the fits in the preceding

contribution to this report indeed indicate the power of the rotational model and

extensions of it by coupling vibrational degrees of freedom (e.g. beta-, gamma-, and

octupole vibrations) in describing deformed nuclei such as 152Sm.

1. KVI Annual Report 1979, p.6; ibid. 1980, p.13.
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Fig.l.
152Sm(p.p')

K)2
Fig.l. 156Gd(p,i
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156rExcitation of the 1^=0" octupole band in 1JOGd

H.J. Riezebos, P.B. Goldhoorn, M.N. Harakeh, L.W. Put

In the inelastic proton scattering experiment ' on 156Gd the K^O" octupole band was

excited. Our aim was to explain the angular distribution of members of this band as was

done in the preceding contribution for the 1^=0" octupole band in -^Sm. DWBA calculations

are highly insufficient in this case, since strong coupling within the bands strongly

affects the angular distributions. CC calculations are therefore necessary, for which we

used the computer code CHUCK. Our calculations of form factors, describing couplings from

members of the g.s. rotational band to the K^O" band, are based on a deformation of the

optical model potential U(r,Q) by a static axially symmetric term with deformation

parameters p2 a n^ ß4 coupled to an octupole vibration with coupling parameter p^ along

similar lines ss ref. 2. In this way, making use of optical model parameters as given in

ref. 1, we obtain reasonable fits for the angular distributions of the 3" and 5~ members

of this band (fig.l).

For the static deformation parameters we used the values ß2=0>274 and p^=0.059 as

deduced in ref. 1 from a fit to the angular distributions of the members of the g.s.

rotational band. The same values for these parameters were used in both rotational bands

as was done in the preceding contribution, in spite of their different level spacings. The

vibrat.'onal coupling parameter ßß was first estimated by fits of the 3~ state only and

later on, when using the full coupling between all channels, adjusted to retain the

correct normalization. The value we found was ßq=0.076. The full coupling scheme is also

given in fig.l.
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Th e f i t to the 1" state is reasonable. However, there is a large discrepancy between

20° and 30°. Two possible explanations can be given to explain this discrepancy:

(i) By inclusion of a direct isoscalar dipole term, as described in ref.3, the f i t to the

shape of the 1~ angular distribution improves, but the magnitude is then

overpredicted.

( i i ) Because in Ŝm, where the 1~ state is experimentally completely resolved from any

nearby lying state, the best fits were obtained when not including such a term, we

are now in the process of checking whether contributions from unrasolved levels, such

as possibly the 2+ state of the K1t=0+ band at Ex=l .258 MeV, are affecting the

experimental angular distribution of the 1~ state.

1. P.B. Goldhoorn et a l . , Phys.Lett. 103B(1981)91
2. K. van der Borg t t al . , Nucl.Phys. A325(1979)31
3. M.N. Harakeh and A.E.L. Dieperink, Phys.Rev. 023(1981)2329

Excitation of the ß-band in 2^Mg(g,q'.) at Eg=120 MeV

M.N. Karakeh and R. De Leo1

Beta-vibration type form factors, breathing mode type form factors or combinations of

both have been used ' in DWBA to describe low-lying monopole excitations. While this
2̂procedure should be valid for spherical nuclei, i ts application ' to strongly deformed

nuclei such as Mg is questionable. Strong channel couplings can affect the differential

cross sections for various channels drastically and can thus lead to erroneous

interpretation of the results.

i
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The inelastic scattering differential cross sections for the 0 and 2~!" states,

respectively, at 6.43 MeV and 7.35 MeV in Z4Mg obtained at Ea=120 Mev") are shown in

fig.l. DWBA calculations using either a ß-vibration form factor obtained from superposing
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a volume-conserving ß-vibration on the statitically deformed ground state or a breathing

mode type form factor were performed. Both DWBA calculations (not shown here) could

reasonably reproduce the data of the 0 state at the first maximum but began to differ and

became out of phase with the data in the region of the second and third maxima.

In a first attempt to explain the data for the 0 state, CC calculations were

performed including all couplings between the 0 + and 2 + members of the g.s. and ß-bands in

the framework of a ß-vibration superposed on a statitically deformed axially symmetric

ground state. A v^-fit to the 0„ data resulted in the dashed curves for the 0 and 2
ß P P

states in fig.l. The ß-vibration coupling parameter resulting from this fit is |R-ß„|
=0.164. Obviously the fit to the 0„ data is bad in shape, the fit to the 2 state is bad

P P

both in shape and in magnitude.

In the final search, an extra coupling between the ground state and the 0 state with

coupling parameter ß 0 was included using a breathing mode type form factor and thus

simulating a mixing of the breathing mode state into the ß-vibrational state. A search on

the parameters |ß-ß2|
 an<^ ßn resulting in the best y_ -fit to the data of the 0 and 2

states was performed. The solid curves shown in fig.l ar the result of this search

giving |ß~ß2| =0.065 and ß Q =-0.068. The fits to the data of the 0 and 2 states are

indeed improved both in shape and magnitude which indicates a mixing of the breathing mode

into the low-lying 0 . This is in contrary to the conclusion of ref.2 where it was found
+ P

that the 0„ excitation could be described by a pure ß-vibration (DWBA) form factor.
ß

In fig.l, we also show a DWBA curve (dotted) of the usual vibrational type for
the 2. state. This is out of phase with the data in contrast to the solid curve which is

ß
the result of the full CC calculation.

1. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell1 Universita, Bari, Italy
2. H.P. Morsch and P. Decowski, Phys.Lett. 82B(1979)1
3. K. van der Borg, M.N. Harakeh and A. van der Woude, Nucl.Phys. A365(1981)243

1.2. TRANSFER AND CHARGE-EXCHANGE REACTIONS

Application of the particle-rotor coupling model to the deeply-bound hole state

H. Sakai1)

The fragmentation of the deeply-bound hole state strength has been described

theoretically by using the quasi-particle-phonon coupling model since the most analysis

until now have been performed mainly on the spherical region e.g. Sn region. To analyze

the characteristic y~decay pattern from the deeply-bound hole s ta tus^ observed in Pd,

an alternative approach, the particle-rotor coupling model, has been investigated since

the *Pd is known to be a slightly deformed nucleus (6=0.12) and low lying states have

been successfully reproduced by this model ^ .

The Coriolis-mixed quasipartlcle states were obtained in a manner similar to ref.3)

by using the same parameters except for including a gg/2 s tate . The figure shows the

predicted energies and spectroscopic factors from the present calculation for a number of

levels in 101Pd in comparison with their experimental results. The dotted curve indicates

the energy region over which the gn;2 strength is experimentally observed to be spread.
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The major features of the strength distribution for both the low lying states and the gg/2

deeply-bound hole states are simultaneously reproduced by this simple calculation. We are

presently developing our program to make it possible to calculate the electromagnetic

transition probabilities between these states.

1. Permanent address: RCNP Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
2. H. Sakai et al., Phys.Lett. 103B(1981)309.
3. H.A. Smith and F.A. Rickey, Phys.Rev. 014(1976)1946.
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y—decay from the deeply—bound hole s t a t e in Pd and Sn isotopes

H. Sakai1 , R.K. Bhowmik, S. Brandenburg, K. van Dijk, A.G. Drent j i , M.N. Harakeh,

Y. Iwasaki, S.Y. van der Werf and A. van der Woude

The y-decay study of the deeply-bound hole s t a t e s has been performed successfully and

reported for the 1 0 2Pd(3He,a)1 0 1Pd reac t ions 2 ^ . We extended our study to the 1 0 6Pd, 1 0 8Pd,
1 1 9 11ft "X

Sn and iloSn targets. The targets were bombarded with a 70 MeV He beam. The alpha

particles were detected with the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph at 0° with a solid angle of

6.9 msr. The y-rays were measured in coincidence with alpha particles. The y-ray angular

distributions were measured at 90°, 120°, 135° and 150° with respect to the beam by a

5"x6" Nal(Tl) detector. Here we show the 107Pd case as an example.

In 107Pd there is a bump (r=200 keV) at E «2.7 MeV which is believed to contain a

large fraction of the gg/2 hole strength (C
SS=1.O)3\ The figure shows the y-decay pattern

from this bump. A remarkable feature is the complexity of the decay pattern compared to

that of the gg/2 state at 2.4 MeV in
 101Pd. Almost all low lying states in 107Pd are

101Pdpopulated except the l/2+ state at 0.115 MeV while the sharp peak at 2.4 MeV in

which is also believed to be a gg/2 state decays mainly to the 7/2
+ state at 0.261 MeV and

does not decay to the ground state nor to the 11/2" state. This complexity may be due to

the spreading of the deeply-bound hole state which is caused by the coupling of the

unperturbed gg/2 state to the collective or noncollective states which further brings

about the loss of the characteristic decay pattern as observed in 101Pd. An alternative

explanation is the increasing complexity of the final states, here the low lying stat.„,
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originating from the increase of the neutron number from 101Pd to 107Pd. Probably both

mechanisms are responsible for the complexity of the -y-decay pattern. Data reduction and

analysis are presently in progress.

1. Permanent address: RCNP, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
2. H. Sakai et al., Phys.Lett. 103B(1981)309.
3. 0. Schölten et al., Nucl.Phys. A348(1980)301.

Two-nucleon cluster spectroscopic factors: a search for the bound-state parameters

R.J. de Meijer, L.W. Put and J.C. Vermeulen1

The main difference in the expressions for the cross section of single-nucleon

transfer reactions (SNT) and two (and in general multi)-nucleon transfer reactions (TNT)

is the fact that for SNT the dynamical and structure parts factorize, whereas this is not

the case for TNT. For SNT the ratio between the experimental and calculated (e.g. in DWBA)

cross sections yields, apart from a normalization constant and statistical factors, the

spectroscopic factor which can directly be compared with the results of model

calculations. To calculate the dynr.raicai part one assumes the transferred particle to be

bound to the nucleus represented by a potential well with size parameters which are

believed to be well established and a depth adjusted to reproduce the experimental

separation energy.

Vor TNT the shape and magnitude of the angular distribution depend on the coherence

properties of the overlap between the initial and final state. A set of model wave

functions and in particular their coherence properties may be tested by employing the

resulting transition amplitudes in a microscopic DWBA calculation and comparing the

angular distribution obtained with experimental data. Due to the coherence effects, in

general, no unique information on the individual amplitudes of the various configurations

can be extracted from this comparison. In multi-nucleon transfer reactions, as a-transfer

reactions it is frequently assumed that the factorization of the cross-section may also be

carried out and the form factor is then calculated in a macroscopic approach, namely under

the assumption that the transferred cluster is structureless. A method has been developed

for extracting relative two-nucleon spectroscopic factors from experimental data with T1WBA

calculations using a macroscopic form factor. The radium and diffuseness of the

macroscopic bound-state well are adjusted such that macroscopic and microscopic form

factors are almost identical for all I. values with L<6. For the (<x,d) reaction on Si and
oo oo of)

S and for the S(d,<x) P reaction a common area exists in the (r ,a) plane where this

condition is satisfied. The method yields normalization constants that are independent of

L and almost independent of the microscopic wave functions . The macroscopic approach may

thus be used to extract relative two-nucleon spectroscopic factors, analogously to SNT.

For more details and results we refer to a forthcoming paper '.

1. Present address: NIKHEF-H, Amsterdam
2. R.J . de Meijer, L.W. Put and J .C. Vermeulen, Phys.Lett. I07B(1981)14
3 . R.J . de Meijer e t a l . , to be submitted to Nucl.Phys.A.
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High resolution studies of medium heavy and heavy nuclei via the (d, Li) reaction

A.M. van den Berg, N. Blasi, H.A. Sterrenburg, R.H. Siemssen

The study of the first excited 0 + states in the even-A Ge isotopes via the (d,6Li)

reaction was completed and a paper submitted for publication. As an extension of earlie"

studies performed by Saha et al. (see previous Annual Reports) we have subsequently

investigated medium heavy nuclei via this reaction. Finally some preliminary experiments

in the heavy mass region at A=184 and A=232 were done.

In all experiments targets of about 250 ug/cm2 were bombarded with a 45 MeV momentum

analysed deuteron beam. Currents ranged from 200 to 600 nA on target. Dead time due to the

fast neutron flux from Faraday cup was reduced substantially by a shielding with blocks of

heavy metal placed around the Faraday cup.

Reaction products were momentum analysed with the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph with a

typical energy resolution of 50 to 80 keV that was mainly due to the thickness of the

target. With the aid of the focal plane detection system Li particles were detected and

identified. In the case of the lMo and Zr targets the broad range detector system (see

section IV.2) was used to cover a range in excitation energy of about 7 MeV. A AE detector

as described in the KVI Annual Report 1980, page 150 was used together with the plastic

scintillator to separate Li from Li, He and 6He particles. In this way we were able to

substantially reduce the background in the Li spectra. In the next sections the different

reactions will be discussed in more detail.

The Ru(d,6Li)Mo reaction

As an extension of the investigation of the (d,6Li) reaction in the A=100 mass region

we studied the Ru(d, LiĴ Slo reaction for A=100,98,96. Sambataro and Molnar performed

IBA-2 calculations in which they were able to reproduce the energy levels and B(E2)

strengths for the heavy stable Mo isotopes in a consistent way (see KVI Annual Report

1980, page 118). In this study the 0, wave function appeared to be orthonormal to the

ground-state wave function and a gradual change from a vlbrational like nucleus at A=96 to

a rotational like nucleus at A=104 was noticed. From our experiment we found that

the C2 states are rather strongly excited (20% in
 96»100Mo and 35% in 98Mo relative to the

ground-state cross-section). A quantative explanation for these strong excitations in the

frame-work of the IBA-2 model has not yet been obtained but calculations are in progress.

Another interesting feature of this experiment is the excitation of the collective 2t

states. In fig.l angular distributions are shown for the ground state and the 2 + state.

The dashed curves indicate theoretical predictions calculated with the DWBA code DWUCK IV.

As is seen from this figure the first minimum predicted at 13° is not present in the

experimental results. Instead of this minimum there is a maximum at the same angle as for

the ground-state angular distribution indicating possible CCBA effects. To study these we

performed calculations with the coupled channel code CHUCK 3. For the excitation of

the 2j level the following paths were taken into account: the direct transition from the

target nucleus to the excited 2* state in the residual nucleus and, secondly, a ground-

state to ground-state transition followed by inelastic excitation to the final level.
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Results of these calculations are in better agreement with the data and are shown as solid

curves in fig. 1. In table 1 a listing is given of the strengths of the first three levels

of the investigated isotopes together with the deformation parameter ß used for

the 2j level. The difference between the strength calculated via the DWBA and CCBA methods

is large and rather disturbing. This is not well understood, but further calculations

taking into account inelastic excitption of the 2^ level in the target nucleus as well

are in progress.

10" -

10'
O 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

öCM(deg)

Table 1: Relative strengths for the excitation of
low excited states in the A+4Ru(d,6Li) Mo reaction

E(MeV) L

96

98

100

0.00
0.78
1.15
0.00
0.74
0.79
0.00
0.54
0.69

0
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
0

SDWUCK SCHUCK
,«0

100
24
17

100
35
39
100
31
19

100
1

50b)

ioou
129b)

20
100
3

55b)

0.157

0.157

0.199

a) from ref. 1
b) calculated without channel coupling

The 94Mo(d,6Li)90Zr and the 92Zr(d,6Li)88Sr reactions

The shell closure at N=50 and the subshell closure at Z=38 permit the study of pair
O Q

vibrational states (pvs) around A=90. In the case of Sr there may be v, iu as well as a
90 +

pvs, whereas in Zr only the v pvs is expected to be found. The nature of the excited 0

150

Ex(MeV)

5.0 I D 30
It 2-M7

OD

92Zr(d,6Li)88Sr
8=21°

Fig.2. 0
wii J

200 300

CHANNEL

2 3 2 Th(d.6Li)228Ra

300 350 400 450 Fig. 3.

CHANNEL

8^S )88S n2^,states in this mass region has been studied via the 8^Sr(t,p)88Sr reaction2^, the
86Kr(3He,n)88Sr reaction3^ and the 9ZZr(p,t)90Zr reaction4^. In these reactions several 0+
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states above 3 MeV excitation energy could be identified to ba a v or it pvs. The aim of

this study was to investigate the population of these known pvs via the (d, Li) reaction

and in addition to search for an a pvs in 88Sr. The present investigation is an extension

of previous data taken at this laboratory to higher excitation energies (in the 9 ™ case)

and over a wider angular range (in the 92Zr case). In addition the present data have

improved resolution and less background. A spectrum of the 3iZr(d, Li)ooSr reaction is

shown in fig.2. Angular distributions are measured from 6° to 26" for the Mo(d, Li) and

from 3.5° to 35° for the Zr(d, Li) reaction. In table 2 a comparison is made between the

above mentioned two particle transfer reactions and our data for all found 0 states.

Table 2: Relative cross-sections of 0 states compared to ground-state cross-
sections of the same final nucleus

9 0 Zr
E(MeV)
R(p,t)a)

R(d,6Li)b)

88Sr

E(MeV)
R ( t , p ) c ) , ,
R(3He,n)d)
R(d,6Ll)b)

0.00
100
100

0.00
100
100
100

1.76
1.5

19

3.15
9 .3

36
39

°3

4.13
15
39

4.48
43
<1
14

4
19
<2

?

<

4.43
5
<12e>

.79

5.45
25 N
<37e>

5.77
10

7

?

6.52
9

10
2

a) ref. 4 a t e=20°
b) th i s work a t 6=13° for yuZr and a t 21° for ö öSr
c) ref .2 at 9=38°
d) ref .3 at 9=0°
e) upper l imi t , i f th i s s t a t e i s assumed to be a 0 s t a t e

In table 3 a l i s t i n g i s given for the expected exci ta t ion energies and cross-sect ions

for pvs calculated via the harmonic pai r ing vibrat ion model. In th i s calculat ion the

ground-state cross-sect ions of the Sr(d, Li) and Zr(d, Li) reactions are taken to be

equal.

Table 3 : Excitation energies and re la t ive cross-sect ions of
pvs in Sr calculated via the harmonic pai r ing v ibra t iona l
model compared with experiment

reaction

86Sr(t,p)
86Kr(3He,n)
92Zr(d,6Li)

pvs

V

11

a

theory
E(MeV)

5.38
3.80
4.90

da7 dp

100
100
100

experiment
E(MeV) doVdP

4.56 81 a ^
o 1 •; 17")
JilD \

a) ref.4
b) ref.3
c) this work (see text)
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As is seen from this table the expected excitation energy of the a pvs is 4.90 MeV

with the same cross-section as the ground-state cross-section. Because all 0 states below

4.9 MeV excitation energy have been identified before via the two nucleon transfer

reactions there is no candidate for an a pvs in 88Sr.

The 184W(d,6Li)180Hf and 232Th(d,6Li)228Ra reactions

Being able to substantially reduce the background in the Li spectra we performed

preliminary low cross-section (typically 400 nbarn/sr maximum) experiments in the heavy

mass region. In the 18Sj(d,^Li)^80Hf reaction we were able to identify the first members

of the ground-state rotational band. The a-pickup reaction on ' J ' xh has been measured

previously by Jänecke et a l . ' at E,j=55 MeV but with very low s ta t i s t ics

(<8 counts/channel). They found some strong excited states at 0.8 MeV excitation energy,

but were not able to make definite spin assignments to these levels. It is possible that

in the actinide region the same a-clustering effects will occur as in the sd shell nuclei.

At this moment there are some indications that the strong population of low lying states

may be attributed to this effect. To study this in more detail we investigated the
232Th(d,6Li) reaction at Ed=45 MeV since the L=0 and L=2 angular distributions are more

distinct at this energy than at 55 MeV. A spectrum of this experiment at 6, b
= 1 3 ( 1 is shown

in fig.3. The strong multiplet at 0.8 MeV probably consists of (0,2,4,6?)2
+ levels.

Experiments in the actinide region will be continued in order to obtain angular

distributions uopefully resulting in definite spin assignments of the strongly excited

peaks.

1. S.J. Burger and G. Heyman, Nucl.Phys. A243(1975)461
2. R.C. Ragaini et a l . , Phys.Rev. 02(1970)1020
3. W.P. Alford et a l . , Nucl.Phys. A293(1977)83
4. J.B. Ball et a l . , Phys.Rev. C4(1971)196
5. J. Jänecke et al . , Phys.Rev. 023(1981)101

A study of the 158Gd(p,t)156Gd reaction at E =40 MeV

H.J. Riezebos, R. de Leo1, P.B. Goldhoorn, M.N. Harakeh, L.W. Put, H. Sakai2,

R.H. Siemssen

The nucleus 156Gd is a well deformed nucleus in the rare-earth region; the IBA-model

describes this nucleus using the SU(3) group chain. Experimentally 15^Gd has been studied

extensively during the last years; a wealth of spectroscopic information on low-lying

rotational bands was obtained by Konijn et al.3'. An inelastic proton scattering

experiment on Gd, done at this institute ' provided spectroscopic information also on

higher lying levels (up to 3 MeV) and gave qualitative information on the validity of the

sd boson approximation in the IBA-model.

The (p,t) reaction was used to find new spectroscopic and nuclear structure

information about this nucleus. A 95.4% enriched ^ G d target was bombarded with a 40 MeV

analysed beam of protons. The outgoing tritons were detected using the spectrograph with

an overall energy resolution of about 20 keV. Angular distributions were measured from 6"

to 51* ir steps of 3° with an opening angle of 7.6 msr. We also did a measurement at 0*.
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The 0° spectrum is shown in fig. 1. A large number of states is observed especially above

2 MeV. Note the strength of the 0 ground state, which becomes quite small at 0°.

Angular distributions of some states in Gd, together with DWBA calculations using

a cluster two neutron form factor are shown in fig. 2. The optical model parameters (OMP)

r
Tt^i°Gd (p,t) l56Gd

E p =40 MeV

Fig.l. Fig.2.

used in these calculations for the proton channel were taken from ref.4. For the triton

channel we modified the OMP given by ref.5 (which were deduced in an elastic triton

scattering experiment at 20 MeV) such that we got a best chi-squared fit to the Ex=2.181

MeV angular distribution. Fits of DWBA calculations on members of the ground-state or

other low—lying rotational bands are unreliable due to strong coupled channel effects. For

these low lying rotational bands CRC calculations were performed with the computer code

CHUCK. However, because of the strong sensitivity to the radial two-neutron form factor

(of which we do not know spectroscopic factors and signs) and the strong coupling to

inelastic channels, we were not yet able to produce good fits to experimental angular

distributions of the 2 and 4 members of the ground state rotational band. Work on that

subject is still in progress.

Table I. 0+, 2+, 4 + and 6+ strength estimates. The
minimal strength is calculated using states of known J11

or those which could be identified unambiguously using
DWBA calculations. In calculating the maximal strength
also probable assignments are included.

0+
2+
4+
6+

Strength
minimal

5.56
3.35
1.20
0.30

<2.00 MeV
maximal

5.60
3.55
i.50
0.65

2.00 -
minimal

0.00
2.50
2.50
3.00

3.40 MeV
maximal

0.20
4.60
5.20
6.25

Our DWBA calculations are summarized in table I, in which the total strengths of some

spin states are given. The strength is defined as:

NxS =
'DWBA
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The strength below 2 MeV can be qualitatively explained in the Nilsson model by deforming

the one particle orbits of the intrinsic state of 1 5 8 G d . Because of the importance of

pairing correlations a BCS calculation is performed to describe this intrinsic state as a

condensate state of Cooper pairs, comprising of linear combinations of pairs of spin J.

Using a computer code, written by T. Otsuka we find 70% 0 + coupled pairs and 28% 2 +

coupled pairs, which is in qualitative agreement with experimentally determined 0 and 2

strength using a cluster two-neutron form factor.

A striking puzzle is the absence of 0 + strength above 2 MeV, while large strengths of

other L transfers are present. An explanation might be in the framework of the IBA model

where two neutron pickup from levels of antisymmetric superposition of neutron and proton

bosons would result in the following band structure: 1 +, 2 + , 3 +, 4 + . . . In (p,t) reactions

one mostly excites the even spin natural parity states, whereas the unnatural parity

states could only be excited by multistep processes. IBA calculations on this subject,

determining strengths and excitation energies of these bands, will be performed in the

near future.

1. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita di Bari, Italy.
2. Permanent address: RCNP, Osaka University, Osaka,Japan.
3. J. Konijn et al., Nucl.Phys. A352(1981) 191
4. P.B. Goldhoorn et al., Phys. Lett. 103B(1981)291
5. E.R. Flynn et al., Phys.Rev. 182(1969)113

Study of the 1 9 7Au( 3He,d) 1 9 8Hg reaction

N. Blasi, S. Brandenburg, M.N. Harakeh, W.A. Sterrenburg and S.Y. van der Werf

Following the suggestion of Vervier ' that Au and % g could represent a good

example of the supersymmetry scheme ', we performed the Au( He,d) Hg reaction. A

Fig.l.
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self-supporting target ~120 (ig/cm2 thick was bombarded by 50 MeV particles. The

outgoing deuterons were detected and identified in the QMG/2 spectrograph. The deuteron
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spectrum at 8=11° is shown in fig.l. States up to Ex~3.5 MeV have been identified. The

resulting angular distributions (see fig.2) for the low lying states show a situation

completely different from that predicted by the supersymmetry scheme: the 2^ state at 0.41

MeV is populated via pure A=0, while the predicted 4=2 strength for this state is 0.6 of

that of the ground state. The 2„ state at 1.09 MeV, which should not be excited in this

model, is populated via a mixture of J!=0 and 1=2. Furthermore, the population of

the 4t state at 1.05 MeV via SL=2 indicates a non-negligible contribution of the d5/2

orbital. In conclusion, Hg cannot be described by the supersymmetry scheme, at least

concerning the spectroscopic strengths. Finally, we note the presence in the spectrum of a

peak at ~2.45 MeV strongly populated via Jt=O transfer, which could be of the same nature

as the one observed at ~2.88 MeV in Pt, through the same reaction (see next

contribution).

1. J. Vervier, Phys.Lett. 100B(1961)383
2. A.B. Balantekln, I. Bars, and F. Iachello, Nucl.Phys. A370(1981)289

Study of the 1 9 3 I r (d , 3He) 1 9 2Os and 1 9 3 I r ( 3 He,d ) 1 9 4 Pt reactions

N. Blas i , R. Bijker, M.N. Harakeh, Y. Iwasaki1 , W.A. Sterrenburg, S.Y. van der Werf and

M. Vergnes

Encouraged by the succesful application of the supersymmetry scheme ' in the Os-Ir-Pt

region, Vergnes et al. ' studied recently the 193Ir(3He,d)194Pt region. A large

discrepancy within the supersymmetry predictions for dg/2-tranfer was observed. Since in

this experiment only two backward angles were measured with rather low statistics, we

measured this reaction with a 40 MeV He beam from the KVI cyclotron. We also performed

the 193Ir(d,3He)192Os reaction, with a 40 MeV deuteron beam. For both reactions the

outgoing particles were detected with the QMG/2 spectrograph (resolution ~25 to 30 keV).

For the latter reaction, the results are in rather good agreement with the

predictions of the supersymmetry scheme: only the allowed states, the ground state and the

2^ state, are strongly populated via d3/2, while the population of the 2. represents 30%

or less breaking. For the 1"lr(JHe,d) reaction, the strong population of the 2. state,

already seen by Vergnes et al.4', was confirmed. Both the 2. and 2. states are populated

via a mixture of &=0 and A=2. The contribution of the two components has been calculated

via a least squares fit using the DWBA calculation for the JI=0 and the experimental

angular distribution of the ground state for the Sl-2 component. The results show that the

A=2 strengths to the 2, and 2„ states are about equal within the error bars. This gives

rise to a very large breaking in the supersymmetry picture.

A study of other states observed in these reactions and a discussion of the ability

of the model to predict one nucleon transfer reactions will be published elsewhere.

Noteworthy is the -presence in the 194Pt spectrum of a very strongly populated peak at ~

2.88 MeV, with an angular distribution which is a mixture of J?.=0 and A=2. Such a state is

also seen in 191Ir(3He,d)192Pt at ~2.88 MeV and in 197Au(3He,d)198Hg at ~2.45 MeV. There

are some indications that this state may be the collective antisymmetric 1+ state

predicted by the IBA-2 model, which arises from a surface oscillation in which neutrons

L
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move against protons. The evidence so far is only based on its apparent lack of spreading

which makes the assignment 2 + unlikely and on partial sum rule arguments.
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1. Present address: INS, Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
2. Permanent address: Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Orsay, France
3. A.B. Balantekin, I. Bars, and F. Iachello, Nucl.Phys. A370(1981)284
4. M. Vergnes et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 46(1981)584

12Excitation and decay of isovector modes in N

W.A. Sterrenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, S.Y. van der Werf and A. van der Woude

In the previous Annual Report1 first results obtained with the 12C(3He,t) reaction

have been presented. The study was performed to measure angular distributions and decay

angular correlations of structures also observed in (p,n) reactions. At forward angles

broad structures at around Ex=4.0 and 6.5 MeV are the main features of the spectra. In

figs.l A,B angular distributions for these states are shown.

Microscopic calculations with the code DWBA70 of Raynal, using wave functions of

Gillet and Vinh Mau ', were performed. For the structure at 4 MeV, presumably mainly 2~,

the measured angular distribution can be well fitted with a combination of the calculated

one for the lowest 1" (L=l; dashed curve in fig.lA) and that for the lowest 3~ state (L=3;

dotted curve). The solid curve gives the combined result. The calculated distribution for
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a 2~, predicted at 4.3 MeV, did not give a satisfactory fit to the data. For the structure

at around 6.5 MeV the agreement is much better. Calculations predict a strong 1~ at Ex=6.8

MeV. In fig.IB the measured and calculated angular correlations for this state are shown.
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and 75 MeV bombarding energy with theThe proton decay was measured at 81

spectrograph at 0° and proton detectors put at 3 and 5 angles, respectively. Fig.2 shows a

tritor spectrum coincident with protons leading to the ground state of C. The insert

contains the total energy spectrum (Etriton
+Eproton^* *s can *"e s e e n t^le raain decay is to

the ground state. The experimental angular correlations for the ground state decay of the

4 and 6.5 MeV structures are shown in figs.l C,D together with calculated ones for the 2~

and 3~, predicted at approximately 4 MeV (full and dashed curve in fig.1C, respectively)

and the 1" at 6.8 MeV (full curve in fig.ID). These preliminary fits are not perfect. For

the 4 MeV structure part of the reason may be that the calculation predicts a 3~ which may

not be resolved experimentally from the 2~. The structure at around 6.5 MeV may consist

out of several 1" states with different decay patterns.

1. W.A. Sterrenburg et al., KVI Annual Report 1980, p.33
2. V. Gillet and N. Vinh Mau, Nucl.Phys. 54(1964)321

Study of the l6O(3He,t) reaction at 81 MeV

W.A. Sterrenburg, S-. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.B. Greenfield , M.N. Harakeh, H.

Riezebos, H. Sakai2, S.Y. van der Werf and A. van der Woude

The ability of charge exchange reactions to excite collective isovector modes in

nuclei has been proven in (p,n) as well as in (3He,t) reactions. The 12C(3He,t)

experiments reported in the previous Annual Report have been finished and a start has been
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made with 16O(3He,t). The target was made by oxidizing a Ta-foil to Ta2O5. A non-oxidized

piece of the same foil served as a reference to determine contributions from Ta in the

triton spectra. The oxygen target thickness (160 ng/cm ) was determined with elastic

scattering measurements.

Reaction particles were detected with the QMG/2 spectrograph in a 120 cm long focal

plane detector. In order to cover an excitation energy range up to 18 MeV two spectrograph

field settings had to be used. Fig.l shows triton spectra at 6° for Ta2O5 and Ta, both

normalized to the same charge and Ta thickness. In this figure spectra for the two field

settings are combined. Features observed' in 0(p,n) like the broad structures at 7.5

and 9.5 MeV, also show up in the present experiment, which could be performed with better

resolution.

l6O(3He,t)
l6F

Fig.l.

0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40

Fig.2.

Singles angular distributions from 0° to 27° were measured and the proton decay from

many states in F was studied. For the decay measurements the spectrograph was set at 0°

and decay protons, in coincidence with scattered trltons, were detected with two so±id

state detectors places at five angles between 110° and 150°. Here we will only report on

some results of the singles measurements. We have performed microscopic DWBA calculations

using wave functions of Gillet and Vinh M a u ^ and the computer code DWBA70 of Raynal. The

results of these calculations, together with experimental angular distributions for the

lowest four states in 1 6F, are shown in fig.2. There is ambiguity about which of the

lowest two states has J^O" and which has 1~. It is clear that these calculations favour

jit=O~ for Ex=0 and J11»!" for Ex=0.192 MeV. The strength of the effective projectile
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(ejectile)-nucleon interaction^ needed to fit the absolute strength for the 0~,l~ and 2~

states is 3.6 MeV. For the 3" the interaction needed further normalization by a factor of

2.7.

The predicted*' configuration for the 1" is almost pure P,/2
 si/2* T^le ca-culate<ä

width for an S I M particle decaying from this state is ~100 keV. Folded with the detector

resolution of 70 keV this would yield a width of 120 keV for the state at Ex=0.192 MeV.

The measured value is consistent with this width and thus confirms the predicted

configuration.

Complete results about angular distribution and decay measurements will be published

elsewhere.

1. Permanent address: Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, USA.
2. Permanent address: RCNP, Osaka Univ., Osaka, Japan.
3. B. Anderson et al., IUCF Annual Report 1980, p.40
4. V. Gillet and N. Vinh Mau, Nucl.Phys. 54(1964)321
5. R. Schaeffer, Nucl.Phys. A164(1971)145

27Al(3He,d)28Si reaction to the stretched 6~, T=0 and T=l states

K.A. Snover1, M.N. Harakeh, H. Ejiri2, M. Sakai2, Y. Fujita2, M. Fugiwara2,
9 9 9

K. Hosono , M. Noumachi and M. Sasao

The stretched lp-lh, 6~ states in 28Si at 11.58 MeV (T=0) and 14.36 MeV (T=l) have

been studied through a variety of reactions including inelastic electron, proton and pion

scattering with conflicting results concerning the relative parentage of the f-.-d. ,„

stretched configuration. In an effort to determine the f-]/2 spectroscopic factors for
9 7 "\

transitions leading to these stretched configuration states, the Al( He,d) reaction was

studied at two bombarding energies of about 60 MeV and 40 MeV, respectively. The first

measurements were performed at RCNP facility at Osaka using RAIDEN magnetic spectrograph

to detect the deuterons. The differential cross sections of the 6~ states obtained at

Osaka are shown in fig.l (points) with an absolute normalization determined from

comparison of measured elastic differential cross sections to results of optical model

calculations. At a later stage, the measurements at the lower bombarding energy (40 MeV)

were extended down to 0° at KVI using the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph to detect the

deuterons. The data normalized absolutely with respect to an elastic differential cross

section measurement are shown in fig.l (crosses) and are in good agreemnet with the data

taken at Osaka' in the region of overlap.

DWBA calculations were performed using an extecded version of the progrm DWUCK by

J.R. Comfort to include unbound single particle form factor according to Vincent and

Fortune's *' formalism. This is necessary for the analysis of the data of the 6~, T=l

state which is unbound by 2.77 MeV. The 6~, T=0 state which is slightly bound poses no

problem in usual DWBA analysis. The results of the DWBA calculations are shown in fig.l,

for both bombarding energies. The differential cross sections for the 6~, T=0 state are

reasonbaly well fitted at both bombarding energies resulting with the same spectroscopic

factor of S=0.40 . The data for the 6~, T=l state are overall better fitted at both

bombarding energies with the DWBA calculations using the unbound single particle form
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factor (dashed curves) than with the DWBA calculations using a slightly bound single

particle fora factor. The same spectroscopic factor of S=0.35 is necessary to f i t the

absolute cross sections at both bombarding energies. Thesa results indicate that both 6 ,

10

10
20 40 60 80

Fig.l.

T=C and T=l states have approximately the same f7/2^5/9 Parentage in disagreement with

results obtained from inelastic proton scattering ' to these states.

1. Permanent address: Dept of Physics, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA.
2. Permanent address: RCNP and Dept. of Physics, Osaka Univ., Osaka, Japan.
3. C M . Vincent and H.T. Fortune, Phys. Rev. £2(1970)782.
4. G.S. Adams et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 3(5(1977)1387.

The 208Pb(p,t)206Pb reaction at 50 MeV

H.P. Blok1, A.G. Drentje, J.F.A. van Hienen1, Y. Iwasaki2, W.A. Sterrenburg, H. Wienke1

The analysis of (p,t) reaction data with zero-range as well as with exact finite

range DWBA leads to ratios of calculated to experimental cross sections that depend on the

transition involved and the bombarding energy ' . This feature may be caused by the

presence of two-step processes like the sequential transfer process (p,d) (d,t) which can

interfere with the direct process^'. These two-step processes play a major role in the

excitation of unnatural-parity states, as direct excitation of these states is only

possible via the very small S and D components of the triton wave function.
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In a systematic study of the mechanism of the (p,t) reaction at different bombarding

energies a 208Pb(p,t)20°Pb experiment was performed. A self supporting 208Pb target of

1100 |ig/cm was bombarded with an analysed beam of 50.5 MeV protons. The scattered protons

were detected using the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph. Our main concerns were the resolution
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and (neutron) background during the runs as we wanted to observe the weakly excited

unnatural-parity states Jlü=3+ at 1.340, 6" at 2.384 and 3+ at 3.122 MeV. An example of a

tr l ton energy spectrum is shown in f ig.1. Cross sections were measured from 9,, =4.5° to
LAB

50" in steps of 2°-3°. The energy resolution during these runs was betweeen 25 and 30 keV,

which was sufficient to observe the weakly excited unnatural-parity states. Preliminary

calculations were performed with zero-range DWBA for the direct path and a two-step DWBA

description of the sequential process. Spectroscopic amplitudes from the wave functions of

True and Ford ' were used.

Differential cross sections for a few selected transitions are shown in fig.2. The

solid curves in figs. 2a, 2b and 2d represent results of coupled-channel calculations and

the one in 2c that of a single-step DWBA calculation. The results for the unnatural-parity

transitions (see figs.2b and 2d) show that the excitation of these states can almost

completely be described by the sequential transfer. Futhermore it turns out that inclusion

of the sequential-transfer processes can have a large influence on the calculated cross

section of the ground-state transition (0+-+0+). Further analysis will be performed with

improved wave functions for 20^Pb.

1. Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.
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2. Present address: Inst, for Nucl. Study, Univ. of Tokyo.
3. P.D. Kunz et al., Nucl. Phys. A367(1981)13;

T. Takemasa et al., Nucl. Phys. A321(1979)269.
4. N.B. de Takacsy, Phys.Rev.Lett. 31(1973)1007.
5. W.W. True, Phys.Rev. 168(1968)1388.

1.3. BREAKUP REACTIONS AND FISSION STUDIES

and 58NiInvestigation of breakup related processes of He particles on

E.H.L. Aarts, P. Dorenbos, P. Grasdijk, R.J. de Meijer, W.A. Sterrenburg, S.Y. van der

Werf and A. van der Woude

1 \ n no

It has been reported previously ' that in the investigation of the He+ Si reaction

at E( He)=52 MeV several breakup related processes are observed. These processes are

referred to as elastic breakup, inelastic breakup, breakup transfer and absorptive

breakup, and may be explained to be due to a quasi-free reaction mechanism '. However, to

obtain more systematics on the different processes and to study the dependence of the
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breakup processes on the properties of the target ( i . e . charge and mass) similar
measurements have been done on i2C and -^Ni.
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In-plane singles and coincidence data were taken using a 52 MeV momentum analyzed He

beam. The targets were self ^porting foils of n a tC and enriched 5 8Ni, thicknesses 460

u,g/cmZ and 2800^ig/cm2, respectively. Charged particles up to *He were detected with AE-E-

veto telescopes consisting of 0.1, 5 and 2 mm Si detectors, respectively. Software

particle identification was performed by setting two-dimensional gates on the AE-E

spectra. Singles spectra have been measured from 10° up to 70°. The coincidence data were

taken with one telescope fixed at -10° and a second one from -30° to -70° and 10° to 70°.

The inclusive spectra for protons deuterons and tritons (not presented here) show,
O no

similar to the case of the °He+ Si reaction, a bell shaped continuum at foreward angles,

while at backward angles only an evaporation like tail remains. In fig.l total kinetic

energy (TKE) spectra are shown for a) proton-deuteron, b) proton-triton and c) deuteron-

deuteron coincidences at -10°, 10°. All spectra show sharp peaks indicating transitions to

definite states in the final nucleus. From fig.la one observes the strong transition to

the ground state (elastic breakup) and the transition to excited states indicating the

presence of inelastic breakup. Coincidence data taken with deuterons detected at -10° and

protons at a backward angle (70°) also show events originating from absorptive breakup '.

The spectra in figs.lb and lc are very similar to spectra from single neutron pick-up.

The ground state and first excited state in both C and Ni are the only ones that

are populated with an appreciable strength. The most likely reaction mechanisms for the

one neutron pickup character of the TKE spectra are (1) the quasi-free breakup transfer

mechanism ' (3He,pt) and ( He,dd), and (2) the one neutron pickup by the He projectile

(He, He ) followed by the decay of the unstable ejectlle. Evaluation of the angular

correlations and the projected energy spectra may reveal the nature of the reaction

mechanisms in a similar way as has been done for the He+ Si. system . The application of

the DWBA quasi-free reaction model to these data and the comparison of the results for the

three different target nuclei (12C, 28Si and 58Ni) may contribute to the understanding

of the nature of the processes involved in the breakup of 3He particles.

1. E.H.L. Aarts et al., Phys.Lett. 102B(1981)307 and Phys.Lett. 1058(1981)130
2. E.H.L. Aarts et al., Nucl.Phys., to be published and this Annual Report, contribution

below.

The continuum part of the 28Si(3He,pp) spectrum at E(3He)=52 MeV

E.H.L Aarts, R.J. de Meijer and S.Y. van der Werf

In the investigation of the Si( He,pp) reaction it is observed that the total

kinetic energy spectra (TKE=E +E ), see fig.l, show (1) sharp peaks corresponding to
Pi P2 29Cdiscrete transitions leaving the final nucleus ( S i ) in a definite state and (2) a large

bell-shaped continuum. The process leading to the discrete transition has been extensively

studied ' and is referred to as sequential breakup. The origin of the continuum, however,

is unknown and the aim of this work is the identification of the reaction mechanisms

contributing to this continuum.

In fig. 2a a two-dimensional E versus E spectrum is presented at Q =-10° and

0p =10*. One observes the loci corresponding to the 28Si(3He,2He)29Si* reaction and a
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concentration of events around a point where both protons are travelling with about beam

velocity. Figs.2b and 2c show the projections on the E and E axis of those events for

which E +E <EQ . Both spectra may be divided into two parts: (I) an evaporation like

tail and (II) a bell shaped continuum centred around an energy corresponding to beam

velocity.

28Si(3He,pp)
E3He=52 MeV

9p,-l0"

(o)

e„2=io°

Fig.l. E(MeV)
200 100

COUNTS
10 20 30

EPl(MeV) Fig. 2.

A similar set of spectra is presented in fig.3 for the angle combination 6 =-10°

and 9 =70°. Here the projected energy spectrum at 6_ =-10° shows both the components (I)

and (II). The spectrum at 8 =70°, however, only shows the component (I) whereas component

(II) is absent. Component (II) must be identified with spectator protons while component

(I) presumably stems from absorption and re-emission after (partial) equilibration, very

much in the same way as in the binary ( He,pd) absorptive breakup reaction where the

deuteron is the spectator2).

Fig.3.

The pronounced concentration of events in which both protons are spectators (fig.2,

9P =-10° and 9p =+10°) points to a prucess in which the neutron is the participant. It
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can be either (in)elastically scattered or it can be absorbed followed by re-emission of a

neutron after (partial) equilibration of the residual system. This process may be called

ternary breakup of the He particle as opposed to the binary breakup process ( He.pd).

Alternatively a proton may interact strongly with the target nucleus, while the

neutron and the other proton happen to be in a d state which is unstable. This can give

rise to a re-emitted proton (after (partial) equilibration of the participant proton and

the target nucleus) together with a spectator proton (from the d) . This latter process is

illustrated by fig.3. Since the d and the d occur with equal probability within the He,

the cross sections associated with the bianry ( He,pd) process and the ternary
3 — — —
( He,pd)(pd,ppn) process must be equal, provided d and d are spectators.

1. J. van Driel et al., Nucl.Phys. A342(1980)l.
2. E.H.L. Aarts et al., Phys. Lett. 105B(1981)130.

Different behaviour with respect to breakup processes of He and ̂He particles at energies

of about 16 MeV per nucleon

E.H.L. Aarts, P. Grasdijk, M.B. Greenfield1, B. ter Haar, R.J. de Meijer,

W.A. Sterrenburg, S.Y. van der Werf and A. van der Woude

The reaction 4He+28Si at E( He)=65 MeV has been used to study breakup related

processes in order to see whether the same features are present in this reaction as those

observed in the reaction 3He+28Si at E(3He)=52 MeV2\ From the work in ref.2) it is

clearly shown that direct breakup processes such as elrstic breakup, inelastic breakup,

breakup transfer and absorptive breakup are processes that contribute significantly to the

inclusive yield of protons, deuterons and tritons. In addition sequential breakup

processes for both 3He and 4He have been studied for the (3He,2He), (4He,2He) and

(^e^He*) reaction at E(3He)=52 MeV and E(4He)=65 MeV3). All these sequential breakup

measurements were done with two detectors in a close geometry.
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In the present experiment we therefore started to look for direct breakup processes

from the 4He+Z8Si reaction at E( He)=65 MeV. The energy has been chosen such that the

incident energy per nucleon roughly is the same as for He+ Si. Therefore the major

difference between the two reactions will be determined by the Q-values for the different

breakup channels (eg. Q=-5.494 MeV for 3He+p+d and 0̂ =-19.814 Mev for 4He+p+t). Charged
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particles up to 9Be were detected with AE-E-veto telescopes consisting of 0.1, 5 and 2 mm

Si detectors, respectively. Singles spectra were measured from 10° to 70°; the coincidence

data were taken with one telescope fixed at -10° and the other at 0=10°.

Fig.l presents the inclusive (4He,3He) spectrum at 0=10°. Several stateslri 9Si:rare

excited. Contrary to the He induced reaction, the broad bell shaped cöntinu'jm due to

direct breakup is not observed here. These continuum structures are also absent in the

proton and triton inclusive spectra (not presented here). The table presents the cross

sections for the observed coincident reaction channels at G,= -10° and 9,=10°.

The projected energy spectra (not presented here) show that the sequential breakup

process2^ is the dominant reaction mechanism contributing to the (Tte.pp) and the (Tie,Li)

spectra. As a conclusion from this experiment one may say that direct breakup processes

contribute only little to the total cross section from the He+ "Si reaction at

E/A=16 MeV, and that therefore the breakup Q-value for such processes may be an important

parameter.

1. Permanent address: Florida A&M Univ. , Tallahassee, USA
2. E.H.L. Aarts et al., KVI Annual Report 1980, p.36-42
3. J. van Driel et al. , Nucl.Phys. A342(1980)l and references therein

The quasi-free breakup of He

E.H.L. Aarts, R.A. Malfliet, R.J. de Meijer and S.Y. van der Werf

In last year's Annual Report ' a preliminary model was presented for the description

of elastic binary breakup of ^He particles in a quasi-free scattering framework. This

model has been improved and extended using a DWBA formalism that also describes other

breakup related processes like inelastic breakup and breakup-transf e.r'.

The model assumes that only a subset of the projectile interacts strongly with the target

nucleus while the remaining fragment behaves like a spectator. Distortions of the

spectator wave function due to the Coulomb field are taken into account semi-classically

by employing local Coulomb corrected momenta rather than asymptotic momenta. With these

approximations the full DWBA reduces to a rather transparent quasi-free reaction

mechanism.

Applying the commonly used notation for such a reaction:

a+A+ b+{x+A}, (1)

where A is the target nucleus, a the projectile consisting of the substructures b

(spectator) and x (participant), and {x+A} any specific reaction channel of the particles

x and A, the transition amplitudes in the quasi-free reaction framework may be written as:

Tfltö,p) = T ^ M ? ) . (2)
Eq.2 describes the elastic breakup, the inelastic breakup and the breakup-transfer

channel, depending on the choice of the final state and the two-particle transition

amplitude T^. The momenta p and ?j ate defined as:

> *aA (3)

L
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there tc denotes the relative asymptotic momentum between the particles x and A,
xA

t.' and &'. denote the relative local Coulomb corrected momenta between the particles a and
aA bA

A, and b and A respectively. Eq.2 shows a factorization of the transition amplitude into a

product of the transition amplitude for two-particle scattering, ^ ( 5 ) and the distorted

momentum amplitude, ?(p) • The momentum amplitude is given by the Fourier transform of the

bound state wave function of the projectile.

For the inelastic breakup and the breakup-transfer reactions the two-particle

transition amplitude T^C^) is given by the amplitude for the free x+A inelastic

scattering or particle transfer reaction and may be calculated from the free DWBA cross

sections. For the elastic breakup reaction the transition amplitude T^CC:) is not simply

given by the free x + A elastic scattering amplitude, since we assume that the breakup is

only due to the short range part of the interaction. To take this effect into account we

introduce a smooth cut-off in the partial wave summation of the free elastic scattering

amplitude. Calculations of the double differential cross sections for processes involving

binary breakup of He with protons as spectators are compared with data from the He+ Si

reaction at E(3He)=52 MeV.

f

-80 -60 -40 -20 0

fldMWeg)

Fig.l.

28 3 28
F i g . l . shows the resul t s for a) the Si( He,pd) Si(g.S-) e l a s t i c breakup reaction,

TO Q op no n

b) the Si( He.pd) Si(1.78) inelastic breakup reaction, and c) the Si( He,pt)
27
Si(g.s.) breakup-transfer reaction. The solid curves represent the results of the quasi-
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free DWBA model calculations according to the expression:

^ l ^ f,2 k(3He) f i
p ( E )

where m(%e) is the mass and k(3He) the momentum of the 3He projectile, p(E) the three-

body phase space, and T^^ the transition amplitude according to eqs.2a and 2b. The

calculations are normalized to the data by an overall multiplication with a factor N

where N=10, 8 and 9 for the elastic breakup, inelastic breakup and breakup transfer

reaction, respectively.

Apart from the normalization the calculations are in good agreement with the data.

Since the normalization factor N is roughly the same for all three processes this may be

due to an overestimation of the flux that goes into the proton spectator channel. This

originates from the assumption that all protons resulting from He breakup are spectators.

Therefore as a next step in the refinement of the quasi-free breakup model

strong absorption of protons in the exit channel should be included.

1. E.H.L. Aarts et al., KVI Annual Report 1980, p.42
2. E.H.L. Aarts et al., Nucl. Phys. to be published

Description of absorptive breakup in a quasi-free reaction framework

E.H.L. Aarts and R.A. Malfliet

Proton-deuteron coincidence measurements from the He+ Si reaction at E( He)=52 MeV

show a large contribution from processes producing deuterons travelling with about beam

velocity and protons being statistically emitted '. This process is called absorptive

breakup and is defined as a reaction in which a subset of projectile nucleons suffers

strong interaction with the target nucleus. This results in either evaporation or non

statistical (pre-compound) emission of particles from the residual nucleus and leaves the

remaining subset of projectile nucleons to continue with essentially their initial

momentum prior to the interaction.

In heavy-ion physics similar processes are observed which are referred to as

incomplete fusion. If we write such a process schematically as:

a+A + b+{x+A} (1)

where A is the target nucleus, a the projetile consisting of the substructures b

(spectator) and x (participant), and {x+A} a (pre)compound system emitting particles among

which the particle y, the transition amplitude may be written as:

T f i = T(x+A + y)?a(b) (2)

Here f (b) denotes the momentum distribution of the spectator b within the projectile a,

and T(x+A+y) denotes the two-body transition amplitude for a process in which the

participant x interacts strongly with the target nucleus resulting in (non)statistical

emission of the particle y from the (pre)compound system {x+A}.

From the statistical model2' one obtains the following result:



A.-jU m. (2JI.+ 1)
(T(X+A+y))

2= * (2*1+ D i 1 *£<-» T^CZÜ
i f f ( 3 )

and: I wf J 2= FTTTC^T ' (4)

f *f

Here To and To are the transmission coefficients for the initial(i) and final(f) channel
*i *f

as a function of the angular momenta SL^ and S.f, respectively. The angular dependence is

contained in the Legendre Polynominals P^CPf^) • The P(i+f) denote the probabilities for

the transition from the initial to the final state.

In first order we may state that, when the energy concentration in the system x+A is

released through the emission of particles, all possible states will occur with

frequencies proportional to their statistical weights. In the nori relativistic case,

taking into account only energy and momentum conservation, the statistical weight and

therefore the probability P(i-*f ) is given as (Fermi statistical model) :

(5)

where V is the volume of the interaction, T is the energy released by the desintegration,

T=E +Q where E is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus and Q the corresponding

Q-value, n is the number of emitted particles j and m. the mass of particle j. Combining

eqs. 3—5 enables us to obtain cross sections for the absorptive breakup reaction.

Calculations along these lines are in progress.

1. E.H.L. Aarts et al., Phys.Lett. 1Q5B(1981)13O
2. K. Kikuchi and M. Kawai In: Nuclear Matter and Nuclear Reactions, North Holland

Publ.Co., Amsterdam 1968, p.122

Fission probability of the IAR in the actinide region studied via the ( He.tf) reaction '

S.Y.. van der Werf, N. Blasi, S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, W.A. Sterrenburg,

B. Visscher, A. van der Woude, R. Ac Ltri*- and H. Janszen

Fission of the IAR in 232Pa and 238Np has been studied via the reactions
232Th(3He,tf) and 238U(3He,tf) at E(3He)=81 MeV. Tritons were detected in the QMG/2

spectrograph at 0=0°. The beam was stopped in a Faraday-cup inside the first dipole

magnet. Two fission detectors were mounted on opposite sides of the beam at fi ,=145°.

Fig.la shows a singles triton spectrum taken at 0° from the 232Th(3He,t)232Pa

reaction. The IAR stands out over a continuous background. In fig.lb the triton spectrum,

coincident with fission-fragments, is shown. The fission probability of the IAR is easily

obtained since the fragments are emitted isotropically (j^dAR^Cl"1"). Table I lists the

measured parameters of the IAR in 232?a and 2 3 8Np.

Fission of the IAR is a direct consequence of isospin impurity. In fact the present

experiment is a sensitive measure of the amplitude of the T^=T -1 admixture.

< t a rge t
Schematically:

|(IAR)>=aT |Tv> -taT |T<> .
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The component |T>> can only decay by proton emission and it contributes exclusively to the

escape width r +. Its neutron decay is isospin forbidden and fission is inhibited because

it experiences the same fission barrier as its isospin-parent Th(g.s.) or U(g.s.).

E, (MeV)

SO 100 150

CHANNEL NUMBER

The spreading width, f comes about through the component |T-> which can both neutron-

decay and fission. Its fission probability (sum of prompt, first- and second- chance

fission) is calculated via a statistical model ' that uses the fission barriers and

Table I. Measured parameters of the IAR

Nucleus E„(MeV) I\ „(keV)x tot
r+(keV)

232
238;

Pa 18.48±0.02
19.09±0.04

306±20
380±40

0.19±0.01
0.30±0.04

90±20
142±37

neutron separation energies in the nuclei 230,231,232pa(236,237,238Np}> W e f i n d

Pf(T<)=0.65 for
 232Pa and =0.80 for 238Np at the positions of the IAR in these nuclei. One

then obtains the spreading width through:

The results are listed in Table I.

1. This work has been published in Phys.Lett. 105B(19 81) 111
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2. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universitä di Bari, Italy
3. Permanent address: Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Bonn, Germany
4. M.N. Harakeh, program MUCHFIS (FORTRAN IV), unpublished

232Th fission barrier characteristics from the 232Th(p.p'f) reaction

H. Janszen1, S. Brandenburg, R. De Leo2, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, B. Visscher and

A. van der Woude

Recent neutron induced fission data3' for 231Th and 233Th using the 23OTh(n,f) and
232Th(n,f) reactions have been interpreted in terms of the three-humped fission barrier

model. From the analysis of our previous 232Th(a,oc'f) experiments" at Ea=120 MeV in terms

of a double humped barrier we obtained fission barrier parameters which were considerably

higher than those known from the literature. This could be interpreted as a double humped

outer barrier in addition to a quite low inner barrier which does not contribute to the

fission probability calculations. If the outer barrier were double humped then one expects

resonating structures in the excitation energy region around 6.0-6.5 MeV.

The energy resolution of our (a.oe'f) experiments was two poor (~75 keV) to resolve

such fine structure if at all present in the fission cross section. We therefore performed

a high-resolution 232Th(p,p'f) experiment to observe possible resonating structure in the

fission barrier region which can be attributed to a triple humped barrier.

We used a 30 MeV momentum analyzed proton beam from the KVI cyclotron. The protons,

inelastically scattered from the 232Th target, were detected in the QMG/2 magnetic

spectrograph set at Q^A^W w i t n a horizontal opening angle A9=6° and a total solid angle

of 10.3 msr. The energy resolution of the spectrograph was 17 keV. The fission fragments

were detected in a large parallel plate avalanche detector (PPAD). The active area of the

PPAD was divided into six vertical strips. Each of the strips was read out separately. In

addition to the PPAD we used a Si surface barrier detector placed along the recoil

direction of the fissioning nuclei.

The fission probability as a function of excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus

was calculated from the fission fragment angular distributions assuming rotational

symmetry around the recoil axis. The shape and absolute height of the fission probability

spectrum agree very well with our previous -32Th(a,a'f) measurement^'. However, the

(a,a'f) data are shifted in energy with respect to our new (p,p'f) data by an amount of

150 keV to lower values due to an error In the energy calibration of the spectrograph for

the (a,a'f)-data. Because of low statistics and possibly not high enough resolution no

fine structure was observed although plateaus In the fission probability excitation

function could be observed (see fig.l) which could be related to such fine structure.

Table 1. Fission barrier parameters for 232Th obtained from the present
analysis (energies in MeV)

k E^ f^A ^B ft^B ^11 "̂"11 w0 u

0+ 5.8C 0.90 6.75 1.20 3.00 1.50 0.05 0.25
0 6.75 0.90 6.75 1.20 3.00 1.50 0.05 0.25
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We used the resonant version of the program FISALL of Back and Britt to search for

the double humped fission barrier parameters that would yield a good fit to the fission

probabilities at and below the barrier. The fission barrier parameters resulting from this

search are listed in table 1.

The calculated fission probabilites using these parameters are shown in fig.1, together

with our experimental results. In the calculations, the population amplitudes for the

various spins and parities were obtained' from a reasonable assumption on percentages of

EWSR exhausted in the barrier region by the various multlpolarities.

232Th (p,p'f) 30 MeV
30

Fig.l.
550 6.00 6.50 T.00

EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV)
0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 BO

0rcm(deg.) Fig. 2.

The calculated Pf values for specific spins and parities were used to reproduce the

experimental angular distributions of the fission fragments, as shown in fig.2 (solid

curves), for 5.475<EX<5.75 MeV and S . 8 ^ ^ 6 . 1 5 MeV. It is interesting to note that a

better fit to the angular distributions for both energy bins could be obtained (dashed

curves) if the 0 -amplitude is multiplied by a factor of five.

1. Present address: Inst, für Strahiert- und Kernphysik der Universität, Bonn, W. Germany.
2. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita, Bari, Italy.
3. J. Blous et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. ̂ 5(1975)1749 and 41(1978)1282.
4. J. van der Plicht et al., Nucl.Phys. A369(1981)51.

1.4. HEAVY-ION REACTIONS

A study of binary and ternary heavy-ion reactions by means of coincidences between charged

particles and K X-rays

H.W. Wilschut, J. Wilczyfiski1, R.H. Siemssen, R.K. Bhowmik2, P.B. Goldhoorn,

J.F.W. Jansen, K. Siwek-Wilczyfiska3, Z. Sujkowski1

Fast ejectiles observed in heavy-ion reactions at moderate energies originate from

binary mass transfer and scattering processes and from three-body (or more) final state

reactions. With increasing bombarding energy the relative contribution of the latter

process increases.

In our previous studies we investigated the two reaction modes by means of particle-y

coincidences to select the binary reactions ' and by particle-particle coincidences to

study the ternary processes '. Both methods though successfully employed, have their

shortcomings and limitations. In order to facilitate further studies of the reaction

mechanism over a broad range of bombarding energies we have Introduced a new experimental

method based on simultaneous detection of charged particles (projectile-like nuclei) and
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characteristic KX-rays from the target-residue nuclei. Mass and atomic number of the

ejectile and the atomic number of the target-residue nucleus can thus be identified.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the singles and the coincidence X-ray spectra observed in

the 14N+197Au reaction at 140 MeV. The X-rays were detected with a 2 cm3 high resolution

400

300

200

100

0

Ka(Au)-

Vnf-^W-Jl/Il-J "

CO 300

§ 200
O
° .00

0

200

100

0

l \ i I97A
N+ Au140 MeV

X-ray singles

,'°B

Fig.l.

CHANNEL

Ge detector. Charged particles were detected and identified using a standard AE-E

telescope. The singles X-ray spectrum is dominated by the KX-rays from Au(Z=79) due to the

Ionization in atomic collisions. Particle-X-ray coincidence spectra have been obtained for

the following ejectiles: 4.6He, 6"8Li, 7.9«10Be, 1 0-1 2B, n - 1 4 C , 13~15N and 15"17O. The

spectrum gated by 10B-ejectiles clearly shows the KX-lines corresponding to Z=81, i . e . ,

resulting from the 197Au(14N,10B)Tl reaction. However, the KX-lines of Au which should be

attributed to the break-up reaction 197Au(14N,10B+<x)Au are also seen. Similarly, in the

spectrum gated by 7Li-ejectiles the following reactions can be recognized:
197Au(UN,7Li+"Be")Au, 197Au(14N,7Li4t0Tl and 197Au(UN,7Li)Bi.

In addition to particle X-ray coincidence measurements particle-X-ray-X-ray t r ip le

coincidences were measured to obtain the average X-ray multiplicities necessary for

quantitative cross section determinations. The analysis of these data is s t i l l in

progress.

1. Permanent address: Inst.Nucl.Research, Swierk, Poland.
2. Present address: Nucl.Phys.Lab., Univ. of Oxford, England.
3. Permanent address: Inst. of Exp. Physics, Univ. of Warsaw, Poland.
4. K.Siwek-Wilczyiiska et a l . , Phys.Rev.Lett. ^2(1979)1599, Nucl. Phys. A330(1979)150;

J.Wilczynski et al . , Phys.Rev.Lett. 45(1980)606.
5. J. van Driel et a l . , Phys.Lett. 98B(1981)351;

R.K. Bhowmik et a l . , to be published.
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Light particle emission in the reaction 14N+-159Tb at 168 MeV

R,K. Bhcwmik1, G.J. Balster, P.B. Goldhoorn, S. Gonggrijp , Y. Iwasaki , H. Sakai\

R.H. Siemssen, W.A. Sterrenburg and J. Wilczyfiski5

An extensive measurement of light particle emission in the reaction W- yTb at 168

MeV has been carried out by detecting proton, neutron and a-particles in coincidence with

heavy ions (HI). Preliminary measurements at 112, 140 and 168 MeV °' suggested that for

alpha-HI correlations, there are two main sources of alpha particles (a) sequential decay

of particle-unstable projectile-like-fragments (PLF) and (b) inelastic breakup producing a

broad distribution of alpha particles uncorrelated 7) in energy and angle to the

accompanying HI. To obtain more detailed information about these two components, we have

taken additional data at 168 MeV with good statistics.

-90 -60 -30 30 60 90 -90 -60 -30 30 60 90
Fig.l.

9D Weg)

The in-plane angular correlations for protons in coincidence with different ejectiles

detected at 8 H I =20° are shown in fig. 1. Similar results have been obtained for the

angular correlations of a-particles in coincidence with different ejectiles. The proton

multiplicities have been obtained after dividing the coincidence cross sections by the

corresponding inclusive HI cross sections. The solid curves have been drawn through the

data points to guide the eye. In region I, corresponding to the detection of the HI and

light particle on opposite sides of the beam, the angular correlations roughly follow the

shape of the inclusive cross sections (dashed curves in fig. 1). A large enhancement in

cross section is seen in region II when the light particle and HI are detected close to

each other. Measurements with good angular resolution *") have confirmed that this

enhancement is due to the sequential decay of excited fragments.
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The projected energy spectra of different ejectiles in coincidence with alpha

particles at -20° and -40° are similar in shape to the corresponding inclusive spectra

although a systematic drop in the ratio a(coincidence)/a(inclusive) is obtained at the

high energy end for all channels. The projected energy spectra of alpha particles

at 6 = -20° and -40" in coincidence with different ejectiles show a close similarity with
a

the inclusive energy spectra of alpha particles. For the lighter ejectiles, both the

energy and angular correlations in region I may be adequately described by the

factorisation prescription ^ which assumes that there is no correlation between the

detected particles.

cj ,o
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The energy spectra of neutrons in coincidence with different ejectiles at

6 H I =20° are shown in fig. 2. At 9n=-37.5° (circles) the energy spectra are characterised

by an exponential tail. At 6n=+37.5° (squares), neutrons in coincidence with the heavier

ejectiles show the presence of an extra component centered around the HI velocity .These

fast neutrons are most likely arising from the decay of a PLF as they are seen only at a

neutron angle close to the HI angle.

In order to investigate the angular dependence of the sequential component, two

charged particle telescopes were mounted at the same scattering angle above and below the

horizontal plane. Keeping the angular opening between the counters fixed at 12°, the

coincidence cross section between the two telescopes was measured as a function of the

scattering angle e„TT, . The angular correlations are found to follow the shape of therLr
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inclusive angular distribution of the composite particle (HI+alpha). If it is assumed that

the coincidence yield for close geometry arises mainly from the sequential decay of a PLF,

the above result indicates that the angular distribution of the PLF undergoing particle

decay is similar in shape to the corresponding inclusive angular distribution. The close

similarity between the total energy spectra (E =Ej,y+E ) for this geometry with the

corresponding inclusive spectra E p L F (solid curves in fig. 3) suggests that the sequential

part may be parametrised by the expression :

d3g(Etot> e» 9PLF> d2g(Etot' 6PLF> dP

where the first term in the right hand side is obtained from the measured inclusive energy

and angular distribution of the PLF and dP/de is the probability of a PLF emitting an

alpha particle with an energy e. The energy integrated decay probabilities P= J-j— de have

been estimated to be ~10-20% for different PLF.

A Monte-Carlo program has been written to simulate the decay of a PLF into a HI and

an alpha particle assuming isotropic decay of the PLF in its cm. frame. The energy and

angular distributions of the PLF are taken from the inclusive data at the same incident

energy. The measured in-plane angular correlations in region II can be quantitatively

reproduced in this model. An additional component has been necessary to reproduce the in-

plane correlations in region I and the out-of-plane correlations at 140 MeV reported in

last year's annual report. This second component can be described by factorisation

prescription suggesting that it is pre-equilibrium in origin ''.

1. Present address: Nucl.Phys.lab., Univ. of Oxford, England.
2. Present address: Bankgirocentrale, Amsterdam.
3 . Present address: I n s t . for Nucl, Study, Univ. of Tokyo Tanashi, Tokyo, Japan.
4 . Present address: Indiana Univ., Bloomington, USA.
5. Permanent address: Inst.Nucl.Research, Swierk, Poland.
6. J . van Driel e t a l . , Phys.Lett . 98B(1981)351.
7. R.K. Bhowmik et a l . , Nucl.Phys. A363(1981)516.
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II. ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS, HYPERFINE AND WEAK

INTERACTIONS

11.1. GAMMA-, ELECTRON- AND X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

Quasi-continous y-ray spectra In the decay of complete and incomplete fusion reaction

residues

D.C.J.M. Hageman, J. iukasiak1'2, Z. Sujkowski2, M.J.A. de Voigt

The emphasis of the analysis of quasi-continuous (q.c.) y-ray spectra was in the past

year put on the intertwined role of the reaction mechanisms and the nuclear structure of

the reaction residues '.

111. Statistical y-rays in a and C induced reactions.

The statistical part of the q.c. y-ray spectrum is generally believed to be rather

insensitive to the nuclear structure and only weakly dependent on the homharding energy.

It can be described by

ji

where E is the transition energy, and T and n are parameters. Dominance of electric

dipole transitions is generally expected. The angular distribution of the y-rays above

~1.4 MeV is approximately Isotropie (cf. the upper part of fig.l). This is expected for a

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

!05

VA0

l5ONd( l2C,6n) l56Dy
E=95 MeV

2 3
Er (MeV)

Fig.l.

statistical mixture of stretched and non-streched dipole transitions. Gamma-ray

multiplicities and angular distributions were measured previously as functions of E for

selected residual nuclei with beams of 40-130 MeV a-particles and 80-110 MeV 1 2C.

Centroids of the entry regions were determined for several even Dy isotopes produced in

these reactions. The angular momentum coordinate first increases with bombarding energy,

reaches a maximum and then stabilizes or decreases. The corresponding energy coordinate
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seems to reach a saturation with respect to the yrast line. This effect of saturation or

even decrease of one or both coordinates (I or E) of entry points is observed for the

(12C,6n)156Dy reaction as well as for the (a,4n)158'160Dy reactions (fig.2). For the 12C

data an explanation is given in terms of competing incomplete fusion processes '. The

(a,xn) data are discussed below.

A remarkable increase is observed of the number of Y~ r a v s *n t n e nigh energy

exponential "tail" of the q.c. y-spectra at beam energies corresponding to the saturation

region. Expression (1) with n=5 fitted to the q.c. spectra (fig.l) yields T=0.22, 0.23 and

0.31 MeV at E( C)=80, 90 and 95 MeV. The corresponding values of the average energy are

E (stat.)=1.32, 1.35 and 1.85 MeV and of the multiplicity M (stat.) =2.9, 4.9 and 5.4,

respectively. Similar increases In E (stat.) and M (stat.) are found for the (a,4n)

reactions in the saturation region. It should be noted that the calculations using the

statistical code GROGI show the strongest deviations with experiment at the highest beam

energies, both in the entry points (cf. fig.2) and in cross sections3'.
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Fig.2.

2. The contribution of the break up followed by fusion (BÜRFF) mechanism to nonequilibrium

processes in g—induced reactions.

We have investigated the contribution of BURFF to that part of the cross section

which is usually interpreted in terms of preequilibrium models. An estimate in the case of
1 Gd-H70 MeV a yields a BURFF cross section of about 180 mb in the (a,xn) channels, using

measured-*' inclusive cross sections for the a+t+p break up at E =80 MeV. This value is a

large fraction of the experimental cross section of the 3n and 4n exit channels of 330 mb.

In a simple model ' of the BURFF process the energy of the captured 3He should be

approximately centered at K E
a-E c o ux) with quite a wide distribution. The corresponding

excitation energy of the "compound nucleus" 1^1Dy produced in bombardment of 158Gd with

70 MeV a particles varies between about 6 MeV and 48 MeV. Because of the peripheral

character of the a. break-up process, there is a unique relation between the energy and the
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angular momentum brought in by the captured fragment. The cross-sections for ( He,2n) and

(3He,3n) reactions peak at about 12 MeV above the respective threshold energies. For the
158Gd target this corresponds to 15 MeV and 22 MeV 3He energy for the 2n and 3n channels,

respectively. With r=1.2 A1'3 this leads to S.=11.5fi and 16h, which implies multiplicity

M=10 and 12 for these two channels. Both agree well with the values measured at higher

beam energies. It is important to notice that the BURFF model predicts the angular

momentum left in a particular reaction residue to be independent of the bombarding energy.

This is corroborated well by the multiplicity data obtained in this work at high

bombarding energies.

1. Present address: Dept. of Phys., Univ. of Manchester, Manchester, England.
2. On leave from the Inst. of Nucl. Research (IBJ), Swierk, Poland.
3. J. Lukasiak et al., Nucl.Phys., in print.
4. D.C.J.M. Hageman et al., Phys.Scr. 24(1981)145.
5. J.R. Wu et al., Phys.Rev. C2Q(1979)1284;

R.W. Koontz et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 43(1979)1862.

Entry states in Dy isotopes populated in C induced reactions at 95 MeV

M.J.A. de Voigt, F. Schuling, Z. Sujkowski, J.J. van Ruyven1, and P. van Nes1

The properties and installation of a large Nal(Tl) crystal sum spectrometer were

described in the KVI annual report 1980. Experiments were continued to determine

excitation energies of entry states in Dy isotopes. Moreover the sum spectrometer was used

in a study of high-spin states in neutron dificient Pb isotopes (see the following

contribution).

151~156Dy nuclei were excited in 146>15ONd(12C,xn) reactions at 95 MeV beam energy.

The complete sum spectrometer (six segments) was used in coincidence with a Ge(Li)

detector placed at the entrance of the axial hole. The target was positioned in the center

of the spectrometer. Total y—ray energy spectra were deduced for gates on several peaks in

the Ge(Li) spectra corresponding to discrete transitions in the evaporation residues. For

each sum spectrum the controid energy E and the FWHM (AE) was determined after a

calibration up to 2.5 MeV with radioactive sources and an extrapolation to higher

energies. Neutron corrections were calculated using response functions measured at the

Free University, Amsterdam (~1.5 MeV for the sum energy).

target

150Nd '

146Nd 1

nucleus

r i 5 6Dy
155Dy
15V

[ 154Gd

152Dy

. 151Dy

xn

6n

7n

8n

a4n

5n

6n

7n

E (MeV)

19.3±0.5

18.0±0.5

17.1±1.0

17.0±1.0

22.Oil.0

( 20.6±0.5

\ 20.3i0.5

20.Ü0.5

AE (MeV)

ll.l±0.5

10.7±0.5

13.5i0.5

13.1±0.5

12.3Ü.0

9.7±0.5

11.5±0.5

13.9i0.5

gates

+

17/2+.

2+....

13/2+.

18+

11/2".

..16+

,.29/2+

..10+

..25/2+

. .17"

..33

..21/2"
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It appeared that within the experimental errors no systematic changes

in E or AE occurred as function of the gating transition, this was the case even going

from low (2++0+) to very high spin (33+32) for instance in 152Dy. The final results

averaged over the gating transitions are presented in the table. It appears that~the

widths AE are larger than the instrumental widths estimated as ~25% of E

(for eC! =80%, E=20 MeV, M=20 and E =1 MeV)• Therefore, the AE values represent the natural

spread in energy of the populated entry areas.

1. Free university, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

A y-ray spectroscopic study of 19^»*96pb

P. vanNes^, J.J. van Ruyven , H.H.A. Kesselink , H. Penninga , Z. Sujkowski ,

H. Verheul1, M.J.A. de Voigt, R.J. Meyer

The even mass neutron-deficient Pb isotopes are characterized by several isomeric

states which are interpreted as neutron two-quasiparticle excitations. The highest states

observed until now in the Pb isotopes with mass numbers A<200 are the ^=12 isomers '.

In the course of 1981 we have started a study on 194>1^)6pb using the
188Os(12C,xnY)200"xPb reactions at 100 MeV and 75 MeV, respectively. The aim of this study

is to investigate the properties of states near the yrast line beyond the Jw=12 isomers.

We have selected the neutron deficient isotopes ly*»lybpb in an attempt to observe in

these nuclei a signature of a collective excitation mode, which would originate from

proton particle-hole excitations in the Z=82 shell. Furthermore our interest was triggered

by the large X-ray yield found by Karwowski et al. for these nuclei '.

The experiments consisted of measurements of y-singles, yy coincidences, angular

distributions, conversion electrons, total sura energies and lifetimes. An important

complication in the study of these nuclei was the high continuous background which is due

to fission, radioactive decay and low multiplicity events from reactions on the carbon of

the targets. A sum spectrometer was used to suppress the background in the singles y-ray

spectra taken for 19^>19°pb and in the y—y coincidence spectra for * *Ph. In the

coincidence measurements the sum spectrometer served as a multiplicity filter. In y-ray

spectra transitions in '•"•"Opb could be enhanced relative to y-rays of competing

reactions by setting proper gates on the total y-ray energy. The y—y-coincidence

measurements for 13DPb were performed with 4 Ge(Li) detectors. From this experiment we

have also obtained the DCO ratio for several transitions.

The following (preliminary) results were obtained:

(i) The yrast line was extended up to levels with J=15,16 in l9*Pb and J=17,18 in 196Pb.

In iybPb the newly found levels constitute two cascades on top of the J1U«14+ Level.

The latter state decays by a 959 keV transition to the J1C=12+ isomer,

(ii) In both nuclei we have observed another isomeric state, feeding the known ^=10"*"

states.

Further analysis of the data is in progress.

1. Free University, Amsterdam
2. Permanent address: Inst.Nucl.Research, Swierk,Poland
3. M. Pautrat et al., Nucl.Phys. A20_l( 197 3)449
4. H.J. Karwowski et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 42(1979)1732.

I
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Gamma-gamma energy correlations in some Hf and W isotopes

H.J.M. Aarts1, H.F.R. Arciszewski2, G.A.P. Engelbertink2, R.V.F. Janssens3, R. Kamermans2,

H. Sakai, C.J. van der Poel2, M.J.A. de Voigt, J. Vervier , R. Holzmann4, M. van Hove4, M.

Huyse , G. Lhersonneau5

Final results of a spectroscopic study of the l&'.l&snf isotopes, using the
159Tb(14N,xny)173~xHf reaction at E(14N)=95 MeV, were recently published6^. The

application of two Compton-suppression spectrometers with large solid angle in this type,

of y-*Y energy correlation experiments appears to be a promising method to investigate

band-crossing phenomena in both the discrete and the quasi-continuous energy region of

nuclei in this mass region. Employing the same methods, the study of the behaviour of the

N=96 isotones at high spins was extended to the case of tungsten, using the

^ ^ 1 7 5 " ^ reaction with E(20Ne)=110 MeV in an experiment performed at the

Fig.l,
200 400 800

Ey(keV)
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cyclotron of the Institut de Physique Corpusculaire in Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium).

A first analysis of the discrete part of the y~T correlation data clearly shows the

similarity between the 168Hf and 170W nuclei. The yrast band of 1 7 0W can be identified up

to the J1t=22+ state (see fig. lb) with a pronounced backbending occurring at the J^H"*"

state. Moreover a second strongly excited rotational band exhibiting upbending

characteristics is observed (see fig. lc) , which most probably can be assigned to an odd W

isotope, the assignment presently being based on ALICE predictions and on the similarity

of the band to the Hf case. The total coincident spectrum is shown in fig. la and the

spectrum corresponding to a second unidentified (weakly populated) band is shown in

fig.ld.

A detailed analysis of the correlation is presently being carried out. Future

experiments will include angular distributions measurements to confirm spin assignments

and to obtain side-feeding intensities, multiplicity- and excitation-function measurements

in order to identify the odd W isotope.

1. Present address: Florida State University, Tallahassee,Florida, USA.
2. R.J. van de Graaff Lab., University of Utrecht, The Netherlands.
3. Present address: Argonne National Lab., Argonne, 111. , USA.
4. Institut de Physique Corpusculaire, Louain-la-Neuve, Belgium.
5. Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
6. R.V.F. Janssens et al., Phys.Lett. 106B(1981)475 and

M.J.A. de Voigt et al. , Phys.Lett. 106B(1981)480.

High-spin phenomena in atomic nuclei

M.J.A. de Voigt, J. Dudek1 and Z. Szymaiiski1

This year a review article has been completed and submitted to Reviews of Modern

Physics. The data included are those published up to January 1, 1982.

The paper presents a description of phenomena observed in rotating nuclei for a broad

range of angular velocities, both from experimental and theoretical point of view. Proper-

ties of states with high angular momentum are determined by the collective and noncollec-

tive motion of the individual nucleons, which generate excitation patterns of regular and

irregular structure, respectively. Recent developments in advanced experimental techniques

revealed a wealth of information on discrete high-spin states (up to ~40h) and on highly

excited states in the quasi continuum. Microscopic theories account for sudden changes

(backbending) in the regular excitation pattern of collectively rotating nuclei and also

explain, for instance, the occurence of isomerism (yrast traps) in nuclei near closed

shells. Changes in the structure of atomic nuclei are evaluated from low excitation

energies and angular momentum in the discrete energy region up to the maximum values

imposed by particle emission or fission in the domain of the quasi continuum.

1. Inst. for Theor. Physics, Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland.
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234
In-beam observation of y-rays and conversion electrons from U

J. van Klinken, W.Z. Venema and J.F.W. Jansen

Spectra of conversion electrons from the reaction Th(a,2n)^-iT] show intense

monopole transitions with energies between 0.5 and 1 MeV. A report of this was presented

in the previous Annual Report. This year, the more difficult y-ray spectra were taken with

the same reaction. These y-ray spectra and the previous electron spectra were analysed in

detail. Sets of both spectra reveal weak lines which could be related to bands knowm from

extensive and almost classical Copenhagen studies ' on II. Our electron spectra allow an

extension of the quasi-ß band to the 8 + state and a quantitative estimate of the ratio

W(E0)/W(E2) for the AI=0 ß+GS transitions. Other features of interest are indications of

E0 enhancement of transitions from a second quasi—6 band and of a perhaps anomalous

conversion of a 2~-»-2 transition. The transitions of interest are presented in the table

and in the partial decay scheme of fig.l.

Table 1. Higher energy transitions observed in U.

transition

8ß-»-8g
6ß+6g
4ß+4g
2ß-»2g
Oß+Og
6y+6g
4y+4g
2y+2g
2 +2g
6ß+4g

2ß'+2g

E t r ( k e V )

795.65(16)
799.67(11)
804.55(11)
808.24(11)
810.12(14)
875.6(4)
879.3(4)
882.9(3)
945.6(3)
952.7(5)

1041.8(5)

IY(relat.)

12(3)
16(3)
9(3)

14(3)
7(2)

IR(relat.)

20(3)
48(3)
75(4)

100(5) norm
37(5)

2.3(0.8)
3.5(0.8)
<5
2.7(0.8)
2.3(0.8)

The electrons were detected with two Mini-Orange spectrometers using 5 mm thick

Si(Li) detectors. For the observation of y rays an Anti-Compton spectrometer was placed at

one meter from the target to facilitate shielding and discrimination by time-of-flight of

neutrons. In the electron spectra the EO-enhanced JD+X, transitions are dominant but in

the y-ray spectra only upper limits have been found for their E2 component.

„1095.8

947.8

O
CO

8* —

6*—

4*—

2*—
0 * .

4.1172.4

4971

296.1

143.3

•10857

5a:

234
82UI42

F i g . l .
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Of the it* (J±2) transitions, only the 6p+4g could be recognized unambiguously in

the electron- and y-data. Applying the Alaga rule, an estimate can be given for the K-

conversion coefficient for 6R+6 :

2 4Assuming that to first order the ratio E /E is independent of the transition energy, four

pieces of information are combined in fig.2: two lower limits, one finite value from

electron data and a lower boundary deduced from y-ray spectra.

Fig.2.

In the Bohr-Mottelson approach, the EO operator is a scalar and does not depend on J

while the SU(3) form of the IBA predicts a slight decrease in p(EO) when going from

J=2-*J=6 (in Tlf). Our experimental accuracy is still too small for a measurement of such

variations.
„2 ,„4 for 238'U and 232,Th weComparing the present E^/EH ratios with those2^

find: 15*°"* (234U), 4.6+1.2(23®U) and 60±20(232Th). Thus, the as yet unexplained result

is that the EO enhancement is very large for the Th case.

unlike for the ß band, the Jv+J„ transitions are seen in both e- and v-ray spectra,
+ +

although the transitions from the 3 and 5 states are obscured by otherlines. Compared to
Y Y

the ß-band, the y-band transitions are less converted (they have no essential EO part),

but the y-band is more strongly populated.

It can hardly be expected that the K-conversion coefficient of the 2 % 2 transition
Y 8

will be equal to the theoretical value for aR(El). For two reasons the aR value may be

larger: i) the transition Is K-forbidden and ii) penetration effects may become

important '. Indeed, our experimental value aR=0.010+0.05 tends to be larger than the

theoretical value oK(El) =0.0034. (The E2 and M2 theoretical values are: <rK(E2) =0.0096 and

aR(M2)=0.084).

The decay of the 2 state is noticed by the 2R '+2 K-line and not by the 2ß'+4

transition, despite the fact that the latter stretched E2 decay Is 2.4 times stronger in
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reported -y-ray data. So it is natural to assume that the 2„»-v2 transition is also

monopole—enhanced.

1. S. Bjtfrnholm et al., Nucl.Phys. A118(1968)241, and 261.
2. U. Goerlach (Heidelberg) in KVI-seminar 1981;

H. Faust, Grenoble ILL, preprint SP.81-123.
3. F.K. McGowan et al., Phys.Rev. C10(1974)1146.

The use of 178mHf for intensity calibration

W.Z. Venema, R.V.F. Janssens, J. van Klinken and G.T. Emery

For precision intensity calibrations of y~ray detectors it is desirable to use a long

stretched cascade with equally intense transitions without significant crossovers or

admixtures of higher multipolar ities. In a footnote in table 1 of ref .2 the 8~->0+ decay in

Table 1. Relative y~ray intensities in 178Hf.

Ey(keV)

213.433(6)

325.558(8)

426.358(10)

495.049(13)

574.21(3)

86.15(38)

100.00(12)

103.23(6)

74.89(20)

93.43(10)

Hf wis mentioned as a suitable cascade. Using theoretical E2 conversion coefficients

with an adopted uncertainty of 2% we arrived at the intensity ratios IY213:I 325: Iy426 =

86.15(38) :100.00(12) :103.26(6). This list could be extended to transitions in the 13"-»8"

cascade with an intensity balance. The decay rates of the 16 and 8~ isomeric states can

be assumed to be equal to a sufficiently high precision; upper limits of 7.10

per decay were established for possible interband transitions2^. Total intensities for the

weak AJ=1 transitions in the 13~-»-8~ cascade were determined from accurately measured K-,

L- and estimated higher-shell conversion coefficients, and from -y-ray intensities. Both

the electron and Y"ray measurements made use of internal calibration. Small corrections

were made for summing of quanta in the spectrometers used. Total intensities for the AJ=2

transitions in the same band could then be calculated, and from these values (using

theoretical conversion coefficients) the y-ray intensities were derived.

Contributions of higher multipolarity crossovers or admixtures will be vanishingly

small. The uncertainties originate mainly from statistical errors in the experimental y-

ray intensities for the AJ=1 transitions. A list of precise intensity values is presented

in table 1 with energy values as adopted In ref.2. A full account has been submitted to

Nuclear Instruments and Methods.

1. Permanent address: Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, Bloomington U.S.A.
2. J. van Klinken et al., Nucl.Phys. A339(1980)189.
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Monopole transitions in 10°Pd

J. Bouwman, K. Cornells, J. van Klinken, S.M. van Netten and W.Z. Venema

Even-even nuclei with N>50 and Z<50, especially in the neutron-rich region around

^^Zr, show complicate level structures with rapid changes from vibrational-like to

rotational-like spactra. A. feature of interest is ehe oecurence of a large number of 0 +

excitations. Several of these states can be explained satisfactory in the IBM framework ',

but the exact nature of many others is not yet known. In four isotopes (" Zr, 6Zr, °Mo and
98Zr) the 0_ states is the first excited state. Of higher excited 0 + states the branching

ratio X=B(E0)/B(E2) can vary over a wide range. Often X<0.1, but in previous years we

found a value X<300 for 102Pd.

It appeared to us as very intriguing that ^°Pd shows some ten excited 0+ state, as

reported by Okama and Kawase ' from W (G) measurements. In this case p~ decay of

Tth(l+) offers a valuable way of populating the 0 state, since the 1 -parent state has

as a precursor 106Ru with the convenient halx-life of 368d (fig.l). With a source of 7 nCi

2500
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1500

CJ 1000 •

500 •

400 600 800 1000 1200

Ee(keV) Fig.l.

of this radioactivity and with a Mini-Orange + Si(Li) spectrometer we started a search for

EO transitions in Pd. Despite severe background from p~ continua some of the EO

transitions were found in Si(Li) spectra of conversion electrons measured in coincidence

withthe populating ß" rays. The latter were detected by a fast plastic scintillator placed

behind a second Mini-Orange filter to preselect a suitable ß~ energy range. With this

selective arrangement the EO(0„-*- 0. ) transition becomes very clear as illustrated by

fig.l. This spectrum of conversion electrons was gated by p~ rays from ±0.5 to 1.5 MeV and

has been accumulated in 46 days. For the first time the E0(0% 0* ) transition Is also

seen as a weak K-line with WK(E0,0*+ 0^ )/WR(E2,0*+ 2^ )=0.19±0.08 and X=0.046±0.019.

Other, still weaker EO decays were not yet visible, but the spectra already gave some
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interesting limits: X(0-->- 0.) < 1 and X(0̂ -»- 0 ^ < 60 (perhaps a trace). Improvements in

preparation are: thinner and more carrier free sources for improved energy resolution,

further reduction of residual p~ background by improved electronics and determination of

ns-halflives by prolongued measurements of (ß,e,t) events.

1. M. Sambataro and G. Molnar, KVI Ann.Report 1980, p.118
2. K. Okano and Y. Kawase, J.Phys.Soc.Jap. 43(1977)

K-shell ionization of heavy targets by fast light ions

J.H. van Dijk, A.L. Boers1, J.M.R. van der Blij, S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje,

V.A. Wichers, A. van der Woude

The various theories developed to describe direct Coulomb ionization of inner atomic

shells by impact of fast light ions were shown to be in fair agreement with total cross

section measurements. However, predictions of the ionization probability as a function of

impact parameter, are sensitive to details of different theories. Those details are

corrections for the following:

1) In slow collisions it is necessary to describe the electron by a wavefunction that

takes into account the presence of the projectile near the nucleus. This is called the

"binding effect".

2) In slow collisions the projectile will be decelerated and deflected by the Coulomb

repulsion from the nucleus.

3) For higher Z atoms it will be necessary to describe the K-shell electron

relativistically.

The corrections are more important for small impact parameters, the first two will

decrease the ionization probability, the last one will increase it. The impact parameter

dependent ionization probability P(0) is measured in an experiment where the scattered

projectile is detected at an angle corresponding to an impact parameter b(@), in

coincidence with the decay product of an inner shell vacancy (K X-ray in our case). The

scattered particles are measured with the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph, where we used a

recently developed multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) in the focal plane. The K X-rays

are detected by an intrinsic 80 mm2x7 mm Ge-detector located at 90° with respect to the

beam and at a distance of about 7 cm from the target. The target chamber has been

described by A.G.Drentje et al. (this annual report, section IV.3) where a photograph of

the set up is shown also.

Typical for this type of experiment is the rather low true coincidence rate compared

to the high rate of elastically scattered particles. For this purpose we need a detection

system that can handle a high count rate at one peak position without worsening the energy

resolution. We adapted a scheme used by J. Distelbrink2'. In fig. la a schematic lay-out

of the focal plane detection system is shown. The system consists of the MWPC, placed in

the focal plane, with a scintillator behind it. The timing signal of the scintillator in

coincidence with the X-ray timing signal defines the event. The MWPC is working with an

Ar-isobutane (50-50%) gasmixture at a pressure of 100 Torr. The surroundings of the

detector are at the same pressure and separated from the vacuum by a 12 ^m kapton foil.
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Fig. l .
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Two mylar-Al foils at a distance of 3 mm serve as cathodes. The anode wires are 10 (im

diameter gold-plated tungsten at a spacing of 2 mm. The effective length of the detector

is 126 mm and part of it is shown in fig. lb. Two adjacant vertically dashed lines limit

the effective area of a wire. Field lines are shown in only one of the sections. This

implies that particles traversing the detector between the inclined dashed lines a and h

will give rise to a 3-wire hit and those between b and c to a 2-wire hit. Tests on this

detector showed a FWHM of 3 mm for the elastic peak up to 250 kHz count rate.

In a first coincidence experiment we measured the scattering at 12° of 50 MeV

momentum analysed alpha particles from a 150 jig/cm Pb target. Events consisted of the

analog signals of the Ge-detector, the scintillator and a pulse derived from the time

difference between these detectors, together with a bitpattern from the wire chamber

giving the position in the focal plane. The time-spectrum showed a sequence of well

separated peaks each corresponding to a cyclotron beam burst. The "prompt" peak contains

true events due to coincident detection of a Pb K^ X-ray and the ionizing particle,and

accidental events, corresponding to coincident detection of an X-ray and an elastically

scattered particle. The other time peaks (randoms) are due to X-rays and alpha-particles

detected in different beam bursts. The alpha spectrum obtained by gating on the Pb K X-

ray lines and the prompt time peak is shown in fig.2a. The contribution from the

accidental events is obtained by gating on the random time peaks and the Pb K -lines and

averaging over the number of peaks. This spectrum and its subtraction from the one in

fig.2a are shown in fig.2b and c, respectively. In the figure the Pb K-shell binding
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energy, Eß=88 keV, is indicated. Notice that the elastic peaks are divided by a factor of

100, which was done electronically to limit the event rate into the computer.

This experiment will be continued to investigate the kinetic energy distribution of

the ejected electrons, as well as the displacement from the inelastic peak, which will

reveal the binding effect and the relativistic effect of the K-shell electrons.

1. Technisch-Fysisch Lab., Univ. of Groningen.
2. Priv.comm. J. Distelbrink, NIKHEF-K, Amsterdam, present adress M.I.T., Cambridge, USA.

Radioactivity of granite, fly ash and bottom ash

E. Akkerman, P. Oostenbach and R.J. de Meijer

A survey on the natural gamma radioactivity in and around the city of Groningen,

conducted in cooperation with the local newspaper "'t Nieuwsblad van het Noorden", showed

that the highest gamma-ray exposure rate was measured in the city's centre. Here, at the

Grote Markt the pavement consists partly of granite blocks (8x8x8 cm ) imported from

Italy. The origin of the gamma radiation was investigated for a granite block as well as

for samples of fly ash and bottom ash produced in the coal burning furnaces of the

electricity plant Amercentrale at Geertruidenberg.

The study ' was carried out with a Ge(Li) detector. From the gamma ray spectra the

Table 1. Activity in n Ci/kg.

nuclide

232Th
238Th
235Th

40R

escaped radon

granite

6.6 ±0.6

12 ±3

0.54±0.19

122 ±8

51 ±11%

fly ash

7.2±1.0

11 ±6

0.5±0.3

30 ±7

<80%

bottom ash

5.1 ±0.4

10 ±3

0.43±0.16

19 ±6

43 ±16%
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specific activity for several nuclides has been derived. For all members of the "°U decay

family it was found that a considerable amount of radon escapes from the samples. Assuming

equilibration in the decay except for the radon step the activities for 235,238^ a n d 2 3 2 ^

have been calculated. The results are presented in table 1.

This study was carried out as part of the physics education program of second year's

physics students.

1. E. Akkerman and P. Oostenbach, KVI internal report KVI-781 (in Dutch).

Radon-daughter concentrations in air

H. Hofstede, F. Wolfs and R.J. de Meijer

The reduced ventilation rate in buildings as a measure to save energy combined with

the introduction of building materials with a higher radium content (e.g. some types of

gypsum, products made out of fly ash and bottom ash of coal burning furnaces) has raised

the question to what average level of lung exposure the general public is exposed due to

the concentration of radon and its decay products in the air.

As a pilot program in preparation of a national survey using track-etch detectors the

momentaneous radon daughter concentrations are presently measured inside and outside about

80 houses in and around the city of Groningen. The air is pumped for 60 minutes through a

membrane filter, collecting all particles with a size larger than 0.8 p.m. After pumping

the filter is placed under an alpha contamination monitor and the countrate is followed as

a function of time for about an hour. From the decay curve the activity at 40 minutes

after stopping pumping is deduced. From this activity and the volume of the pumped air,

measured with a calibrated natural gas consumption meter, the radon concentration is

calculated assuming a equilibration factor F=0.5.

Preliminary results indicate that the inside concentration are predominantly in the

range of 100-500 pCi/m , which is considerably lower than the world average of 1000 pCi/nr

assumed in UNSCEAR 1977. Furthermore the inside concentration is strongly dependent on the

concentration outdoors, which varies between 5 and 200 pCi/m depending on te wind

direction and the turbulence in the air. Since the ratio between the concentration indoors

and outdoors was found to vary smoothly with the outdoor concentration we hope to be able

to correct for the large variations in the concentration indoors due to the outdoors

concentration and to find possible correlations between the construction properties of the

houses and the radon concentration.

11.2. HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS AND NUCLEAR ORIENTATION

Helium decoration of impurities in metals

H. de Waard1 and F. Pleiter1

The work described in last year's report was continued and sor.e interesting new

results were obtained. The implanted impurity again was 38 h Sb, produced almost every

month by the KVI cyclotron. The method of measurement was Mössbauer spectroscopy of the

23.8 keV transition in 119Sn, from in the decay of 119Sb.
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l. Hyperfine fields of helium decorated ^ S n impurities in ferro-magnetic metals

The phenomenon found for 11!JSbNi(He) sources, namely a strong increase of the

magnetic hyperfine field at the **'Sn impurities when they are surrounded by vacancies

(both with and without helium decoration) was also observed in Fe and Co hosts. Here,

helium decorated vacancies are trapped at the implanted Sb impurities to a high degree

(>90%) by annealing the souices at 550° C for 20 min.

HOST: Ni

20

HOST: Colf.cc.)

100
HOST: Fe

100

Fig. l .

Fig.2.

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
ANNEALING TEMPERATURE IK)

A summary of these results is given in fig.l, where the magnetic byperfine fields

(Bn;j:) are given as functions of the impurity-host valence difference AZ for 5 sp shell

impurities in Ni, Co and Ke hosts. Here the new hyperfine fields are indicated by black

rectangles, the normal ones by black circles. The drawn lines represent a two parameter

fit of the normal field values (substitutional impurities)

near Sn to a simplified Blandin-Campbell conduction-electron polarization model for the

field (cosine-like behaviour). The broken lines can then be calculated without any

further free parameter for the case of impurities surrounded by tetrahedra of vacancies

which seems a reasonable assumption for the impurity sites. Apparently, the increase of

the fields can at least qualitatively be understood on the basis of the Blap.din-Campbell

2. Decorated vacancy trapping in non-magnetic metals.

In these cases, the sensitive indication of changes of the impurtity environment

provided by the magnetic hyperfine field is absent and we must use changes in isomer shift

and recoilless fraction as signals for vacancy trapping. The former has the disadvantage

of limited resolution - the shifts often being smaller than the natural line width - the

latter requires time consuming measurements as a function of temperature. However, at

least one clear and strong new trapper has been found: SbPU Here, a 100% site trapping is

observed for helium post-implanted sources in the annealing range of at least 950K < T a n n

< 1200K. This is shown in fig.2, where the annealing behaviour of vacancy trapping sites

for samples not post-implanted with helium is also shown (in 1.1^SbPt and in 119SbPt(He).
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119
No vacancy trapping -decorated or not- at all is observed for SbPd. This is

surprising, since Pd is in the same column of the periodic table as Ni and Pt and has

about the same atomic radius at Pt. For the noble metals, Cu, Ag and Au, there are clear

vacancy trapping stages, but no large changes are observed for helium post-implanted

samples.

The continuing investigations reported here may have relevance for the

construction of wall materials for fission and fusion reactors, where helium bubble

formation is of major concern.

1. Laboratoriuu voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen.
2. H. de VJaard, D.W. Hafemeister, L. Niesen and F. Pleiter, Phys.Rev. B24(1981)1274.

Mössbauer investigation of the intermetallic compounds XRU2 (X=La,Ce,Pr,Nd,Sm,Dy ,Er,Th)

S.h. Devare1 and H.G. Devare

About 300 mg Ru metal powder was mixed with an equal amount of Al powder of high

purity, pressed into a pellet, and irradiated with 50 jiAh of 45 MeV protons. The activity

of interest, 16d 99Rh, was produced by the reactions 101Rh(p,3n)' and 102Ru(p,4n). The
97 97

major interfering activity was Ru formed by the decay of Rh. Irradiation at a proton
energy of 26 MeV did not substantially improve the source quality.

no

After a cooling period of about 2 weeks Rh was the only major activity. No chemical

separation was needed and after annealing of the irradiated pellet at 600 °C, it could be

used as a source for the Mössbauer experiments. The line-width of this source was found to

be 0.3 mm/s which is about twice the natural line-width. As the energy of the Mössbauer

transition is as high as 90 keV, all measurements were conducted with both the source and

the absorber at 4K.

About 0.7% resonant absorption was observed for most of the XRU2 compounds. The

isomer shifts for the compounds that have a cubic Laves phase structure are small with

respect to Ru metal, and change slightly from lighter to heavier rare-earth elements. The

isomer shifts for the hexagonal Laves phase compounds are larger. No magnetic splitting

was observed except for a slight line broadening in some cases, although the magnetic

ordering temperature for all the rare-earth based compounds is above 4K.

Some of the samples (X=La,Ce,Pr,Nd,Sm,Th) contained 2 at.% 57Fe, which probe is

sensitive to the magnetic ordering of the compound. Mössbauer spectra were recorded with

the sample at 4K and the Co(Rh) source at roon temperature. Magnetically split patterns

were observed in the cases of Pr, Nd and Sm.

Electric quadrupole interaction was observed in the cases of CeRu2 and ThRu2> which

samples were well characterized and contained less than 5% Ru metal. A large quadrupole

splitting can be explained on the basis of the Ce valence which is expected to be 4 + in

this compound, and should be compared with that of ThRu2 were Th exists in the 4 + state,

too. This, however, has to be substantiated on the basis of lattice sum calculations.

Magnetic susceptibility measurements suggest that the valency of Ce in the hydride of

CeKu2 changes from 4 to 3 . After hydrogenation of the CeRu2 compound at 30 bar for 3

days, the quadrupole doublet in the Mössbauer spectrum had collapsed into a broad single-
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line with an isomer shift corresponding to the trivalent XRU2 compounds. These data will

be analyzed taking into account the effect of hydrogenation on the lattice constant of

CeKun•

1. Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen; on leave from the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India.

100.PdElectric field gradient in EuPd?Si? studied with

H.G. Devare1

The valence of Eu in the intermetallic compound EuPd2Si2 is known to change from 2 +

to 3 + as the temperature is lowered to a value in the range from 125 K to 150 K. It would

be of interest to see how this change of valence affects the electric field gradient at

the Pd site. To this purpose 4d 100Pd activity produced by the reaction 103Ph(p,4n) was

electroplated on a sample of EuPd2Si2 and subsequently diffused at 800°C. The perturbed

angular correlation of the 84 keV - 75 keV y-ray cascade in the daughter nucleus 1(10Rh was

recorded both at room temperature and at 77 K.

1. Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen; on leave from the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India.

Magnetic moments of odd-mass Au-nuclei

H.J. Ligthart , J. de Jong , H. Postma

Nuclear orientation experiments have been done in 1981 on the ll/2~ isomers of the

isotopes 1°1>1°3,1S5,197^U_ ^e large magnetic moment together with the high hyperfine

field of gold nuclei implanted in iron cause a high degree of orientation at temperatures

of 30 mK. The temperature dependency of the anisotropy of the emitted gamma-rays has been

measured for all mentioned isotopes. For two of them ( Au and 3mAu) the NMR-ON

195mAu 15/2^3/2*)
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resonance could be measured. In the NMR-ON technique one destroys the anisotropy of the

gamma radiation which is given by

W(0) = 1 + 1 \di.If . 5 ) % fk(nH/kT)Pk(cosQ)

by means of a RF-field with frequency v=uH/lh.

The sources were produced at the KVI through the 194Pt(<x,xn)198~xHg reaction and by

making use of recoil implantation in iron. The higher-mass isotopes which have relatively

long half-lives (11 h, 40 h and 24 h for 193Hg,195Hg and 197Hg resp.) have been measured

with the usual nuclear orientation set-up at the LAN while the Au case, which is fed

through Hg (50 min), was the first nucleus measured with the new in-beam cryostat at

the KVI. The NMR-ON experiments gave resonances at v=979.47(16) MHz and 980.11(8) MHz for
19^Au and Au, resp= (fig.l). The temperature dependence of the anisotropy results in

hyperfine splitting uH/l=787(55) MHz and 943(60) MHz for 191Au 197Au, resp. (fiR.2).

With the known value of the hyperfine field (-114.5 Tesla) we can derive the magnetic

moments of the 11/2 states in the odd gold isotopes:

A u(nn)

191

193

195

197

4.96(35)

+6.18(9)

+6.18(9)

5.94(39)

The signs of the moments can be deduced from the dependence of the resonance frequencies

on the applied external magnetic field.

Although the fraction of the Hg-nuclei that occupy a substitutional place in the iron

lattice proved to be 97(4)% which agrees with other measurements, we find that after the R

decay (or EC) only 80(1)% of the Au-nuclei experience a substitutional field. This is

probably the result of the insolubility of Au in iron and the recoil energy due to the fl

decay of a few eV.

1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Univ. of Groningen.
2. kept. Applied Physics, Technol. Imiv., Delft, The Netherlands.

11.3. WEAK INTERACTIONS

Beta decay and left-right symmetry; a V+.A experiment with a Bhabha polarimeter

A. Alt ing , D. Atkinson , K. Cornelis, J. van Klinken, K. Stam and W.Z. Venema

1.Framework of electroweak theory

The degree of longitudinal polarization of ß rays is an important pseudo-scalar

quantity for the study of the electroweak theories of quark-lepton interactions. In the

following we compare (preliminary) experimental results and bounds with a calculation of
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the degree of longitudinal polarization in the SU(2)RxSU(2)LxU(1) theory. In this approach

there can be both left-handed and right-handed gauge bosons WL and WR. In terms of a

mixing angle £, the mass eigenstates W^ and U2 with masses U^ and M2 are given by:

WL cos

W2 = WL sin

~ WR s i n

+ W R cos

Based on the experimental evidence so far obtained, it is known that £ is small, that W.
2 2

is predominantly lefthanded, and that the ratio p = Mj/'i; i s cl° s e t 0 zero. However, it

would be of fundamental importance to detect any deviation of p from zero. Such a finding

might well be incorporated in a theory covering the existence of massive neutrinos. Our

investigation concerns constraints on C. and p : either limits or finite values.

Transforming C to E = (1+tan C)/(l-tan £), we calculate the ß-polarization Pp for

Fermi-transitions and PgT for Gamow-Teller transitions:

PF =

PGT

• 2E(1+E 2 )

= 2S(1+E 2

r a t i o R =Pp/P

R = (1+E2p)(e

~*(

. - 1

GT:

2+P

l -p)( l+e

( I - P ) C E 2

2 2
)(1+E p

, 2 2

L+E p

: +p )

(E2+p)

. - 1

- 1

In fig. 1 calculated contours of these observable quantities are compared with present or

future experimental bounds. The physically relevant region ends at the bounds P=l and does

not cover the two corners at the bottom. The region excluded by previous P-experiments is

shaded and the standard V-A theories imply C, = p = 0. A possible outcome indicating that

the R-value does not coincide with the point (p,C) = (0,0) would be interpreted as an

admixture of V+A currents to the generally accepted V-A form of the charged currents.

Fig.

-0.2 -0.1 5 (rod) ° *01

2. Accounts of experimental developments

In the previous annual repor t we discussed the design and construct ion of a Bhabha

polarimeter fo r ß rays from both F- and GT-decays. By doing r e l a t i v e measurements, tha t

i s by observing the r a t i o R = P F / P Q T , i t i s no longer necessary to know the p rec i se

polarization sensitivity of the polarimeter. This justifies hope for future precision
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measurements. Down to the 1%-accuracy level the GT-value may serve as a calibration

value2); PGT = 1.001 ± 0.012 (0.981 < PGT < 1, 90%-confidence range). With respect to the

available Pp-values and to possible future R-values we distinguish various levels of

accuracy:

19% (0.67 < PF < 1) is the often cited 1961-limit from 14O-measurements.

11% (0.82 < PF <1) after 1977-measurements' on the decay of tritium.

0.94 < PF < 1, a 6%-bound adopted by Beg et a l . by relying on experimental values

for the Michel parameter in muon decay and on absolute PGT data form older Groningen

measurements.

~1%, the obtainable future accuracy in PF if the above GT-value is used as calibration

standard.

«1% in R should we succeed in relative measurements with ultra-precision, assuming that

higher-order corrections (e.g. radiation effects) can s t i l l be handled.

The first-design Bhabha polarimeter of last year's annual report made use of an RM5

scatterer. The major progress of this year was that this scatterer has been replaced by

the cone-shaped foil of hyperpure ion, as sketched in fig.2. This figure does not show the

. Source

Fig.2.

five detectors; a central one and four placed around this central detector facing the

outer side of the iron foil through the four "openings" of the iron yoke. These five

detectors are the same as in the previous RM5-arrangement. This last arrangement did work

as a ß polarimeter, but the new arrangement gives superior polarization sensitivity,

while maintaining strict axial symmetry. The in-plane magnetization of the thin-iron cone

along the system axis is inverted periodically by changing the current of the magnetizing

coil. The cone is spanned in a soft-iron yoke with four "legs" p-.- *.ed in the shadows of

the four Mini-Orange magnets. The optimisation of e.g. thickness, cone length, and magnet

design was greatly facilitated by almost on-line data analysis with a dedicated DEC PDP-

11/03 computer-system. This, together with the enlarged polarization sensitivity, allowed

it to make design-decisions after relatively short runs with 106Ru(p~, off-line) or

^ V(ß , in-situ at the location for cyclotron activation). The instrumental asymmetry as

measured with a Cu-scatterer proved to be essentially zero, so that it may be expected

that statistical accuracies to levels much below 1% will remain meaningful. The problem is

to reach these accuracies in acceptable activation times. The best "day-accuracy" so far

was 2.1 % with a 5-mCi 106Ru source and 3.2 % for in-beam data taken with 46V. This would
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imply a cyclotron-beam time of somewhat less than one month for reaching the level of 1%

accuracy.

?or the following year a considerable improvement is planned by introducing fast XP

photomultipliers with adapted fast electronics.

3. First results

In the course of the polarimeter developments there was twice a possibility to devote

a day on data acquisition with already sufficient statistics for significant R-values in

the framework of fig.2. In both cases the F-d°cay was that of 46V (pure F, 0.43 sec, 6.0

MeV), while in the first run the GT-decay was from 58Cu (pure GT, 3.2 sec, 7.6 MeV) and
27

in the second one from Si (dominant GT, 4.2 sec, 3.8 MeV). The results are:

R(46V,58Cu)=0.95±0.15 avid R(46V,27Si)=1.0±0.1 (preliminary).

Combined with the 1977-result on t r i t ium (1.01+0.11) t h i s gives R = Pp = 0.99 ± 0.07 (0.88

< Pp < 1, 90%-confidence), which resu l t gives a s igni f icant (p,C) bound in f i o . l .

1. I n s t i t u t e for Theoretical Physics, universi ty of Groningen.
2. J . van Klinken, F.W.J. Koks and H. Behrens, Phys.Let t . 79B(1978)199, and

references mentioned t he r e .
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III. THEORETICAL STUDIES

111. I_ IBA RELATED STUDIES

Phenomenological approach to a-clustering in heavy nuclei

F. lachello, A.D. Jackson1

Several observed features of the actinide nuclei suggest that a-clustering phenomena

play an important role in their structure. The study of ct-clusterinf» in heavy nuclei is

made difficult by the fact that they involve a mixture of collective aspects (as evidenced

by the rotational nature of the spectra) and particle aspects (as evidenced by the a-decay

probabilities). In the course of this year, we have proposed a simple phenomenological

model in order to study these phenomena. In this model, the normal collective features are

generated by considering a set of NT bosons able to occupy two levels with J = 0
+, 2 + (s,d

bosons), a-clustering states are constructed by allowing the bosons to occupy two excited

levels with J =0 , 1" (s ,p bosons). Since the group structure of the (s,d) bosons is

that of the unitary group in six dimensions, U(6) ', and that of the (s ,p ) bosons is

that of U(4) , this model has group structure U(6)®U(4) and corresponds to a mixing of

normal collective quadrupole states of nuclei with molecular dipole states.
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A major new feature of a-clustering is the occurrence of low-lying negative parity

states. In fig.l we contrast a normal spectrum ( i . e . a l l bosons In the s,d levels) with an

a-condensed spectrum ( i .e . a l l bosons in the s ,p levels). The schematic representation

of the energy spectra in the (s,d) limit Is given on the left (a) and in the (s*,p*) limit

of the phenomenological a-clustering model on the right (b). The number of bosons is NT=4.

The spectrum given In fig.l .b Is very suggestive of the spectra observed in the light
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actinide nuclei, fig.2. Here not only negative parity states are known to occur at low

excitation energies, but, in addition, they appear with low hindrance factors (HF).

Since the occurrence of low-lying negative parity states in this region lias also been
I.)

related to the occurrence of stable octupole deformations ' , a detailed comparison with

experiment is needed in order to understand the precise nature of the observed spectra.

Work in this direction is in progress. A preliminary account of i t is in press ' .

1. Permanent address: SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, N.Y., USA
2. A. Ariraa and F. Iachello, Phys.Rev.Lett. 35(1975)1069
3. F. Iachello, Chem.Phys.Lett. 78(1981)581
4. A. Gynrkovich, A. Sobiczewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska and K. Pomorski, Phys.Lett.

105B(1981)95
5. F. Iachello and A.D. Jackson, Phys.Lett. 108B(1982)151.

Dynamical boson-fermion symmetries related to the U(5) limit of the interacting boson

model

R. Bijker, F. Iachello

In the IBFA-model, odd-A nuclei are described by coupling a single fermion, which in

general can have spin j,j* , to an even-even nucleus, that is treated as a system of

interacting bosons. When the boson and fermion part have the same symmetry, it is possible

to construct dynamical boson-fermion symmetries. The cases in which the boson part has

0(6) or SU(3) symmetry have been discussed in ref.l (see also previous annual reports). In

this contribution, we discuss the symmetries of the IBFA-model related to the boson

symmetry U(5). For this case, three different boson-fermion symmetries can be constructed.

When the fermion has spin j=l/2, an appropriate group chain, leading to a boson-

fermion symmetry is

U(B)(6) ® U ( F ) ( 2 ) D U ( B ) ( 5 ) ® U(F)(2)30
(B)(5) ® U(F)(2b0(B)(3) ® SU(F)(2)DSpin(3) DSpin(2).

(I.BFj)

By writing the Hamiltonian H in terms of the Casimir operators of the groups appearing in

^ (1)

one can obtain an analytic expression for the energy spectrum

E = end + and(nd+4) + 2ßv(v+3) + 2yL(L+l) + 26J(J+1) (2)

The negative parity levels of the Ag and Eh nuclei have been recently analyzed by Vervier

and Janssens in terms of this Spin(3) symmetry.

When the fermion has spin j=3/2, an appropriate group chain is given by

U(B)(6) ® U ( F ) ( 4 ) D U ( B ) ( 5 ) ® SU(F)(4)30(B)(5) ® Sp(F)(4)DSpin(5)DSpin(3)z,Spin(2).

(I.BF2)
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In this case the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = BC 1 U (B) ( 5 ) + «CM<B)(5) + ßC20(B)(5) + ß 'C 2 S p . n ( 5 ) + 5C 2 S p i n ( 3 ) (3)

and the corresponding energy formula is given by

E = end + and(nd+4) + 2ßv(v+3) + 2 ß ' { v ^ v ^ + v ^ v ^ l ) } + 26J(J+1). (4)

A possible example of this Spin(5) symmetry is provided by the positive parity states in

Cu, which arise from the coupling of a proton to a vibrational core nucleus Ni.

Another type of boson-fermion symmetry can be constructed when the fermion has spin

j=3/2, 5/2. The fermion space can, in this case, be split into an "orbital" L=2 part, with

which one can associate the U(5) representation (f j^.fß.f^fg^l.0,0,0,0) or

(1,1,1,1,0) dependent whether one is dealing with particles or holes, and a spin S=l/2

part. The corresponding group chain is

U(B)(6) ® U C F ) ( 1 0 ) D U ( B ) ( 5 ) 9 U<F)(5) ® U(F)(2)z,U(BF)(5) ® l!(F)(2)

=>O(BF)(5) ® U(F)(2)30(B?)(3) ® SU(F)(2)DSpin(3)z.Spin(2). (I.BF3)

Again, the Hamiltonian is written in terms of the Casimir invariants of the groups in

H = eClU (B)(5) + aC2U(B)(5) + E 'C1U(BF)(5) + a 'C2U ( B F )(5)

) + 6C2C2Spin(3) ( 5 )

The energy spectrum is now given by

E = End+ and(nd+4) + e'(f j + f ^ + ^ + f j ) + a '{f x(f j+4)+f 2(f 2+2)+f 3+f 4(f 4~2)+f 5(f 5"4)}

+ 2ß{v1(v]+3)+v2(v2+l)} + 2YL(L+1)+2£J(J+1), (6)

where ( f 1 , f„ , f_ , f , , f . ) denote the quantum numbers which characterize the irreducible

representations of U* ' ( 5 ) . In addition to energy formulae, we have also derived closed

expressions for other properties, such as electromagnetic transit ions, magnetic moments

and one nucleon transfer.

These symmetries can be extended to supersymmetries ' in which certain states both in

even-even and in odd-even nuclei can be classified in turns of the same supermultiplet.

1. F. Iachello and S. Kuyucak, Ann.Phys.(K.Y.) 136(1981)19
2. A.B. Balantekin, I . Bars and F. Iachello, Nucl.Phys. A370(1981)284
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An algebraic approach to spectra of polyatomic molecules

O.S. van Roosmalen, A.E.L. Dieperink, F. Iachello

Recently one of us ' has suggested that algebraic methods may be useful in describing

molecular rotation-vibration spectra. It was shown that it is possible to describe the

spectrum of a diatomic molecule by making use of the dynamic algebra of U(4). When the

hamiltonian describing the molecule has an 0(4) dynamical symmetry, the eigenvalue problem

can be solved analytically, and a remarkable agreement with the rotation-vibration

spectrum of, for instance, H2 could be obtained.

As an extension to the description of diatomic molecules group structures have been

proposed that describe spectra of certain polyatomic molecules. A study of the connection

between classical (Schrödinger) and algebraic approaches, along the lines discussed in

ref.2, suggested that a description of triatomic molecules can be provided by considering

two coupled algebraic structures, each with a dynamic algebra U(4). In particular we found

that the spectrum of a linear triatomic molecule like for instance CO2 could be reproduced
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very well with a hamiltonian possessing a dynamical symmetry given by the group chain '

U(2)(4) =. 0(1)(4) 8 O(2)(4) D O(1+2)(4) 3 0(3) .

The analytically calculable eigenvalue spectrum is shown in fig.l where It is compared

with the observed one of CO,. On top of each vibrational states there are rotational bands

as shown in the insert.

There are essentially three parameters to fit the vibrational levels. We note that It

is possible to generalize this idea to describe tetra-atomic and more complicated linear

molecules. Hamiltonians that would describe non-linear molecules are under investigation.

In cases where there is no dynamical symmetry present the eigenvalues have to be

calculated numerically. For that purpose a computer code was written. Also infrared

transitions are under investigation.

1. F. Iachello, Chem.Phys.Lett. 78(1981)581
2. O.S. van Roosmalen and A.E.L. Dieperink, Phys.Lett. 100B(1981)299
3. O.S. van Roosmalen, A.E.L. Dieperink and F. Iachello, Chem.Phys.Lett. 85(1982)32.

Dynamical symmetries of the interacting boson model—2

A.E.L. Dieperink., F. Iachello

The dynamical symmetries of the interacting boson model-1 in which no distinction is

made between proton and neutron pairs have been extensively studied. In this model, there

appear three possible symmetries ' characterized by the group chains

0(5) D 0(5) z> 0(3) D 0(2)
SU(3) D 0(3) z> 0(2)
0(6) D 0(5) z> 0(3) D 0(2) .

When proton (n) and neutron (v) pairs are explicitly introduced (interacting boson model-

2) the group structure becomes 0 (6) ® U (6). We have studied the possible dynamical

symmetries of this mixed system. In addition to the symmetries of the interacting boson

model—1, corresponding to the decomposition

__-» 0(5)
0 (6) ® U (6) z> U(6) < ^ - > SU(3) (2)
% V ^ " " ^ 0(6)

as above, we tind several new possibilities. One possibility, that appears to be of

physical interest, arises from the occurrence of conjugate S0(3) representations, which we

denote by SU(3), and it is related to the group chain

V 6 ) ® V 6 ) D S V 3 ) ® suv
(3) 3 su(3) 3 0(3) D 0(2) (3)

This group chain corresponds to protons and neutrons with opposite sign of their

quadrupole moments, i.e. with quadrupole (boson) operators of the form
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(4)

and leads to the spectrum shown in Fig.l. This spectrum has the same qualitative features

of the spectrum of a rigid body with triaxial deformation2', hut i t differs from i t in

some details. It is interesting to note that while spectra corresponding to rigid triaxial

deformations do not appear in the interacting boson model-] without the explicit

introduction of cubic terras in the Hamiltonian3\ they appear already in the interacting

boson model-2 with only quadratic terms.

-a*
Fig.l.

Another consequence of the introduction of proton-neutron degrees of freedom is the

occurrence, in the decomposition (2), of two-rowed representations of 13(6). In other

words, in addition to the totally symmetric representations [N +N ], there appear also

representations [Nn+Nv-1,1], [N^+Ny-2,2] These representations can be interpreted, in

the SU(3) limit, as collective oscillations of the proton deformation. Since they begin

with a band with K =1 they might be detected by performing electron scattering at

backward angles.

1. A. Arima and F. Iachello, Ann.Phys.(H.Y.) 99(1976)253; 111(1978)201; 123(9179)468
2. A.S. Davydov and B.F. Filippov, Nucl.Phys. ji(1958)237
3. V. van Isacker and J.Q. Chen, Phys.Rev. 024(1981)684

A study of Cd and Te isotopes in the interacting boson approximation

M. Sambataro

The Cd isotopes (Z=48) with neutron number around N=66 are known for some interesting

properties exhibited by their spectra and decay patterns. While, in fact, the features of

the four lowest excited states (.3r>Z., 0_, 2, and 4.) of these nuclei are in qualitative

agreement with the predictions of a spherical quadtupole vibrational model, the occurrence

of additional J^O and 2 + levels at the energy of the two-phcnon triplet perturbs this
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simple picture. These states have provided in the past a challenge to theoretical inter-

pretations.

On the basis of recent studies on neighbouring nuclei like
5 0
Sn and and on

results of two-proton transfer reactions, it has been suggested that these states

originate from 2p-2h proton excitations across Z=50. These excitations have been treated

in the framework of the N-P IBM in terms of the procedure recently suggested by Duval and

Barrett^' and detailed calculations have been performed on 11'»11*cd isotopes. These

calculations have provided a good explanation of the properties of the low-lying levels of

THEORY

Fig.l.

these nuclei. As an example we show in the figure the experimental and calculated low-

lying levels and E2 transitions for 11ZCd. The "intruder" 0 + and 2 + states emerge from

this study as the lowest states of a rotational-like configuration based on these proton

excitations. This configuration is expected to reach the minimum in energy in the middle

of the neutron shell as an effect of the quadrupole-quadrupole force between protons and

neutrons. N-P IBM calculations have been extended also to the other Cd isotopes and good

agreement has been found with the experimental data. A similar analysis has been performed

on the Te isotopes and, here, no evidence of anomalous phenomena has been found, the N-P

IBM already providing a good explanation of the properties of the low-lying levels of

these nuclei.

1. On leave from Istituto di Fisica, Catania, Italy
2. P.D. Duval and B.R. Barrett, Phys.Lett. 1008(1981)223

g—Factors in medium mass nuclei

M. Sambataro , A.E.L. Dieperink

Recent accurate measurements of g-factors of the first excited 2 state in medium

mass nuclei show substantial deviations from the value Z/A. We have investigated whether

this behaviour can be described in terms of the neutron-proton IBA model. In this model

the Ml operator is written as
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where e (g ) is the proton (neutron) boson g-factor and J (J ) is the proton (neutron)

angular momentum operator. In first approximation, g^ (g ) is expected to depend on proton

(neutron) boson number N^ (Nv) only, i.e., g ^ g n ^ )
 a n d 8V=8V(NV). The calculation of

magnetic factors for a series of isotopes then requires the determination of the functions

g and g in combination with the wave functions of the nuclei in the N-P IBM. By assi-rning

that the 2, states in the Sn isotopes can be characterized by neutron d-boson number n =1,
1 Uy

we have obtained the function g^, for neutron number ranging from 62 to 74,

directly from the experimental g-factors of these Isotopes. The values g^(N ) for the
remaining nuclei of the shell 50-82 and the function

n '

) have heen taken from a micro-

scopic calculation '. The functions gy(Nv) and g^CN^) are shown in fig.l of ref.3. In

terms of these functions, we have obtained the g-factors of the 2. states of nuclei with

44 < Z < 56 which are shown in the figure. The theoretical picture which emerges from

62

Fig.l. NEUTRON NUMBER

these calculations is consistent with the experimental one and corroborates the importance

of the proton-neutron degree of freedom in the understanding of the magnetic properties of

collective states.

1. On leave from Istituto di Fisica, Catania, Italy
2. F. Iachello and M. Sambataro, KVI Annual Report 1980, p.4
3. M. Sambataro and A.E.L. Dieperink, Phys.Lett. 107B(1981)249

Time dependent phenomena in algebraic models

O.S. van Roosmalen, A.E.L. Dieperink

We have applied a recently suggested mean-field approximation1' to algebraic models.

The reason for doing so is twofold. Firstly this approach enables one to get more insight

in certain aspects of algebraic models. For example, since these techniques provide a

classical limit of specific boson hamiltonians, a quantitative geometric interpretation of

such systems has been obtained. Furthermore shape phase transitions as a function of both

energy and hamiltonian parameters, have been identified and studied2). Secondly, the

validity and limitations of the approximations on which these mean field techniques are

based can be studied.
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In addition to time independent problems we have considered time dependent

hamiltonlans-^, with possible applications to multiple Coulomb excitation of nuclei and

laser excitation of di- and poly-atomic molecules. A computer code has been developed to

perform calculations for time dependent hamiltonians in U(2) (Lipkin-model) and U(4)

(diatomic molecules) algebraic structures. Extensions to U(6) (IBA) and U(4) <3> U(4) ( t r i -

atomic molecules) are possible.

A typical problem that we considered is the calculation of a transition amplitude

Sf .=<<l>f |U(T,0)|(|> > for a hamiltonian

H(t)=E E (t) G + IV GG , (1)
± x x 1 > ; j 13 1 J

where the GJ are the generators of a U(4) group. A time dependent perturbation is assumed

to be linear in the generators and is included in the coefficient e±.

Contrary to the bound state problem, where a mean field approximation was derived

from a coherent state path integral, to obtain an approximation to S-matrix elements it is

more convenient to use a path integral representation that explicitly involves mean

fields. The basic equations follow from a stationary phase approximation to such a mean-

field path integral:

i ä ^ V t > 0 ) = V t ) Ua ( t > 0 ) (2)1 i ä^V t > 0 ) V t )Ua (

H (t) = E E.(t)G.+ E V (a.G.+G.a.) (3)
a . 1 x . . ij x j x j

with |S i f| = I <4,f|Utj(T,0) 14,^1 (4)

<*f(t)|G |(|;i(t)>
and the mean fields a are given by: a .= Re {—-r—,t.T,—. ... } , (5)

J < q i l t ) | ( J i ( t ) >

where <ty (t)|=<(|> |U (T,t) and |((j.(t)>=U (t,0)|<K>. This leads to a self consistent

calculation since the CT.'s at a certain time depend on the a.'s at all times in a non-

linear way via the evolution operator U and vice versa.
o

Since the evolution equation (2) involves a hamiltonian linear in the generators the

U will be a group element and the calculation can be performed in the fundamental

representation of U(n). Calculation of the mean fields and the transition amplitude then

involves the U(n) "rotation" matrix corresponding to U (T,0) in a higher representation of
ö

the group (the one containing <\,. and (|>.). In addition, since one is interested in general

in S—matrix elements containing the ground state, one can make use of special g.s.

properties to make drastic simplifications.

Properties of the mean field approximation like convergence to self-consistency,

dependence on decomposition of states, comparison with TDHF and its validity are under

investigation.
1. S. Levit, J.W. Negele and Z. Paltiel, Phys.Rev.C21(198Q)1603
2. O.S. van Roosmalen and A.E.L. Dieperink, Phys.Lett. 1006(1981)299;

A.E.L. Dieperink and 0. Schölten, Nucl.Phys. A346(1980) 125
3. Y. Alhassid and S. Koonin, Phys.Rev. C23(1981)1590
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The computer program ALPHA

H. Daly1

In tl.e last part of 1981 I have developed a computer program that calculates

properties of o-clustering states in heavy nuclei. The program is based on the phenomeno-

logical approach recently presented by Iachello and Jackson '. The diagonalization of the

total Hamiltonian which includes both (s,d) levels and (s ,p ) levels is done in two

steps. For fixed total number of pairs, N^, a diagonalization is done by placing N pairs

in the (s,d) levels and M pairs in the (s ,p ) levels with Nm=NfM and M not exceeding the
222

maximum number of a-clusters that can be formed. For example, for „„Ra.,,, NT=7, and

Mmax=6 since only 3 proton pairs are available to four a-clusters, (88-82)/2=3.

In the second step, the low-lying states of each configuration, corresponding to each

distribution of the N T pairs into the (s,d) and (s ,p ) levels, are mixed. The mixing is

done along the lines of the interacting boson model configuration mixing calculations of
31 222

Duval and BarrettJ/. For example, for g8Ra,3i>
 t n e low-lying states of the configurations

(i) N=7, M=0, (ii) N=5, M=2, (iii) N=3, M=4, and (iv) N=l, M=6) are mixed.

The program computes energies, B(E2) and B(E1) values, relative a-decay hindrance

factors and relative a-transfer intensities.

1. Permanent address: Dept. of Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA
2. F. Iachello and A.D. Jackson, Phys.Lett. 108B(1982) 151
3. P. Duval and B.R. Barrett, Phys.Lett. 100B(1981)223

I I I .2. OTHER THEORETICAL STUDIES

The Boltzmann equation in high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions

R. Malfliet

The Boltzmann equation is a good starting point to describe nucleus-nucleus

collisions '. Using a multiple-collision approximation one can reduce the complicated

original non-linear equation into a physically attractive iteration scheme. Combined with

the Hagedorn prescription it leads to a reasonable description of inclusive particle

spectra, including composites. In order to assess the validity of the approach as compared

to other ones like hydrodynamics we have started an investigation on the interrelation

between different models and the possibility to enlarge the domain of applicability of the

Boltzmann equation by a suitable generalization.

The derivation of one-fluid hydrodynamics from the Boltzmann equation is well known.

We have studied the two-fluid limit by assuming that the one-particle distribution

function N(r,v,t) can be split into two parts, one referring to the projectile particles

and one referring to the target particles. By constructing velocity moments for

4'Cv)=l, v, imv one obtains a set of coupled equations for the density-, momentum- and

energy distribution of both "fluids". The coupling terms are governed by so-called

transfer integrals which have the form:
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where N,, N2 are the two distribution functions. If we replace some of the velocity

dependences by their velocity moments u we obtain" the" following expression for (|J(V)=V :

(p.,p. are the densities and u^jU«,the.average^velocities)

where K is defined such that Kv is the mean longitudinal momentum transferred to a nucleon

at rest by an incident nucleon of velocity v. The final result is then: (p. number

density, M. momentum density, e. energy density)

gY Mjt V. (uiMi)= -V p±- (u±-Uj)

— + V f+ 1= -V C+ )- -J- ( Z- 21K I* -+ I

which is fully equivalent to the two-fluid hydrodynamical equations of Nix et al. with the

exception of the equation of state for the pressures p^. In the case of the Boltzmann eq.

we always have the ideal gas equation of state.

It is possible, however, to generalize the Boltzmann eq. such that it also applies to

dense systems instead of dilute ones and where the equation of state is changed

accordingly. This is achieved by applying the Enskog modification to the Boltzmann eq.

which is equivalent to the introduction of an effective volume for the particles. It can

then be shown ' that using specific choices for this eigenvolume one can obtain realistic

equations of state as used in the literature for hydrodynamical calculations. In this way

it is possible to compare directly microscopic calculations based on the Boltzman.i

equation and macroscopic ones based on fluid-dynamics with the same realistic equation of

state. This comparison will then test the validity of the local equilibration-assumption

underlying the nuclear fluid-dynamics approaches.

1. R. Malfliet, Nucl.Phys. A363(1981)456
2. R. Malfliet, Invited talk, International Symposium on Nuclear Fission and Related

Collective Phenomena, Bad Honnef, 1981, preprint KVI-352

One-meson exchange in the nucleon-delta system

Bernard ter Haar, Rudi Malfliet

Since the production and absorption of pions in nuclear reactions is usually treated

in the framework of the A(3/2,3/2)-resonance, a study was initiated on the interactions in

the nucleon-delta system, i.e. reactions like NN+NN, NN-+NA and NA-*NA. The origin of the

interactions is thought to be the exchange of mesons. Hence calculations were performed to

obtain one-meson exchange amplitudes for the different reactions, xhese amplitudes are

needed for the calculations of cross sections in Born approximation, of which results are

shown here, or can be used as input in a relativistic equation such as the Bethe-Salpeter

equation.
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Essential elements of the interaction amplitudes are the vertex functions which have

the general form:

M(p.q) ='u".(q) t r . j (p-q)u (p )4 (p-q) .. (i)
J l JH (i i u , •

where u is a positive energy wave function for a nucleon or delta (i,j=N,A), u and <t>

stand for the exchanged meson, r gives the coupling and F (p-q) is a vertex form

factor, while T stands for the isospin dependence. In the literature a large amount of

exchangeable mesons can be found. We restrict ourselves to the exchange of pions and u-

mesons, mainly because of their clear physical significance and for reasons of simplicity.

There s t i l l exists some uncertainty about the form and strength of most of the couplings

involved. We use a pseudo-scalar coupling for it and a vector coupling for ui. The coupling

constants can be found either by f i t t ing nucleon-nucleon scattering or by calculation in a

quark model. For the form factor we use the conventional dipole-form:

(2)

where i\ is a cut—off mass in the order of the nucleon mass, and t=(p-q) •

The interaction amplitude T is the product of the vertex functions (1) for both

interacting particles multiplied with the propagator of the exchanged meson. The cross

section in Born approximation takes the form:

dö

d(cos9
c

2it (3)

where s, q and q1 are well known kinematical variables. E |T| was calculated in a
a n

projeccion operator formalism by means of SCHOONSCHIP, an algebraic evaluation program ; .
n

However, for all kind of other calculations an expression for T instead of y|T| is more

useful. Therefore, recently a fully relativistic calculation of T for the different

channels in the N-A system has been performed.

-10 05 0 05 10 0 200 100 600 BOO
F i g . l .

cos a.. EjMeV)
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The figure shows the calculated cross sections, using eq. (3), for pp-*pp and pA + pi ,

where the different contributions of the n and (j-mesons are presented. The asymmetric

behaviour of da/dcosB around cos8=0 in the last reaction originates from the fact that u-

exchange is only possible in the direct reaction NA+NA, while furthermore the pion

propagator has a pole for the exchange reaction HA+AN. This pole is bypassed by taking

into account the width of the delta resonance: M =M -if/2. The calculations turn out to be
_ A A

very sensitive in both M and T.

Evaluating the presented results one notices the limited value of the Born

approximation. Higher-order effects and unitarity should be taken into account, which will

be done in future calculations. Nevertheless we may conclude that the NA+NA reaction

differs largely from NN+NN in strength and in form. Hence this reaction should not be

ignored or simply replaced by NN*NN cross sections as is done in a number of nucleon-

nucleus and nucleus-nucleus calculations involving delta degrees of freedom ' .

1. H. Strubbe, Computer Phys.Comm. _8(1974)1
2. J. Cugnon et a l . , Nucl.Phys. A352(1981)505

Magnetic electron scattering and spectroscopic factors

A.E.L. Dieperink, I . Sick

Spectroscopic factors for single-nucleon transfer reactions are very sensitive to the

radial wave function of the bound nucleon. Recent elastic magnetic electron scattering

experiments have provided information on both the normalization and the radial extension

of the bound state wave function of the odd valence nucleon.

Using this information on the rms radius we have reanalyzed the spectroscopic factors

for single nucleon pick-up reactions on several odd-A targets: Ti, V and Sr. The new

values are on the average 30% smaller than the old ones. As a consistency check we have

applied a spectroscopic sum rule for the highest multipole density matrix

<4>.||[ata.] 3||4>.>. It is found that for the cases considered 30%-40% of the sum rule

strength has not been observed in the pick-up reactions. This strength is presumably

located at higher excitation energies ' .

1. Universität Basel, Switzerland
2. A.E.L. Dieperink and I . Sick, Phys.Lett.B (in press)
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IV. CYCLOTRON, COMPUTERS AND INSTRUMENTATION

IV. 1. CYCLOTRON AND BEAM LINES

Cyclotron operation in 1981

C. Smit, H.W. Schreuder

The basic weekly operating schedule for the cyclotron was the same as in previous

years: scheduled maintenance on Monday, startup on Monday afternoon and regular operation

until Saturday 15.00 h. At this time the machine is shut down, unless operation is

continued by a qualified experimentalist in the - by now - well established practice of

'freewheeling' .

On three occasions the cyclotron was shut down for a period of one week in order to

have opportunity for larger maintenance and improvement jobs.

An account of the use of cyclotron time is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Operational record for the cyclotron

1. Planned maintenance:

2. Beam preparation, ion source service etc.:

3. Beam available for user:

4. Waiting, cyclotron off but operable:

5. Unplanned stops, failures:

Total, number of hours on schedule:

Time scheduled for users (2+3+4+5):

Cyclotron operational (2+3+4):

512

752

4744

427

476

h
h

h

h

h

or

or

or

or

or

7.4 %

10.9 %

68.6 %

6.2 7.

6.9 t

6911 h or 100.0 %

6399 h or 92.6 %

5923 h or 85.7 %

It is gratifying to note that the data in Table 1 show an unprecedented increase of

nearly 900 h in beam time available for users, when compared to the results of 1980. This

increase is to be attributed to a decrease in down—time and to an increased frequency of

freewheeling. The technical staff responsible for cyclotron maintenance, the cyclotron

operators and, last but not least, the freewheel operators clearly have done an excellent

job.

~l

Technical developments for the cyclotron

H.W Schreuder

The technical staff has been working on many projects next to the maintenance work.

The most important of these activities will be reported briefly.

The new extractor assembly, already in the workshop for a considerable time, was

completed. Preliminary tests at the cyclotron were done in a shutdown week in November.

These tests will be continued in January 1982, when the first beam tests will also be

done, if all goes well. The extractor consists of an electrostatic deflector followed by
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an electromagnetic channel and should enable the extraction of beams with rigidities

larger than the one corresponding to 120 MeV alpna's.

The conversion program for the power supplies for the cyclotron's correction coils is

now fully in the mass production stage. For 6 of the supplies the conversion is complete,

the rest will follow in 1982.

One of the oil diffusion pumps of the cyclotron was replaced with a Leybold 18K

cryopump. Its net pumping speed at the accelerating chamber is approximately 8000 1/s for

nitrogen. The total pump capacity now installed on the cyclotron is: 7000 1/s home built

cryopump, 8000 1/s Leybold cryopump, and 5000 1/s oil diffusion pump.

In progress: development of electronics for RF phase measurements and for Dee voltage

stabilisation from prototypes developed by R.J.Vader. Also in development are drive and

protection electronics for the series regulation tube in the main power supply of the RF

system, while also design and prototype work is continuing for the computer control

hardware.

Cyclotron computer control

H.H. Schreuder, B.D. Taenzer

As already mentioned in last year's Annual Report, the emphasis in the project of

introducing a computer system for control of the cyclotron is laid on the capability of

controlling equipment hardware, rather than on beam diagnostics as originally foreseen.

Since the basic design of the system and the underlying philosophy have already been

described elsewhere ', we will limit ourselves here to briefly mentioning the results

obtained in 1981.

Hardware: The new control desk was delivered and could be partially installed.

General purpose interface electronics for bit I/O ( to be used e.g. for switching power

supplies) have been designed, prototyped and tested, as well as a 'local control' unit of

general applicability. Most of the cables for the Serial Highway were laid. Its first

section was completely installed and tested and is now in regular use. The interface

electronics for controlling beam line slits"' was installed. Replacement of old slits by

motor driven ones and connecting these to the control hardware is in progress.

Software: Programs for servicing the Database (which contains records with data on

every controllable piece of equipment) were written and tested as well as the programs

which service the touchpanel(s) in the control desk. One touchpanel is now operational for

a limited number of activities, among which is controlling the beam line slits via the

hardware mentioned above.Test programs were written to try out ways of presenting beam

line status to the cyclotron operators. Design decisions were made on the microprocessor

system that will be used for communication between the control computer and the hardware

that provides interlock and remote control for the beam lines.

1. H.W.Schreuder, B.D.Taenzer, Proc. 9th Int.Conf.on Cyclotrons and their Applications, to
be published

2. KVI Annual Report 1980, p.144
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Cyclotron control room. On the right hand side the new panel is visible which will contain
the computer control devices.

The axial beam line

O.C. Dermois, H.F. Gorter, L. Pronk, I. Smid, P. Wieringa

The technical design of the periodic focussing system has been completed '. The total

length of 7 m is covered by 8 sections each of which consists of 10 to 14 focussing ele-

ments. Between the sections ion-getter pumps will be installed. The behaviour of particles

having an angular momentum with respect to the axis has been studied to complete the

theoryof the periodic system^»')_

Fig.l shows the lay out of the beam line in the hole of the cyclotron magnet. There

are two magnetic matching lenses to match the beam to the acceptance of the cyclotron.

Between the two lenses a sublimation getterpump and a valve will be installed. One of the

two btmchers will be inserted between the end of the periodic system and the first lens.

The injection system has two double gap bunchers without grids. One of them is integraced

in the periodic focussing system just outside the cyclotron yoke.

Both bunchers will use a symmetric triangle voltage with a maximum amplitude of 400 V

(t-t). For the generation of this voltage a classical scheme has been adopted as is shown

in fig.2. A square voltage generator is phase locked to the cyclotron acceleration

voltage, 4-15 MHz, by means of a "phase locked loop" (not in the figure). This voltage is
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S 3 mtod'li Fig.l.

integrated by an R.C. network. The integration is followed by a compensation network which

removes the quadratic term. In this way a linear triangle is generated with an amplitude

of 0.7 V. The amplitude of the square voltage is proportional with the cyclotron

frequency, Vr in the figure, so the amplitude of the triangle is independant of the cyclo-

tron frequency. A slight overcompensation of the quadratic term makes it possible to

compensate for nonlinearities in the bunching procedure (at least in principle).

1. KVI Annual Report 1979, p. 133, idem 1980, p. 129.
2. to be published in Nucl.Instr.Meth.
3. Proc. 9th Int.Conf. on Cyclotrons, Caen, 7-10 Sept. 1981.
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A fast pneumatically driven tuning capacitor and fast drive for scanning slits

O.C. Dermois, R.H. Hidskes, J. Munneke

In the KVI Annual Report 1978, p. 125, the electronics is described which generates a

new position signal for the tuning capacitor in order to cancel an existing small frequen-

cy error. Here we describe the fast pneumatic power cylinder and its control electronics

which moves the capacitor over k cm in 0.2 sec. The same system is well suited as a fast

linear drive for scanning slits.
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Fig. 1 shows the rebuilt pneumatic servo cylinder. A balanced valve (6) controls the

air flow to both sides of the piston, most right in the figure. The air pressure at both

sides of the piston is measured and the difference is used as a feed-back signal. The

balanced valve stem is driven by a magnet-coil system (19 and 24) and its speed is

KVI 2486

ja.) j3l ' vg) iTg. <ft' .14) (6) (8) @ (i) (7) © A " ) (L1 (?L ( Fig.l.

measured by a similar system at the other side of the stem (28 and 5). The speed signal is

again used as a feed-back in the electronic control shown in fig. 2.

Fig.2.
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Here the Laplace transforms of the different transfer functions are given. 1^ is the

simplified transfer function of the balanced valve, H takes care of the refill of the

cylinder volume, Hc is Newtons law for the main piston with capacitor plate. The position

of this plate is measured with an accurate linear voltage detector, which is in the outer

feedback loop. This would give at least a fifth order control system. The root locus

method has been used to analyse this system. In first approximation the two inner loops,

together with the requirement t_ = T-, reduces the transfer function to second order. The

zero's serve to stabilise the different loops, the poles, 1/T, prevent the operational

amplifiers from overload conditions.

Fig. 3 shows the reaction on a square voltage step. The displacement as function of

time is given in the lower part of the figure with a top-top displacement of 4 cm.

L
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Status of the ECR source and beam line

A.G. Drentje, H.W. Schreuder, J. Sijbring

The ECR ion source, manufactured by R. Geller and coworkers in CEN-Grenoble, is close

to completion; first test measurements are to be expected in January 1982. One power

supply for excitation of the axial field coils, has been delivered. Installation of power

connections and cooling is in progress.

The beamline from the ECR source to the vertical injection line has been designed in

detail to a great extent. The ion optical elements have been delivered (charge state

analyzing magnet) or are close to delivery (quadrupole triplets, switch and bending mag-

nets). Most of the vacuumpumps, pipes, chambers, etc. are present.

The horizontal line will have two locations for beam diagnostic elements, one close

to the exit slits of the analyzing magnets, the other in front of the 90° bending magnet.

Since the available space is small, we have chosen for a four-position device, with possi-

bilities for beam defining diaphragms, viewing target, total current target, etc. There

will be 4 locations for these devices and possible also one in the vertical line.

Emittance measurements are foreseen close to the above mentioned locations; the idea

is to measure the beam current through two movable slits such that these measurements can

be done at other places also.

The interlock system for the vacuum components of the beamline will be built in a

standardized way, using a commercial programmable logic controller (PLC) and software

tools developed in house (see the KVI Annual Report 1980, p. 142). Remote control of the

PLC will be done via the control computer, as well as remote control for the other beam-

line components, mainly power supplies.

Atomic physicists in Amsterdam (F.J. de Heer et al.) and in Utrecht (A. Niehaus et

al.) have shown their interest in performing experiments with beams from the ECR source.

Equipment for these experiments can be installed permanently since a small 45° switching

magnet is available. This magnet can be used also to bend the ion beam from the PIG source

set up into the injection line; the magnet, power supply and vacuum chamber for that

source are available.

Studies on the beam analysing system

A.G. Drentje, H.W. Schreuder, W. Sterrenburg and S. Brandenburg

The KVI beam analysing system consists of the following sequence of main components'

(see fig.l): entrance slit SI, 105° double focusing analysing magnet AM, quadrupole dou-

blet Q3A,Q3B and exit slit S4. The doublet provides a horizontally enlarged image at the

location of the exit slit of an intermediate image of the entrance slit, produced by the

analysing magnet.

Experience accumulated in the past few years during experiments using the QMG/2 spec-

trograph indicated erratic behaviour of the energy resolution obtained from the analysing

system. These experiences led to three specific questions:

i) Do we always have correct imaging by the quadrupole doublet?

ii) Is the imaging from entrance slit to exit slit sufficiently linear?

L_
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ili) To which degree is the resolution influenced by dispersion in the primary cyclotron

beam?

While no final results are yet available on the third question, the first two have

been successfully investigated. Here the main problem was how to measure the effect of

possible aberrations without being hindered by dispersion, since a monoenergetic test beam

was not available. This problem was solved in the following way. An extra slit (S2) was

used to select a 2 mrad divergence slice from the beam passed by the entrance slit. The

location of this slice in the 10 mrad divergence range could be chosen by moving the slit

jaws. The magnetic spectrograph, without target, was set at zero degrees to determine the

energy of each slice in divergence space by looking at a fluorescent screen in its focal

plane; here the position of the axial beam served as an energy reference. The observed

energy difference was converted into the equivalent distance from the beam line axis at

the exit slit, using the known dispersion of the analysing system. The meaning of this

conversion is that for each divergence slice one determines the location of the image of

the entrance slit for particles with the energy of the central ray. These locations, plot-

ted in a single graph, constitute the beam emittance at the position of the exit slit that

would be found for a monoenergetic cyclotron beam.

Q3B

Xs2

Fig.

in"™'

without shims

Fig.2.

Measurements were performed on 50 MeV and 120 MeV alpha beams. In both cases data

were taken for a number of excitations of the horizontally focusing quadrupole in the

doublet (Q3A). In this way some redundancy was obtained and the lens setting for proper

imaging could easily be found. No important discrepancies with the normally used settings

were found for 50 MeV a-beams. However, for 120 MeV a-beams the Q3A Q3B doublet has to be

shifted somewhat downstream; the measurement showed that the usual setting of Q3A was

about 8% too low.

A beam emittance at the exit slit, reconstructed in the way described above, is shown

in fig.2 (left). It is seen that the linearity of the image is far from perfect: particles

with positive and negative divergence can not be focused on the exit slit at the same

time. This distortion was suspected to arise from the entrance edge of the analysing

magnet, which had been provided with a wedge shaped correction shim by tl.>> magnet manufac-
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turer. First order estimates of the focusing effect on this shim based on measurements of

the displacement of the effective field boundary indicated that the distortion would be

reduced by removing the shim.

The result from measurements with the shim removed is shown in fig.2 (right). It

appears that the linearity of the imaging is not a determining factor anymore for the

energy resolution that can be obtained. These results were subsequently confirmed during

actual scattering experiments, when an overall energy resolution of 13 keV was obtained

with 50 MeV alpha particles.

In order to reduce halo and slit scattering, in particular in case of inelastic

a-scattering at 0 l a b = 0° (see S. Brandenburg et al., this annual report, sec. I.I. ), a

different mode of operation was introduced. Since the experimentators required a clean

beam rather than large currents, the slits SI and S2 and a diaphragm in front of SI were

set in such a way that incoming beam divergences were < 7 mr (horizontal and vertical) . A

slit with a width of 0.4 mm, having carefully polished tantalum jaws, was used at the

position of S3 to determine the energy. Vertical slits, close to S3, and horizontal slits

S4 were used as diaphragms. It proved to be of vital importance to have the opening of S4

as small as possible without cutting into the main beam component. This adjustment could

be checked at a viewing target 10 cm downstream of S4.

The effects of field bumps in the cyclotron central region

iv.K. van Asselt

1)Since the beeinnine of this vear the iteration procedure RELAX3D ' is running on the

VAX computer. This program solves Laplace's equation in arbitrary electrode configura-

tions. Therefore it is well suited for obtaining the potential values in the cyclotron

central region. An advantage over the magnetic analogue method, used so far, is that chan-

ges in the electrode geometry can be made much faster. The last method, however, gives the

electric field values directly, while they now are obtained by differentiation. The output

of the iteration procedure serves as input for the orbit integration code TRIWHEEL.

Fig.la. Fig.Ib.

With this set of programs the effects of field bumps in the central region of the cy-

clotron have been studied. The field bumps will produce a positive field contribution in

the Dummy Dee region and a negative one in the Dee region (bump-antibump). Therefore only
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odd harmonics will be added to the magnetic field. The first harmonic is used for beam

centring. It will also be possible to use only the positive bump at the Dummy Dee side.

In fig. 1 results of numerical calculations are given. The particles were initially

off-centred and the orbit centers are plotted after the beam has left the central region.

The indicated phases are the central position phases. As a result areas of constant phase

are areas of constant energy. The pictures are taken at an azimuth where the last jump of

the orbit centers due to acceleration is to the left. In fig. la the result is given for

normal Dee voltage. It is seen that for a phase interval of 30° well-centred orbits are

obtained. In fig. lb the Dee voltage was increased by 50%. From the figure it may be con-

cluded that the centring of the beam is independent of the Dee voltage. Especially with

respect to the acceleration of heavy ions this property may be very advantageous, compared

with the situation of an initially centred beam '.

0.008 -

Fig.2.

The influence of the field bumps on the vertical motion has been determined by cal-
2

dilating the vertical oscillation frequencies. In fig. 2 v is given as a function of the

radius. Case 2 corresponds to the bump-antibump field. The vertical focussing Is slightly

increased compared to the situation without bumps (case 0). With only one single bump a
2

considerable increase of v is obtained, however, at the cost of isoc-hronism- Since the

advantage of the bump-antibump is that the main field remains isochronous, both possibi-

l i t ies will be realised in the new cyclotron centre.

Although all results shown were calculated for the first harmonic mode of the RF.

calculations for the third harmonic mode have shown the same features.

1. RELAX3D was written by H. Houtman and L.J. Kost at TRIUMF.
2. W.K. van Asselt et a l . , Proc. IX Int.Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications.

IV. 2. DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA ANALYSIS

Computer systems for data acquisition and data analysis

P.A. Kroon and F.Sporrel

1. Overview

At the end of 1981 the computer systems at the KVI consisted of the following

faci l i t ies :

(1) A VAX-11/780 system for off-line data analysis with 1.5 Mb memory, two 67 Mb disk

drives, two 800/1600 bpi 125 ips magtape units, a lineprinter/plotter, a penplotter, and

13 terminals of which 2 are graphic terminals.

L_
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(2) A PDP-15 system for data acquisition equiped with a CAMAC system.

(3) A remote job entry terminal with cardreader and lineprinter connected to the CDC Cyber

176/760 of the University Computer Centre.

Since most of the data-analysis work has now been moved to the VAX, the second PDP-15

is used only as a backup system for data acquisition. Plans exist to replace the data-

acquisition system by a facility based on a small VAX processor in the course of 1982.

2. Software development

PAX - a multiparameter event data-analysis program

PAX is a comoletelv rewritten version for the VAX of the PDP-15 multiparameter event data-

analysis program PLAY. The program has a very flexible way of specifying the event

processing. The user specifies the processing setup as a list of operations to be executed

for each input event. Operations are for example 1- and 2-dimensional Rates and any

logical combination, particle identification, projection into spectra, production of 2-

dimensional scatterplots, filtered output of events, and possibly some user written

procedures. The list of operations can be modified interactively as if using a normal text

editor. The operations are stored internally in the form of tables to ensure fast

execution of the program. This approach forms a compromise between an interpreter-like

program and a program where the event-processing setup is pre-compiled into machine-code,

the latter being faster in execution but less flexible in use. The program has been in use

now for about 8 months. Several additions are still being considered like 2-dimensional

spectra and gate-arrays.

TAX - a multiparameter event data-acquisition program

This data-acquisition program for the PDP-15 has been updated to include the following new

features:

(1) support of the Address-scan mode of the CA-15 CAMAC interface; essentially this

enables a flexible way of combining different types of CAMAC modules (ADC's, TDC's,

bitpattern modules, including the new PACAM-80 interface to the Tennelec Pace system)

without program modification. (2) support of a new dataformat of event magtapes to

facilitate the exchange with the VAX of data produced by different experimental setups.

(3) handling of data from multiwire detectors.

SPECS - interactive spectrum analysis on the VAX-11/780 (W.Z. Venema).

This preliminary program for data analysis has been written primarily for use with a Sigma

graphics terminal. The following facilities are available: spectrum manipulation, plotting

and least-squares fitting of asymmetrical peaks on a curved continuum. For simplicity, all

lines in a certain interval are fitted with the same profile, and only the shape

parameters can be kept fixed. The program produces a list of peak energies and areas with

estimated errors, sorted according to energy.

Data link between PDP-11/03 and VAX-11/780 (W.Z. Venema).

A program VAXPDP has been developed for bidirectional transfer of text files between VAX

and PDP. It uses a standard 9600 Baud terminal port of the VAX, connected to a PDP serial
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line interface. Running as an interactive program in the PDP under the RT-11 operating

system, 5.t issues terminal commands to the VAX and recognizes error messages from the

remote computer»

Plotting on the VAX

A flexible package of plotting subroutines and utilities has been developed for the VAX.

An existing CALCOMP subroutine package has been modified to produce an intermediate file

containing vector information. With the PREVIEW utility the contents of this file can be

previewed on a graphics terminal; the RASTERIZE utility allows output of the plot on the

Printronix printer/plotter with the advantage of fast plotting speed at the cost of CPU

time for the rasterization procedure and a somewhat lower resolution than the penplotter;

and finally the file can be copied directly to the penplotter for high quality drawings.

The incremental penplotter, which was moved from the PDP-15 to the VAX, has been

interfaced using a commercially available microprocessor board. This microprocessor takes

care of vector generation to minimize the interrupt overhead on the VAX. Software for this

microprocessor has been written in the C-language using the Whitesmith's cross-development

package described in the Annual Report 1980.

The KOMPLOT system (package of routines and postprocessors for easy programming of

graph's) developed by J.Kraak (Computing Centre, University of Groningen) has been

implemented on the VAX with very little modification.

CIO package

The CIO package for conversational I/O has proven to be very successful. To improve the

similarity in use with VAX/VMS command language the package has been provided with an

interface to the VAX/VMS HELP facility and a set of routines to allow the use of

qualifiers.

Data conversion utilities

Utilities have been written for the conversion to VAX forma-: of old PDP-15 event data

(COPEV15), PDP-15 spectrum data (COPSP15) and spectrum data vrritten on magtape by the

Nuclear Data ND-100 multichannel analyser (COPNDSP).

VAX - Wordprocessor link

A link has been established between the VAX and the NBI 3000 word processing system. This

link allows textfiles produced on the VAX to be transmitted to the NBI for further

processing and high quality printing.

Cyfase: A code to calculate the optimal phase-slip in an AVF cyclotron

A.M. van den Berg

The acceleration of ions in an AVF cyclotron via an electric field with fixed aneular

frequency urj results in a slowlv varvine orbital aneular freauencv ciior of the accelerated

particles. The small difference between these two frequencies causes a shift in the phase

of the particles relative to the phase of the electric field. Being a cumulative effect

the phase shift may become important when heaw ions are accelerated, because a larger

phase shift/turn results in more turns to reach the extraction radius. The small fluctua-

tions in d)or are due to relativistic effects and to the fact that the applied magnetic

field is not constant as a function of the orbit radius. This magnetic field consists of
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two parts: a mean field due to the iron magnet and a small correction to this field caused

by twelve concentric coils.

In an earlier study Gordon and We It on ' showed that it is possible to optimize the

phase slip with the use of the concentric coils. To study this effect in our cvclotron an

interactive code running on the VAX 11/780 computer has been written, which makes use of

the previously measured field strength of the KVI cyclotron at specific magnet currents.

This code is an extension of the code reported before by Schreuder . Given the (orj and

the dee voltage an optimal trim coil setting is calculated via an iterative procedure in

two ways:

1) a fast way (0.01 s cpu time/orbit) via analytic expressions given in ref. 3.

2) a slow, but more accurate method (0.5 s cpu time/orbit). In this method the code inte-

grates the trajectory along equilibrium orbits outwards as is described in fig. 1.
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In the figure the results of these two methods after three interation steps are drawn for

the acceleration of He to 65 MeV extraction energy.

1. M.M. Gordon and T.A. Welton, Computation methods for AVF cyclotron design studies,
ORNL-2765.

2. H.W. Schreuder, KVI Annual Report 1974, p. 103.
3. H.L. Hagedoorn and N.F. Verster, Nucl.Instr.Meth. 18,19(1962)201.

BEL: A program to calculate transition rates for isoscalar electric transitions (L>0) from

various types of transition densities used in DWBA and coupled channels analysis

M.N. Harakeh

An interactive program for the VAX computer was written with which one can calculate

isoscalar electric transition rates for multipolarities L>0 from deformation parameters

obtained from DWBA or CC analysis. The program is rather general in the sense that it can

calculate these transition rates for various types of transition densities or combinations

thereof (e.g. usual surface deformed densities, Tassie densities and also densities from a

permanently deformed shape including those of coupling of a small amplitude vibration to

the permanently deformed shape such as ß-, y- and octupole bands). Form factors for the

excitation of these ß-, y- and octupole bands have also been introduced into the program

CHUCK.1).
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The program BEL requests all necessary information: the optical model geometry para-

meters, the type of transition densities (form factors) used, the corresponding defor-

mation parameters used in the DWBA or CC analysis and the mass, charge and excitation

energy of the nucleus in question. It then calculates energy weighted sum rules (EWSR),

transition rates and percentages of EWSR for the particular transition. This is performed

for a uniform mass density and also for Fermi mass densities with parameters either

derived from electron scattering ' or from the optical model parameters assuming always

the same deformation length (3R as derived from DWBA or CC analysis. The transition rates

are also calculated in terms of single particle units.

Associated with this program an internal report KVI-771 has been written which des-

cribes all the formalisms used. In this report, a general review of transition operators,

transition densities and EWSR for isoscalar electric transitions of L>0 is given with spe-

cial attention for monopole and dipole transitions, their correction terms and the

definition of their single particle units. Special attention in this report is also given

to transition densities derived from coupling a small amplitude vibration to a permanent

deformation such as for the ß-, y- or octupole vibrations.

1. P.D. Kunz, program CHUCK, unpublished.
2. A.M. Bernstein in Advances in Nuclear Physics, M. Baranger and E. Vogt, eds., Vol. 3

(Plenum Press, N.Y.), p. 325.

IV.3. INSTRUMENTATION AND ELECTRONICS

Electronics

T.F.L. Armbrust, W.T.L. Bisseling1, H.A.P. van der Duin. D. Kamphuis, H. Kooi, D. Kuipers,

H.A.P. Lohrengel, J. Mulder, H. Pater1, B.D. Taenzer1, W.J. Uytenbogaardt

Development of cyclotron- and beam-line electronics

a. Concentric- and valley coil power supplies

The complete rebuilding of the Dower supplies for the cyclotron concentric coils nro-

ceeded rapidly after the redesign and prototype tests of 1980. There are now six nower

units completed and in use again (fig.1). For the remaining six the control and interface

electronics were produced and tested.

Redesign work has been performed on both the output polarity switching of the power

supplies for the concentric coils and on the valley coils' power supplies. Both types of

power units will probably be completed in 1982 and are suitable for computer control.

b. CAMAC Serial Highway

In order to control e.g. the concentric- and valley coil power units, the beam-line

slit system controller and parts of the axial injection system by the cyclotron PDP-11/34

computer, several CAMAC-Crates were connected to the CAMAC Serial Highway at different

locations in the building.

Prototypes of interface modules between various types of power supplies and the

CAMAC-stations were made and tested. Mass production of these modules will start in 1982.
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c. Buncher electronics

Two bunchers will be placed into the vertical beam-line of the axial iniection sy-

stem. Electronics to drive the buncher consists out of a sine- or trianele wave voltage

generator followed by a power stage. A tracking oscillator which follows the cyclotron

Dee-voltage frequency (5-15 MHz) is used to shift the phase of the oscillator voltage over

a range of 0-360°. The output of this oscillator drives the triangle-voltage generator.

Prototypes of both circuits were designed, built and tested. The power stage con-

sisting out of a broad-band (300 kHz - 105 MHz) 100 Watt power amplifier was tested.

d. Beam-phase measurements

Electronics for the cyclotron beam-phase measurements has been designed and built. It

compares the phases of the cyclotron beam bursts (detected by an active electrostatic

pick-up probe, KVI Annual Report 1976, p.103) with the phase of the Dee-voltage frequency.

A prototype module was completed and in-beam tests will start very soon.

e. Dee—voltage stabilization

The redesign of a previously made prototvoe for stabilizing the short term Dee-vol-

tage within ±10"^ (KVI Annual Report 1976, p. 141) was started to produce a more main-

tainabe and reliable module compared to the present provisional version. The earlier de-

sign has carefully been examined and provided with new types of components.
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f. Heavy-ion source power supply

Because of serious problems with the control electronics during the ignition phase of

the heavy-ion source, the noise immunity of the power supply was considerably improved.

Furthermore some heatine problems were detected and eliminated.

g. 300 kW power supply

For the now obsolete series regulating tube and grid drive circuit in the 300 kW

power supply for the cyclotron RF-system a new construction has been built this year after

initial design work performed in 1980. Installation and final tests will take place in

1982.

Nuclear Electronics

A second PACAM-80 (K.VI Annual Report 1980, p. 146) CAMAC interface module between the

Tennelec ADC (PACE)-system and the on-line computer CAMAC-system was installed. The two

Tennelec PACE-systems, which are almost eleven years old now, become unreliable because of

similar problems with integrated circuits as detected earlier in the equally old PDP-15

computers. In order to keep these Tennelec systems in an acceptable condition intensive

repair work was necessary.

Due to these problems we started extensive tests of Le Croy 3512 and Silena 7420 type

ADC's. Integral and differential linearity, resolution and temperature tests were

performed. Because the Silena ADC's show better performance than the Le Croy ADC's, it is

likely that they will replace the Tennelec systems. The CAMAC modules necessary to

interface the Silena ADC's to the on-line computer during the tests were offered to us by

GSI in Darmstadt which is gratefully acknowledged.

The electronics for the spectrograph multi-wire chamber (see Sec.IV.3 for details)

read-out system, which is composed out of commercially available electronics, was ordered,

tested and adjusted after installation. The system consists out of several 16-channels

wire chamber amplifier discriminator boards (Le Croy, model 7791) and were installed

nearby the spectrograph. Special timing cables with a length of 120 meter were ordered to

interface these boards to CAMAC 48-channel coincidence registers (Le Croy, model 4448)

which were placed into the CAMAC system of the on-line computer.

Computer electronics and maintenance.

a. New developments

Our incremental plotter which has been interfaced to the PDP-15 computers for nine

years is now connected to the VAX-11/780 unibus via a DR-11C general purpose unibus

interface. A 8080-A micro-processor system is used to communicate with the VAX-computer

and controls the paper- and penmotions of the plotter. The necessary program is stored in

EPROM'S. The micro-processor also calculates the pentrajects between points, specified by

their coordinates, which are presented by the VAX plotfiles.

Furthermore an obsolete PDP-15 papertape reader and puncher is now connected to the

VAX-unibus by the use of a M7810 interface module from DEC. This facility allows the users

of "stand-alone" micro-processor systems to develop their software on the VAX-computer.
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The object-code may be punched on papertape which is used to load programs into these

micro-processor systems.

b. Maintenance

In order to keep the two remaining PDP-15 computers in a reliable condition, much

time had to be spent on preventive and corrective maintenance. This time could be reduced i

due to the supply of spare parts saved from the obsolete third PDP-15. Nevertheless, a few

malfunctions in the processor and in the memory could only be repaired after time consum-

ing measurements. Our experience with the Digital Equipment "Basic"-maintenance contracts

for the PDP-11/34 cyclotron computer, the PDP-11/04 remote batch terminal and the VAX-

H/780 installation is satisfactory.

1. Cyclotron operators for 50% of their time.

The QMG/2 spectrograph and focal plane detectors

A.G. Drentje, A.M. van den Berg, J.M.R. van der Blij» J.H. van Dijk, M.N. Harakeh and

J.J. Sjbring

The spectrograph has been used very intensively in the last year; during some months

almost all nuclear physics experiments have been performed with this instrument. Specific /

desires required construction of additional target chambers and detectors; therefore we |

give a list of the equipment presently in use: < >

1. A "regular" 40 cm diam. scattering chamber with a sliding seal construction for S^a^ J

between -10° and +150° used with an internal Faraday cup or an external cup at

distinct angles (0°, 18°, 33°, 48°, . . . . ) . In coincidence type experiments solid

state detector telescopes or low pressure position sensitive ionization chambers for

detecting fission products are usually mounted on a rotatable lid.

2. A small angle target chamber, with a bellows connection to the beam pipe allowing a

range of S^a(, between 0° and 15°. It has an internal carbon bloc as beam stop;

effective lead shielding very close to the bloc inside the chamber and a thin alu-

minium win&ow allow X-ray detection close to the target. Figure 1 shows the small-

angle target chamber used for K-shell ionization scattering experiments. The X-ray

intrinsic Ge detector is on the laft side; on the right side the motor drives for the

spectrograph opening angle slits (see also Van Dijk et al., this annual report, sec.

II.1).

3. A target chamber exclusively for O^j, = 0° > for y angular correlation measurements in

coincidence with charged particle reactions (see H. Sakai et al., this annual report,

sec.1.2.).

4. A liquid nitrogen cooled beam pipe of 1 m length situated 1.3 m upstream the

scattering chamber was installed to overcome oil deposit problems on cooled solid

state detectors used in coincidence experiments. It achieved its purpose nicely.

5. A set of "Heavy-metal" blocs, stacked around the carbon beamstop inside the regular

scattering chamber to make at least a 2.5 CM thick shielding, reduced the background

due to fast neutrons in the focal plane detectors considerably. Ihis is in particular
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true for (d,6Li) experiments, where the cross sections are very small and hence dis-

crimination against the huge background of neutrons and gammas is of vital impor-

tance.

Fig.l.

rD.6. The 50 cm focal plane detectors as described earlier J, These are in particular

needed in case of inelastic ot-particle scattering at 0^a^ = 0° (see Brandenburg et

al., this annual report, sec. I.I) where the cyclotron beam is guided through the

spectrograph to a movable beam stopper located at the high energy section of the

focal plane or to a beam stop 1 m downstream, which allows for effective shielding

and background suppresion.

7. A new 120 cm focal plane detection system, which will be discussed balow.

8. A 14 cm multiwire chamber, used in inner-shell excitation experiments where inelastic

scattered particles have to be detected close to intense elastics (see J.H. van Dijk

et al., this annual report, Sec. II.1).

9. A 5 cm solid state position sensitive detector, to check resolution etc.

10. An automatic gas handling control unit for the different focal plane detectors and

detector boxes. It performs actions like pumping down, flushing gas pressure stabili-

zation (based on a Granvi He-Phillips unit) and venting.

As can be noticed, the spectrograph has been set during many experiments at 9]_af, =

0°. Most difficult of these are inelastic scattering measurements, since slit scattering

of small angle elastics or beam halo will contribute to background in the region of

interest. The measurements have become possible partly due to the installation of new 3 mm

thick tantalum solid angle defining slits, with carefully polished slit jaws having a

small tilt angle (2.3°) such that they are parallel to extreme particle trajectories for a

6 msr solid angle setting.

In the course of the year it turned out that some ripple appeared in the current of

two small power supplies, i.e. of the quadrupole coil of M2, and of the trimcoil of D2.

L.
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Since the first determines the focal length, and the second the position in the focal

plane, these ripples contributed seriously to the line broadening. After repair a best

resolution in a 50 HeV ct-elastic scattering of AE/E = 2.5xlO~ (overall) could be ob-

tained, as earlier.

The 120 cm focal plane detector

This device has become operational in the course of the year and has been used

intensively since then. The profit for experimentators is of course trivial: one magnet

setting is in most cases sufficient now since the 20% energy bite of the spectrograph

covers usually the whole region of interest.

The detector system is an upscaled version of the 50 cm type in use since 1977 . Not

only the length of the detector has been enlarged (effectively to about 110 cm), also the

height (to more than 6 cm) in order to be certain that in all circumstances the height

will be larger than the ion optical image lines. The drawback of this requirement is the

necessity of a large entrance gas pressure foil; we applied a separate frame for this 25

(im thick kapton foil, in order to make rapid changes possible.

The two position sensitive detectors (one in the focal plane and the other 14 cm

downstream), an energy loss detector and the long plastic scintillator with the two photo-

tubes are mounted on a console, which in turn is attached to the back flange — with all

I Fig.2.

feedthroughs - of the large detector box. Figure 2 shows the 120 cm focal plane detector

system. From left to right can be seen: the box, the forward p.s.d. , the AE detector, the

backward p.s.d., the scintillator and light guides, the back flange with the undersupport

on which the detectors are mounted, and the carriage.

The position resolution, obtained in experiments with the large 120 cm detector is

certainly not worse t' n that obtained with the 50 cm type and amounts to about 2.5 mm

overall. This value is usually easily obtained after optimalization of beamline optics and

spsctrograph settings; however, we have not yet understood this too large value since best
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measurements with a solid state position sensitive detector are 1.3 mm, which would give a

contribution of 2 mm from the detector, including the pressure foil.

1. J.C. Vermeulen, J. van der Plicht, A.G. Drentje, L.W. Put and J. van Driel,
Nucl.Instr.Meth. 180(1981)93.

A new large scattering chamber

J.P.F. Mulder

Partly as a replacement for the 60 cm scattering chamber of the KVT (see KVI Annual

Report 1973) and partly as an extension of the experimental possibilities, a new

scattering chamber was planned. The most important design characteristics are: diameter

120 cm, beam entrance and exit ports of 60 cm wide for experiments in forward and backward

direction, two concentric turntables. The constructional part of the chamber was manufac-

tured by Taylor Engineering Ltd,, Poole, Great Britain, and delivered in 1981. The drive

and control system is designed and under construction at a subcontractor. Fig. 1 shows a

photograph of the scattering chamber.

Fig.l.
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Target production

T.W. Tuintjer

More than 130 targets were made in 1981. Desirability of minimal contamination forced

some of them being prepared, handled and stored under vacuum or argon atmosphere. The

table indicates specifications and details of the prepared targets.

Table 1. Targets prepared in 1981

Target element

nat,24,25,26Mg

natAl
natCa
nat,58Ni

natSe

natZr

9 4Mo

nat,98,100,102,104R u

n a t Sn
158Gd
nat T b

232Th
nat T a

nat I r

nat, 196,198p,.

natpb

209Bi

starting
material

MgO

AI

CaC03

Ni

Se

Zr

Mo

Ru

Sn

Gd

Tb

Th

Ta

I r

P t

Pb

Bi

method

a , c

b

a , c

b , c

b

c

c

d.e

b

c

c

c

c

e

c , e

b

b , c

backing

f

f

f

f . g

-

f

f

g,h"

f , g

f

f

f

f

h

f,h'

f,g

f . g

thicV -s
(mg/cm ,

0.35-1.10

0.05

0.90

0.10-0.38

0.20

0.20

0.15

0.15-0.70

0.10-0.20

0.75

2.70-5.80

0.17-0.90

0.65

0.08-0.15

0.16.-7.10

0.10-0.50

0.50-4.70

remarks

i.m

i , k

Al-sandwich,j

1

i

i

i

i

a. Simultaneous reduction and evaporating, using electron gun.
b. Vacuum evaporation using resistance-heating.
c. Rolling.
d. Electrolytical reduction.
e. Heavy ion sputtering.
f. Selfsupporting foils.
g. Formvar backing.
h. Carbonbacking 20 (ig/cm2; h' - 50 ug/cm2 5 h" - 100 ug/cm2.
i . Target handled under vacuum or argon atmosphere.
j . A.H.Bennink and T.W.Tuintjer, Newsletter Int. Nuclear Target Development Soc.
k. K7I Annual Report 1980, p. 154.
1. A.H. Bennink, Nucl. Instr.Meth. 146(1977)591.
m. This Annual Report, this chapter.

Preparation of clean and oxygen-free Mg targets

T.W. Tuintjer

To obtain very clean magnesium targets with thicknesses between 350-1100 ^ig/crn2, a

technique similar to that used for preparation and handling of metallic calcium targets

(see last year's annual report) was applied. Experiments confirmed the statement of I .
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Sugai1), that the reduction of magnesiumoxide with powder of metallic Ti could give a much

higher yield than with metallic Zr as reducing agent (see also 2). The chemical affinity

of Ti for 0 is very strong at high temperature. Ti and TiO have much lower vapour pressure

than Mg.

In accordance with the equation: MgO + Ti + Mg + TiO the required quantity of MgO was

mixed with 2.5 times its equivalent of Ti-powder, using some drops of CHgOH as wetting

agent. After completely drying this mixture was pressed into a tantalum crucible. This

crucible was closed, leaving only an aperture c* 2.5 mm diameter and placed in an electron

gun. Above this crucible, separated by a heat shield, a substrate was placed at a distance

of 1-1.5 cm. This substrate consisted of a cleaned glass-slide clamped onto a block of

copper (which served as heat-sink) connected with the vacuum interlock transfer system.

The glass slide had been immersed in a 4% RBS-25 solution, dried and intensively polished.

After evacuating the bell-jar to a pressure of 10~ Torr the source temperature was

slowly raised to the reduction temperature. The temperature was measured with an optical

pyrometer. It was found that the evaporation of pure Mg metal started at 1050 °C. During

this process the temperature had co be raised slowly till 1200 °C. The weight of the cru-

cible showed that after 30 min. more than 95% of the Mg had been evaporated.

At higher temperatures (1200-1300 °C) two disturbing effects were noticed.

a. A re-evaporation of the Mg, back from the substrate.

b. A decrease of the weight of the crucible, possibly caused by the evaporation of Ti and

TiO. Although the melting points of Ti and TiO are ~ 1700 °C, they have a vapour pres-

sure of 10"6 Torr at 1250 °C.

After the evaporation process the substrate with the Mg material was transferred via

the vacuum interlock system to the argon-filled glove box. Then, a maximum layer-thickness

of ~ 30 urn was measured. With a surgery knife the Mg was lifted from the substrate and

rolled until the required thickness was obtained.

No oxygen contamination was observed in the experiment at the cyclotron; the upper

limit was 1%.

1. Isao Sugai, Inst. for Nucl. Study Report, I.N.S.-J-150, Tokyo, January 13, 1975.
2. S. Takayanagi, M. Katsuta, K. Katori and R. Chiba, Nucl.Instr.Meth. 45 (1966) 345.

Detection of low-energy electrons with Si surface-barrier detectors

J.L.W. Petersen1 and J. van Klinken

Detection of conversion electrons of low energy with multichannel pulseheight

analysis, if feasible, will be valuable for various investigations; they can be instru-

mental for studies of Yrast traps and other nuclear states which decay in essence by

internal conversion, and e.g. for depth-selective Mössbauer spectroscopy with conversior

electrons. We proved that low-energy conversion electrons can be separated from high YTray

background with an adapted Mini-orange filter, but their detection with Si(Li) detectors

gives problems below 20 keV. The lower the energy, the more the resolution worsens due to

electron straggling in the thick window or dead layer (0.2 - 0.5 um Si equivalent) of the

detected. At 13 keV the Si(Li) resolution is considerably worse than 1 keV FWHM.
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Bäverstamm et al.^' remarked that there are no commercially available Si detectors for

electrons with energies below 10 keV due to straggling and scattering in the Au-electrode

and in the inactive depletion layer.

However, we gave attention to n-Si surface-barrier (SB) detectors. Their window can

be thinner since they have neither Li-precipitate nor uncompensated Si underneath the Au-

layer and since they have lower resistivity than Si(Li) detectors. We succeeded in

obtaining a resolution of < 1 keV by making some of these SB detectors from 10 kß cm n-Si

(Vlacker Chemitronic) with an Au-layer of 50 mm2. At LN-temperature and with a DC-coupled

cooled FET preamplifier they showed 800 eV FWHM for the 14.4 keV L-line (13.6 keV) of 57Co

(fig, 1). This spectrum shows also the y—ray line which was of course narrower. By in-

serting an Al foil between source and detector the y~ray spectrum was measured separately,

so that the y~ray part could be subtracted from the e + y spectra. For the first time (to

our knowledge) the 14.4 keV K-line was observed with a Si-detector with a FWHM of 800 eV

(fig. 2).

ktV

Fig.l. Fig.2.

From the shifts of the electron lines with respect to the 14.4 keV Y~!ine a dead-

layer thickness of 0.07 \im Si eq. was deduced, which is a value expected for the energy

loss in the Au—layer of 40 pWcm^ alone. It is planned to examine thinner Au or Pd layers.

However, 10-keV electrons penetrate only 1 (xm into the depletion layer, that is in a

region with perhaps imperfect charge collection. If this is the case, then the value of

800 eV may be almost the best one obtainable.

1. Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen.
2. J.L.W. Petersen, De vervaardiging van Si(Li) detectoren, internal report Lab. Alg.

Natuurkunde, 1981.
3. U. Bäverstamm et al., Nucl.Instr.Meth. 115(1974)373.

installation of the Mini-Orange-Four

K. Cornells, H. Kielman1, J. van Klinken, J. Oomkes, S.P. Steendam1, W.Z. Venema,

H. Wleringa1

The Mini-Orange-Four system for multiple detection of (conversion) electrons as

announced in the previous Annual Report has been instilled on-line in the course of this

year. In December the arrangement was used succesafully with three detectors for an

investigation of Pb-isotopes with (12C,xn) reactions by a Free University-Amsterdam group

(see Sec.II.1) .

L_
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The magnet system of the two horizontal-Mini-Orange spectrometers can be-moved freely_

with respect to the target position. This was made possible by using specially shaped

magnets made according to our specification by the manufacturer BBC-Switserland. The two

vertical systems are, however, restricted in their degrees of freedom. As the photograph

illustrates, it proved feasible to arrange and harmonise tue. large, number of valves,

tubings, cryostates and movable detector chambers within the minimum space required for

the close geometry.

The octahedral vacuum chamber offers still additional space for further equipment,

like counters for fission fragments and arrangements for DSRD measurements. Still under

design are: a vacuum lock for easy exchange of targets, a method for less space consuming

cooling of Si(Li) detectors and one Mini-Orange channel adapted for detection of low-

energy electrons.

1. Laboratorium voor Alg:~?ne Natuurkunde, Univ. of Groningen.
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V. MEDICAL PHYSICS

Short-lived isotopes for medical application

H.D. Beerling-van der holen, E.J. de Graaf, W. ten Hoeve, T. Kuilraan, A.M.J. Paans,

A. Rijskamp, J.F. van der Werf, T. Wiegraan, W. Vaalburg.

Department of Nuclear Medicine (Head: Prof.Dr. M.G. Woldring), university Hospital

Groningen and Organic Chemistry Laboratory (Head: Prof.ür. H. Wynberg) University of

Groningen.

Introduction

In 1980 a new beam line and irradiation cell became available for isotope production;

this year the two radiochemistry laboratories were completed. The B-level laboratory is

furnished with hot cells, masterslaves manipulators and shielded fume hoods (fig. 1).

Fig.l.

A remotely controlled target transportation system, connecting irradiation cell and

radiochemistry laboratory, is nearly completed (fig. 2). The system is based on a commer-

cially available rail system and a number of motor driven wagons on which appropriate

target systems can be built. All connections for water cooling, beam current measurement

etc. are operated automatically when a wagon arrives at the irradiation station. This

target transportation system in combination with the remote controlled gas target facility

enables us to use the cyclotron time, available for isotope production, more efficiently

and in a saver way.

Our research on radioactive steroid hormones as receptor-binding radiopharmaceuticals

for tumor investigations was extra supported. The "Universitaire Commissie voor
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Wetenschapsbeleid" enabled us to strengthen our workgroup "Cyclotron Radiofarmaca" with an

organic chemist for a period of four years.

Fig.2.

Carbon-11 labelled radiopharmaceuticals for brain studies

(in cooperation with J. Korf, Biological Psychiatry, and J.P.W.F. Lakke, Neurology. The

research is supported by ZWO-FUNGO, project 13-31-48).

Studies with C-UOPA in the dog were continued. The already reported 'cold spot' in

the dog's head after injection of C-DOPA was also seen without carbidopa—pretreatment.

In this way our experimental results with the dog did not come up to the requirement that

the striatum was to be detected as a 'cold spot' in the carbidopa treated animal only.

The distribution of ^C-DOPA in the cat's brain was also studied under different

conditions of medication. In these cases the cat was studied instead of the dog because in

the cat's head a relative large volume is occupied by brain tissue thus leading to less

interference by radioactivity in non-brain structures in the tomograms. In spite of this

advantage the detection of the striatum in cat-brain after injection of C-DOPA as a

'cold-spot' is also rather difficult.

A method for rapid labelling of N-alkylated derivatives of 2-amino-5,6-dihydroxy-

1,2,3,4 tetrahydronaphthalene (ADTN) with CH^I has been developed succesfully. It is nov

possible to synthesize and purify the desired compounds within a total time of 1 hour

after EOB in a overall radiochemical yield of 15% thus having 1-2 mCi quantities of the

pure product for animal studies. Preliminary studies with the NjN-dimethyl- and N-N-

propyl-N-methyl derivatives of 6,7—ADTN in rats with and without tropolone-pretreatment

have shown a uniform distribution of radioactivity in the brain.

L.
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Positron emitting compounds for the detection of melanoma

(in cooperation with A. van Langevelde, Department of Pharmacology, University of Leiden).

The investigation of ^C-labelled melanin precursors for their potential as radio-

pharmaceuticals for melanoma was continued with the preparation of DL- C-tyrosine. The

biodistribution of this compound was measured in melanoma bearing hamsters, using positron

emission tomography. The accumulation of this amino acid as in the case of DL- C-DOPA was
1 T

clearly demonstrated. Less succesful were the results with N labelled N,N'-bis (2-chlo-

roethyl)-N-nitroso urea (BCNU), a compound with affinity for melanoma which is used effec-

tively in cancer chemotherapy. The radioactive compound was prepared according to Pettit

et al.1'. The precursor N03 was obtained by the
 160(p,or.) N reaction on a water target.

In our experimental model (greene melanoma transplanted in Syrian golden hamsters) the

tumor could not be visualized.

1. W.A. Pettit, IEEE NS-26( 1979) 1718.

Steroid hormones as receptor-binding radiopharmaceuticals

To increase the specific activity of C labelled 17a-methylestradiol, a synthetic

steroid hormone with promising properties for the investigation of estrogen receptor con-

taining tumors, a new CC^-production system is under construction.
77 9̂

The encouraging results with the 16oc-[ Br]-bromoestradiol ; prompted us to prepare

the Br-labelled analogue. From previous excitation function measurements ' it was con-

cluded that the bombardment of enriched selenium yields Br with < 1.4% Br as radio-

contaminant. For our animal experiments we accepted a high level (15%) of Br and pro-

duced Br by bombarding natural selenium. After irradiation the selenium metal is

dissolved in a K^Cr^O^—l^SO^ solution and the bromine activity is recovered by passing a

stream of helium through this solution. The bromine is trapped in 0.1 N NaOH and used for

the labelling procedure.
2. K.D. McElvany, K.E. Carlson, M.J. Welch et al. J.Nucl.Med. 22(1981)P20.
3. A.M.J. Paans, J. Welleweerd, W. Vaalburg et al., Int.J.Appl.Radiat.Isotopes

31(1980)267.

Measurement of transcapillary fluid exchange with ^^O-labelled water

(in cooperation with K. Gwan Go, Department of neurosurgery).

Transcapillary fluid exchange, as governed by Starling's hypothesis, is not taken for

granted in the brain vasculature. A study in rats was undertaken to investigate whether

the extraction of water during single-capillary transit reflected the development of brain

edema after damage to the blood-brain barrier.

The H2 0 was produced by the 14N(d,n)15O reaction as outlined by Clark and

Buckingham '.It was found that an inverse relation exists between arterial blood pressure

(BP) and extraction which was attributable to the influence of arterial BP on cerebral

blood flow (CBF) and to the relation between CBF and extraction. Neither arterial BP nor

osmolarity of the injected bolus had any direct effect on the extraction of water. Damage

to the blood-brain barrier did not change its permeability to water.
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4. J.C. Clark, P.D. Buckingham, "Short-lived Radioactive Gases for clinical use", Butter-
worths (1975).

Short-lived radioactive gases for pulmonary studies

(in cooperation with the Lungfunction Laboratory. Head: Prof.Dr. R.Peset).

13 133 13

For comparison of N2 and Xe for regional pulmonary studies in patients, No as

gas or as injectable solution has been produced regularly. The automatic sterile and pyro-

gen free distillation set-up in one of the hot cells showed to be working reliable.

Cobalt-55 labelled bleomycine

(in cooperation with O.E. Nieweg. Research supported by the Stichting Koningin Wilhelmina

Fonds, Nederlandse Organisatie voor de Kankerbestrijding).

Cobalt-55 was produced on a weakly base. The radioactivity was used for labelling

bleomycine, a radiopharmaceutical for the detection and staging of bronchial carcinoma.

The positron camera was used for tomography of the patients. In 43 patients detection of

the primary tumor and metastates in hilus, mediastinum and brain was investigated. Sensi-

tivity and specificity seem to be good, but tumor-to-background ratios were rather low:

mean 2.0 (sd 0.1). This is probably due to activity outside the focal plane which causes

blurring of the image. Currently research is in progress to eliminate this blurring.

Multi-wire counter

The construction of the two dimensional counter was completed this year and is now

being tested. The effective surface area of the detector is 15x15 cm2. The wire frames are

made of a glass fiber. As anode wires 20 urn diameter gold plated tungsten wires are used

with a spacing of 2 mm. The Cu-Be cathode wires are 70 um in diameter and are also 2 mm

apart. The read-out of the wires is accomplished by two delay lines. The construction pro-

cess of the delay lines was slightly modified in comparison with the one used in the one

dimensional counter5'. Instead of using an adhesive between the FEP foil and the core of

the delay line now the FEP foil was melted on the core after evacuation of the space

between the core and the foil. With this technique a much more homogeneous body was ob-

tained. The preamplifiers of the delay line signals are positioned inside the counter in

order to have them as close as is possible to the delay lines. This position is possible

because the counter is operated at atmospheric pressures. The main amplifiers for the

anode and delay line signals were built and tested. Also a logic unit, based on the

experience gained with the one dimensional counter, was built and tested. The gas mixture

used is a Ar-CH4 mixture (90%-10%).

5. E.J. de Graaf et al., Nucl.Instr.Meth. 166(1979)139.

Positron camera

Except for one problem the positron camera functioned reliable during this year. This

problem was a sudden non-uniformity of the lower detector which could not be corrected by
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the manufacturer. The only remedy was the complete replacement of the innerhead, crystal

and photomultipliers. After the replacement and the tuning of the complete system the

spatial resolution turned out to be 5.5 mm FHHM as it was before. Since this problem arose

during the constructing phase of the new radiochemical laboratories no patients or animal

experiments had to be cancelled.

A program was 'Titten to reconstruct dynamic studies in one focal plane. This is

possible because the data acquisition program writes, together with each data buffer, also

time information to disk. After the reconstruction and analysis of the multiple focal

planes a dynamic study of a plane of interest can be reconstructed. A write-up on the set

of programs developed for the positron camera was completed.

A few times the system was also used as a conventional collimated scintillation camera for
123

animal studies with steroid hormones labelled with I.

Computer system

In the course of this year the PDP-11/34 computer system was expanded with two

displays. The first is a VT100 video terminal which is installed as the console terminal.

The LA-36 decwriter which up till now functioned as the console terminal has been

installed as a printer. The second display is Tektronix 611 storage oscilloscope which is

interfaced to the PDP via the AR-11 module.

By the installation of the new Gamma-11 version, Gamma-11 V3.1, also the RT-11

operating system was upgraded to RT-11 V4.0. A data acquisition and analysis program was

written in order to acquire and analyse singles spectra from a Ge(Li) detector. The

program is written in Fortran with exception of the ADC routine which is written in Macro.

The ADC system used is incorporated in the AE.-11 module, the same as is used for the posi-

tron camera. The resolution of the ADC, 10 bits, is sufficient for most of our appli-

cations like radionuclidic purity control of radiopharmaceuticals. The maximum count rate,

32 kHz, which can be handled is limited by the conversion time of the ADC system. The

spectra can be analysed on the Tektronix 611 storage oscilloscope.
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N.Y.) 1981, p.53-90

F. Iachello
"Bose-Fermi symmetries in nuclei" in:
"Interacting Bose-Fermi Systems in Nuclei" F. lachello ed., (Plenum Press N.Y.) 1981,
p.365-379

F. Iachello
"Present status of the interacting boson-fermion model" in:
"Interacting Bose-Fermi Systems in Nuclei" F. Iachello ed., (Plenum Press N.Y.) 1981,
p.273-283

F. Iachello and A.R. Rau
"Group theoretic approach to two-electron correlations in atoms"
Phys.Lett. 47(1981)501-504
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F. Iachello
"Electron scattering in the IBM"
Nucl.Phys. A358(1981)89c-112c

F. Iachello
"Algebraic approach to nuclear quasi-molecular spectra"
Phys.Rev. 023(1981)2778-2780

F. Iachello, S. Kuyucak
"Interacting Boson-Fermion model of collective states, I.The spin (6) limit"
Ann.Fhys. (N.Y.) 136(1981)19-61

Y. Iwasaki, E.H.L. Aarts, M.N. Harakeh, R.H. Siemssen and S.Y. van der Werf
"The 191*Pt(d,3He)193Ir reaction: spectroscopic factors and supersyrametry predictions"
Phys.Rev. 023(1981)1477-1481

J. Janecke, F.D. Becchetti, D. Overway, J.D. Cossairt, R..L. Spross
"Selective excitations in actinide nuclei via alpha pickup"
Phys.Rev. C23(1981)1O1-1U

R.V.F. Janssens, J.F.W. Jansen, J. van Klinken, S.P. Steendam, J. Lukasiak,
W.Z. Venema and W.E.M.P.E. Wempe
"A double mini-orange spectrometer."
Nucl.Instr.Meth. 187(1981)635-637

R.V.F. Janssens, M.J.A. de Voigt, H. Sakai, H.J.M. Aarts, C.J. van der Poel,
H.F.R. Arciszewski, D.E.C. Scherpenzeel and J. Vervier
"Backbending in 167Hf and 168Hf and the bsnd-crossing picture"
Phys.Lett. 106B(1981)475-479

M. Kamimura
"Transition densities between the 0]", 21 , 4j , Oj, 22 , l7 and 3j states in 12C derived
from the three—alpha resonating group wave functions"
Nucl.Phys. A351(1981)456-480

M. Kamimura, M. Nakano, M. Yahiro
"A schematic large-dimension coupled-channel study of strong inelastic excitations to
high-lying states in colliding nuclei."
Proc. 1980 RCNP International Symposium on Highly Excited States in Nuclear Reactions,
1980, Osaka, p.75-81

J. Konijn, F.W.N. de Boer, A. van Poelgeest, W.H.A. Hesselink, M.J.A. de Voigt,
0. Schölten
"The level structure of 156Gd studied by means of the (a,2ny) reaction"
Nucl.Phys. A352(1981)191-220

I.S . Lee, W.J. Jordan, J.V. Maher, R. Kamermans, J.W. Smits and R.H. Siemssen
"Proton hole states in the shape transitional region via the Sm(d,3He)Pm reaction at
Ed=50 MeV"
Nucl.Phys. A371(1981)lll-129

R. de Leo and S. Micheletti
"Energy dependence of the isovector imaginary nucleon optical-model potential"
Phys.Lett. 98B(1981)233-235

G. L^vh^iden, J.R. Lien, J.C. Waddington, J. Rekstad, I . Espe, 1. Gaarde, J .S. Larsen,
S.Y. van der Werf
"High-spin particle states in 151Sm studied with the (c,3He) reaction"
Nucl.Phys. A369(1981)461-469

R. de Leo, G. D'Erasmo, A. Pantaleo, M.N. Harakeh, S. Michelletti, M. Pignanelli
"Proton excitation of 2ItMg, 26Mg and 32Si y-bands"
Phys.Rev. C23(1981)1355-1365
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R. Malfliet
"Non-equilibrium dynamics in high-energy nucleus-nucleus co l l i s ions
( I ) . Multiple co l l i s ion model based on the Boltzmann equation"
Nucl.Phys. A363(1981)429-455

R. Malfliet
"Non-equilibrium dynamics in high-energy nucleus-nucleus co l l i s ions
( I I ) . Calculation of inclusive p a r t i c l e spectra"
Nucl.Phys. A363(1981)456-476

E.H. du Marchie van Voorthuysen, M.J.A. de Voigt, N. Blas i , J .F.H. Jansen
"Band s t ruc tures in 98Ru and 99Ru"
Nucl.Phys. A355(1981) 93-11*

R.J. de Meijer, L.W. Put. J .C. Vermeulen
"Two-nucleon c lu s t e r sp^otroscopic fac tors : a search for the bound-state parameters"
Phys.Lett. 107B(1981)14-18

T. Nojir i , h . Kamimura, M. Sano, M. Wakai, K. Yoro
"Coupled-channel study of proton i n e l a s t i c •scattering from the second 0+ s t a t e in ^2C
by use of the 3a resonating-group wave functions."
Prog.Theor.Phys. 66(1981)1906-1909

J . van der P l i ch t , M.N. Harakeh, A. van der Woude, P. David, J . Debrus, H. Janszen,
J . Schulze
"The study of the (a.cc'f) react ion a t 120 HeV on 232Th and 2 3 8U; I I . Fission b a r r i e r
properties deduced from f iss ion p robab i l i t i e s and angular d i s t r i bu t i ons . "
Nucl.Phys. A369(1981)51-76

B. Ramstein, J.H. Rosier, R.J. de Meijer
""-.vestigation of s t a tes in 3 0P v ia the 3 0 Si ( 3 He, t ) 3 0 P react ion a t 30 MeV"
Nucl.Phys. A363(1981)U0-136

J. Rekstad, I . Espe, G. L^vh/6iden, J . R . Lien, J .C. Waddington, C. Gaarde, J . S . Larsen
S.V. van der Werf
"An invest igat ion of the i^Sm (a,3He)1 ' t5Sm reac t ion ."
Nucl.Phys. A369(1981)453-460

O.S. van Roosmalen, A.E.L. Dieperink
"The time dependent mean f ie ld method and the in t e rac t ing boson model"
Phys.Lett. 100B(1981)299-304

H. Sakai, R.K. Bhowmik, K. van Dijk, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, Y. Iwasaki,
R.H. Siemssen, S.Y. van der Werf, A. van der Woude
"Gamma decay of the deeply-bound hole s t a tes populated i n the 1 0 2Pd(3He,a)1 0 1Pd
reaction a t 70 MeV"
Phys.Lett. 103B(1981)309-312

M. Sambataro, A.E.L. Dieperink
"G-factors in the neutron-proton in te rac t ing boson approximation"
Phys.Lett. 107B(1981)249-252

0. Schölten
"The in te rac t ing boson-fermion model and some appl ica t ions" in:
"Interact ing Bose-Fermi Systems in Nuclei", F. Iachel lo ed. , (Plenum Press N.Y.) 1981,
p.285-301

0. Schölten, A.E.L. Dieperink
"On the Boson-Fermion in te rac t ion" i n :
"Interact ing Bose-Fermi systems in nuclei" , F. Iachel lo ed . , (Plenum Press N.Y.)1981,
p.343-354

R.H. Siemssen, C. Foster, W. Jacobs, W. Jones, D. Mil ler , M. Saber, F . Soga
"Gn the "missing" deep-hole s t rength in 1 1 5Sn"
Phys.Lett. 103B(1981)323-325
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F. Soga, P.H. Pile, R.D. Bent, M.C. Green, W.W. Jacobs, T.P. Sjoreen, T.E. Ward,
A.G. Drentje
"Energy dependence of the reaction 12C(p,it+) to different final states"
Phys.Rev. 024(1981)570-573

J. Speth and A. van der Woude
"Giant resonances in nuclei"
Reports on Progress in Physics 44(1981)719-786

Z. Sujkowski
"Deexcitation modes of nuclei produced in incomplete fusion reactions with light
(A<20) ions" in:
Proc. XIX Int. Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics, Bormio, Italy, 1981,
Univ. di Milano 1981), p.737-770

I . Talmi
"The interacting boson model and collective hamiltonians"
Phys.tett. 1O3B(1981)177-181

M. Vergnes, G. Berrier-Ronsin, G. Rotbard, J. Vernotte, H. Langevin-Joliot, E. Gerlic,
J. van de Wiele, J. Guillot, S.Y. van der Werf
"The 197Au(d,3He)196Pt reaction and the supersymmetry scheme"
Phys.Lett. 107B(1981)349-352

J.C. Vermeulen, J. van der Plicht, A.G. Drentje, L.W. Put, J. van Driel
"A versatile detection system for a broad range magnetic spectrograph"
Nucl.Instr.Meth. 180(1981)93-103

J.C. Vermeulen, A.G. Drentje, H.T. Fortune, L.W. Put, R.K. de huyter van Steveninck,
R.H. Siemssen, J.F.A. van Hienen, H. Hasper
"High-resolution study of four-nucleon pickup via the (d,^Li) reaction at E,j=55 MeV on
sd-shell nuclei: ( I ) . Even-A nuclei"
Nucl.Phys. A362( 1981) 189-226

J.C. Vermeulen, A.G. Drentje, L.W. Put, J.F.A. van Hienen, H. Hasper,
H.T. Fortune, R.R. de Ruyter van Steveninck, R.H. Siemssen
"High resolution study of four-nucleon pickup via the (d,6Li) reaction at Ed=55 MeV on
(sd)-shell nuclei: I I . Odd-A nuclei"
Nucl.Phys. A369(1981)82-108

J.C. Vermeulen
"Noise in resistive charge-division positron-sensing mehods"
Nucl.Instr.Meth. 185(1981)591-593

M.J.A. de Voigt, R.V.F. Janssens, H. Sakai, H.J.M. Aarts, C.J. van der Poel,
H.F.R, Arciszewski and D.E.C. Scherpenzeel
"VT energy correlations in 167,168{jf observed with two Compton-suppression
spectrometers."
Phys.Lett. 106B(1981)480-484

M.J.A. de Voigt
"Nuclear structure studies of the quasi-contlnuum y~ray spectrum" in:
Proc. XIX Int . Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics, Bormio, I taly, 1981, (Univ. di
Milano 1981), p.1-34

S.Y. van der Werf, N. Blasi, S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh,
W. Sterrenburg, B. Visscher, A. van der Woude, R. De Leo and H. Janszen
"Fission probability of the IAR in the actinide region studied via the (3He,tf)
reaction."
Phys.Lett. 105B(1981)lll-115

A. van der Woude
"Giant resonances" in:
"Nuclear Structure", K.Abrahams, K. Allaart, A.E.L. Dieperink eds., (Plenum Press
N.Y.H981, p.165-206
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M. Yahiro, M. Kamimura
"Convergence of S-matrix in coupled channel method of deuteron breakup reactions based
on totally antisymmetrized three-body model."
Prog.Theor.Phys. 65(1981)2051-2055

Publications of the Department of Nuclear Medicine, Univ. Hospital of Groningen.

V. Vaalburg, A. Steenhoek, A.M.J. Paans, P. Peset, S. Reiffers, M.G. Woldring
"Production of 13N-labelled molecular nitrogen for pulmonary function studies"
J.Lab.Comp.Radioparm. 38(1981)303-308

K.G. Go, A.A. Lammertsma, A.M.J. Paans, W. Vaalburg, M.G. Woldring
"The influence of blood pressure, osmolarity and blood-brain barrier damage on the
extraction of H2150 during single capillary transi t"
Arch.Neurol. 38(1981)581-584

A.M.J. Faans
"Positron emissie tomografie"
Ned. T. Natuurkunde A47(1981)106-109

VI.2. CONFERENCE CONTRIBUTIONS, LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS

Symposium on Nuclear Physics, Oaxtepec, Mexico, 5-7 January 1981

A.E.L. Dieperink (invited talk)
"Shapes and shape phase transitions in the IBA model"

Fourth Nordic Meeting on Intemediate and High energy Nuclear Physics, Geilo, Norway, 5-9
January 1981

R.H. Siemssen (invited talk)
"Incomplete fusion reactions and projectile break—up with lifiht heavy—ions in the
A=160 region"

Int. Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics, Bormio, I taly, 26-31 January 1981

M.J.A. de Voigt (invited talk)
"Nuclear structure of the quasi-continuutn -y-ray spectrum"

Z. Sujkowski (invited talk)
"Deexcitation modes of nuclei produced in incomplete fusion reactions with light
(A<20) ions"

A.P.S. Meeting, New York, USA, 26-30 January 1981

F. Iachello (invited talk)
"Dynamic symmetries in nuclear physics"

Spring Meeting of the PPG, NNV, DFS and BNV-SBP, Hamburg, Germany, 23-27 March 1981,
(Verhandl. DPG(VI)16,1981) ~ ~

R.H. Siemssen (invited talk)
"Competition between incomplete fusion and break-up in heavy-ion reactions"

W.A. Sterrenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Haraksh, S.Y. van der Werf, A. van der Woude
"Excitation and proton decay of the isospin and spin-isospin modes in 12N", p.616

Y. Iwasaki, R.K. Bhowmik, M.N. Harakeh, R.V.F. Janssens, L.W. Put, H. Sakai
"Anomalous (p,t) angular distributions in the mass region N>82 at E =40 MeV", p.622
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A.M. van den Berg, G.T. Emery, R.V.F. Janssens, A. Saha, W.A. Sterrenburg,
R.H. Siemssen
"Fi r s t excited O+-states of the even-A germanium isotopes studied via the Se(d,6Li)
react ion", p.623

Y. Iwasaki, E.H.L. Aarts, R.K. Bhowmik, M.N. Harakeh, J . Jänecke, R.H. Siemssen,
S.Y. van der Werf, J.G. Yang, F . Zwarts
"Hole-part icle-core s t a t e s i n '•''Ca and 62Ni by the l*5Sc(d,3He)'»'tCa and
53Cu(d,3He)62Ni react ions", p.650

S. Gonggrijp, R.K. Bhowmik, J . van Uriel , R.V.F. Janssens, R.H. Siemssen,
K. Siwek-Wilczyfiska, J . Wilczyfiskl
"Heavy-ion production in 1'»W-159Tb col l i s ion at 8-15 MeV/A", p.692

R.K. Bhowmik, J . van Driel , S. Gonggrij: , R.V.F. Janssens, R.H. Siemssen,
K. Siwek-Wilczyfiska, J . Wilczynski
"Production of a. pa r t i c les in : "*N induced react ions on 159Tb at 8-12 MeV/A", p.693

D.C.J.M.Hageman, R.V.F. Janssens, J . fcukasiak, Z. Sujkowski, M.J.A. de Voigt
"Nuclear s t ruc ture effects deduced from quasi-continuum y-ray spectra i n H.I .
induced react ions" , p.697

F. Zwarts, K. van der Borg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, W.A. Sterrenburg,
A. van der Woude
"Decay of s t a t e s in the giant resonance region of 2^Mg and 4DCa"j p.700

M.N. Harakeh, R. De Leo, S. Michele t t i , J . van der P l i ch t , A. van der Woude,
P. David, J . Debrus, H. Janszen, J . Schulze
"The ( a , a ' f ) reaction on 232Th and 2 3 aU: f iss ion p robab i l i t i e s and angular
corre la t ions from the f i s s ion b a r r i e r to the giant resonance region", p.702

P.E.M. Huygen, J . van Klinken, V. Lakshimarayana, S.M. van Netten, W.Z. Venema
"Search for a 60-ms t r a n s i t i o n of low energy in 9 0Nb", p.719

H.J.M. Aarts , C.J. van der Poel, G.A.P. Engelbertink, M.J.A. de Voigt, R.V.F.
Janssens, J.F.H. Jansen, H. Sakai
"Gamma-gamma energy corre la t ions with two Compton-suppression spectrometers", p.754

R. Bijker
"Odd-A nuclei in the Pt-region in the IBFA model", p.782

E.H.L. Aarts , R.K. Bhowmik, N. Blasi , P. Grasijk, L.P. Kok, R.J. de Meijer,
S.Y. van de Werf
"Continuum par t i c le spectra i n 3He induced react ions and quasifree reac t ion-
mechanism", p.790

H. Sakai
"DWBA calculations on vector A and tensor A ^ , Ay analyzing powers of continuum
spectra in (dpol,d'x) reactions, p.797

G.T. Emery, P.E.M. Huygen, R.V.F. Janssens, J. van Klinken, W.Z. Venema
"Spin dependent mixing of the ^ = 8 " bands in 178Hf", p.802

P.E.M. Huygen, J.F.W. Jansen, R.V.F. Janssens, J. van Klinken, S.M. van Netten, S.P.
Steendam, W.Z. Venema, W. Wempe
"In beam observation of monopole transitions between higher-spin states in even Th,
U and Pu nuclei", p.803

18th European Cyclotron Progress Meeting, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, 26-27 March 1981

W.K. van Asselt, O.C. Dermois, A.G. Drentje, H.W. Schreuder
"Status developments and axial injection at the KVI"
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W.K. van Asselt

"Centring using an excentr ic f i e l d bump"

Workshop über Schwerionenreaktionen um 20 MeV/n, Berl in , Germany, 7-8 May 1981

R.H. Siemssen

"Unvollständige Fusionsreaktionen"

Vosbergenconferenee, Vlieland, The Netherlands, 13-14 May 1981

R.H. Siemssen (invited talk)

"Nucleus-nucleus co l l i s ions a t low and medium energies"

Fifth I n t . High Energy heavy-ion study, Berkeley, Cal . , 18-22 May 1981

R. Malfl iet (invited talk)
"Boltzmann-equation approach to high-energy nucleus-nucleus co l l i s ions"

Adriatic Europhysics Study Covif. on Nuclear Physics: Dynamics on Heavy Ion Coll is ions,
Hvar, Yugoslavia, 25-30 May 1981

Z. Sujkowski, D.C.J.M. Hageraan, J . Lukasiak, M.J.A. de Voigt, R.V.F. Janssens
" S t a t i s t i c a l y-rays i n a - and l zC-induced r eac t ions : a nuisance or an i n t e r e s t i ng
observable?"
J . tukasiak, Z. Sujkowski, M.J.A. de Voigt
"Role of the break-up react ions followed by fusion (BURFF) mechanism in non-
equilibrium effects in alpha induced reactions"

Miniconference on atomic physics around the KVI cyclotron, KVI, Groningen, 27 May 1981

I . Martinson (Univ. of Lund, Sweden)
"Beam f o i l spectroscopy applied to a) atomic energy leve ls , b) atomic l i f e times, c)
Lamb s h i f t s (for one- and two-electron systems), d) f ine and hyperfine s t ruc ture"

A. Niehaus (Univ. of Utrecht, The Netherlands)
"Autoionization"

A. Boers (Univ. of Groningen)
"Surface Physics"

F.W. Sar is (AMOLF, Amsterdam)
"Penetration of ions in so l id matter"

D. Liesen (Univ. of Darmstadt, Germany)
"Excitat ion mechanisms in the inner shel l (X-rays)"

9th In t . Conf. on Hj-̂ h Energy Physics and Nuclear St ructure , Versa i l les , France, 6-10 July
1981 "

F. Iachello (invited ta lk)
"Supersymmetry in nuclear and pa r t i c l e physics"

F. Soga, P.H. P i l e , R.O. Bent, M.C. Green, W.W. Jacobs, T.P. Sjoreen, T.E. Ward,
A.G. Drentje
"Energy dependence of the react ion 1 2C(p,it+)1 3C"

M.A. Moinester, G.A. Azuelos, J . Alster , A.E.L. Dieperink
"Charge and t r ans i t ion dens i t i e s of Sm isotopes in the IBA model"

R. Malfliet
"Nucleus-nucleus collision model based on the Boltzmann equation"
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XII Masurian Summer School on Fuclear Physics, Mikotajki, Poland, 31 Aug. - 12 Sept. 1981

R.H. Siemssen
"Incomplete fusion reactions and break-up with heavy ions"

D. Chmielewska, Z. Sujkowski, P, van Nes, J. van Ruyven, M.J.A. de Voigt, J.F.W.
Jansen, J. Hattula, M. Jääskeläinen
"Some systematic trends in (a,xn) and (h.i.,xn) reaction cross-sections"

9th Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, Caen, France, 7-10 Sept. 1981

W.K. van Asselt, O.C. Dermois, A.G. Drentje, H.W. Schreuder
"The axial injection system at the KVI"

O.G. Dennois, A.G. Drentje, H.W. Schauder
"Recent developments at the KVI cyclotron"

H.W. Schreuder, B.D. Taenzer
"Computer control at the KVI cyclotron"

Int.Conf. on Neutron-Gamma Ray Spectroscopy, Grenoble, France, 7-11 Sept. 1981

F. Iachello (invited talk)
"The interacting boson model"

Int. School on the Interacting Boson Model, Granada, Spain, 28 Sept. - 30 Oct. 19S1

F. Iachello (invited talk)
"The interacting boson model"

Workshop on Direct Reactions in Nuclear Physics, Bad Honnef, Germany, 5-9 Oct. 1981

R.H. Siemssen (invited talk)
"Incomplete fusion and breakup with light heavy ions"

H. Sakai
"Analyzing powers of the continuum spectra induced by p and ci beams"
"Gamma-decay of deeply bound hole states"

Int.Conf. on Eupersymmetry, Erice, I ta ly , 5-16 Oct. 1981

F. Iachello (invited talk)
"Supersymmetry in nuclei"

Nuclear Physics Workshop, Trieste, I ta ly , 12-18 Oct. 1981

R.H. Siemssen (invited talk)
"Pairing and alpha-structure"

Autumn Meeting of the Dutch Physical Society (NNV), Petten, The Netherlands, 16 Oct. 1981

A.E.L. Dieperink (invited talk)
"Geometrial properties of the interacting boson model"

B. ter Haar
"The nucleon-delta interaction"

H. Sakai, R.K. Bhowmik, K. van Dijk, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, Y. Iwasaki,
R.H. Siemssen, S. Brandenburg, S.Y. van der Werf, A. van der Woude
"Gamma-decay of the deeply bound hole states in 101Pd, 107Pd and 117Sn"

W.A. Sterrenburg, S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, H.B. Greenfield, M.N. Harakeh,
H. Riezebos, H. Sakai, S.Y. van der Werf, A. van de Woude
"Study of the 16O(3He,t) reaction at 81 MeV"
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W.Z. Venema, D. Atkinson, J. van Klinken, K. Stam
"V±A experiments with a Bhabha polarimeter"

H. Wienke, H.P. Blok, Y. Iwasaki, W. Sterrenburg, A.G. Drentje
"A study of the unnatural parity states in 206Pb by the 2 0 8Pb(p,t) reaction"

Int . Symp. on Nuclear Fission and Related Collective Phenomena and Properties of Heavy
Nuclei, Bad Honnef, Germany, 26-29 Oct. 1981

M.N. Harakeh (invited talk)
"Fission decay as a measure of s t a t i s t i ca l equilibration of coherent collective
modes"

H. Janszen, S. Brandenburg, R. De Leo, M.N. Harakeh, B. Visscher and
A. van der Woude
"The Th fission barrier characteristics from the 232Th(p,p'f) reaction"

R. Malfliet
"Nucleon compressibility and high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions"

A. van der Woude (invited talk)
"Fission as a tool for studying statistical decay"

Fall Meeting of the APS Nuclear Physics Division, Pacific Grove, USA, 28-30 Oct. 1981
(B.A.P.S. 26(1981))

E.H.L. Aarts, A.C. Drentje, C. Gaarde, M.N. Harakeh, J. Jänecke
"Isobar analog states in rare-earth nuclei", p.1116

J. Jänecke, E.H.L. Aarts, A.G. Drentje, Y. Iwasaki, R.V.F. Janssens, L.W. Put
"Study of 20,22Ne(d,6Li)16,180 at 55 MeV", p. 1126

S.Y. van der Werf, N. Blasi, S. Brandenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, W.A.
Sterrenburg, A. van der Woude, R. De Leo, H. Janszen
"Fission probability of the IAR in the actinide region via the (3He,tf) reaction",
p.1119

Winter Inst. on Statistical and Dynamical Approaches to the Nuclear-Many-Body Problem,
Rehovoth, Israel, 22 Nov.-18 Dec. 1981

A.E.L. Dieperink (invited talk)
"On the interacting boson model"

O.S. van Roosmalen (invited talk)

"Application of mean-field techniques to algebraic hamiltonians"

Winter Meeting of the APS, New York, USA, 3-5 Dec. 1981

F. Iachello (invited talk)
"Algebraic approach to the molecular spectra"

Conference contributions of the Department of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital of
Groningen:

22nd Dutch Federation Meeting, Utrecht, The Netherlands, April 1981

J.F. van der Werf, H.D. Beerlir.g, A.M.J. Paans, T. Wiegman, J. Korf, W. Vaalburg
"In vivo detection of cerebral dopaminergic process with "C-labelled
radiopharmaceuticals"

O.E. Nieweg, D.A. Piers, H. Beekhuis, A.M.J. Paans, J. Welleweerd, W. Vaalburg,
M.G. Woldring
"55Co-bleonycin in the detection of lung cancer and brain metastasis"
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NNV-KIVI-NVKF Symposium, Delft, The Netherlands, 22 April 1981

A.M.J. Paans (invited talk)
"Positron emissie tomografie"

NVNG Meeting, Bunnik, The Metherlands, May 1981

A.M.J. Paans, E.J. de Graaf, W. Vaalburg, M.G. Woldring
"Positron emissie tomografie"
(Ned.T.Geneesk. 125(1981)1952)

28th Ann.Meeting Soc.Nucl.Med. , Las Vegas, USA, June 1981
(J.Nucl.Med. 22(1981))

O.E. Nieuweg, D.A. Piers, H. Beekhuls, A.M.J. Paans, J. Welleweerd, W. Vaalhurg,
M.G. Woldring
"55Co-bleomycin in the detect ion of lung cancer and brain metas ta t i s" , p . 50

A. van Langeveld. H.D. Beerling-van de Molen, J.G. Journee-de Korver, A.K.J. Paans,
W. Vaalburg
" l l c - l a b e l l e d melanin precursors as radiopharmaceuticals for the detect ion of eye
melanoma", p.76

XVth Int.Congress on Radiology, Bruxelles, Belgium, June 1981

D.A. P i e r s , O.E. Nieuweg, H. Beekhuis, A.M.J. Paans, W. Vaalburg, A.M. van der Wal,
M.G. Woldring, M.J. S lu i ter
"Superiori ty of Co-bleomycin over Ga-ci trate scint igraphy in lung tumors. Comparison
of 55Co with 57Co as a l abe l l ing agent"

Symp. on New Frontr iers in Nucl.Medicine, The Hague, The Netherlands, 3 July 1981

A.M.J. Paans (invited t a lk )

"Positron emission tomography using a conventional double-headed gamma camera"

XIX Ann.Meeting Soc.Nucl.Med., Bern, Switzerland, Sept. 1981

O.E. Nieweg, H. Beekhuis, A.M.J. Paans, D.A. P i e r s , W. Vaalburg, J . Welleweerd,
M.G. Woldring
"Detection and staging of bronchial carcinoma with 55Co-bleomycin, using a positron
camera"

9th Int.Conf. on cyclotrons and t h e i r appl icat ions, Caen, France, 7-10 Sept. 19S1

A.M.J. Paans, T. Wiegman, E.J . de Graaf, T. Kuilman, O.E. Nieweg, W. Vaalburg,
M.G. Woldring
"The production and imaging of 55Co labelled bleomycin"

2nd Int.Symp. on Radiopharmacology, Chicago, USA, Sept. 1981

E.K. Pauwels, A. van Langeveld, F.M. Kaspersen, J.A. Oosterhuis, A.M.J. Paans,
W. Vaalburg

"Biodis tr ibut ion of experimental melanoma seeking agents"

KNCV-Meeting (Sect ie Radio- en Stralenchemie), Bilthoven, The Netherlands, 16 Oct. 1981

A.M.J. Paans, T. Kuilman, T. Wiegman, W. Vaalburg, M.G. Woldring
"De productie van 13N-gemerkt moleculair s t iks tof voor modische toepassing"

Meeting of the KWF-Werkgemeenschap "Beeidende technieken in de oncologie", Rotterdam, The
Netherlands, 16 Oct. 1981

A.M.J. Paans
"Positron emitters: productie en beeldvorming"
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VI. 3. INTERNAL REPORTS

KVI-75i F. Schilling
"Calculation v/ith a svnnspectrometer for investigation of the gamma-ray quasi-
continuum in 12C induced fusion reactions"

KVI-76i F. Schilling
"Calculation of the cross-sections of individual gamma-ray transitions for
several ^C induced compound nuclear reactions in the rare earth region"

KVI-77i M.N. Harakeh
"Isoscalar electric transitions: form factors, energy weighted sum rules and
transition rates. A general program to calculate isoscalar transition rates
(L=0,l,2...) from deformation parameters obtained from DWBA or CC analysis"

KVI-78i E. Akkerman, P. Oostenbach
"Analyse van de natuurlijke radioactiviteit van een granieten steen, bodemas
en vliegas met behulp van een germanium-lithium detector"

KVI-79i P. Huygen
"Studie van een 1̂ =8 in 178Hf; vondst van een J-afhankelijke menging met
implicaties voor een residuele pp-nn wisselwerking"

KVI-80i B. ter Haar
"Quark Bag Models - promovendi sessions, november 1981"

KVI-81i R. Malfliet
"Quantum theory of many-particle systems, Part I"
Lecture Notes

KVI-82i P.A. Kroon
"Voorstel tot aanschaf van een VAX-11/750 computer systeem"

VI.4. SEMINARS AT THE KVI

Jan. 6 P. Decowski (KFA, Jiilich)
"Dipole congressional modes in nuclei"

Jan. 9 P.B. Goldhoorn (KVI)
"Properties of collective nuclei in inelastic proton scattering"

Jan. 20 P. de Witt Huberts (NIKHEF-K, Amsterdam)
"Single-particle properties from magnetization density distributions in nuclei"

Jan. 27 P. Liesen (AMOLF, Amsterdam)
"What does atomic physics know about superheavy elements"

Febr. 3 J. tukasiak (KVI)
"The 1 2C, llfN and 1 60 induced reactions on targets near N=82-new isomers and
cross section measurements"

Febr. 9 Th. Walcher (MPI, Heidelberg/CERN)
"Search for baryonium"

Febr. 10 F.J. de Heer (AMOLF, Amsterdam)
"Atomaire botsingen.met meervoudig geladen projectielionen"

Febr. 17 J. Vermeulen (CERN)
"The NA-11 experiments at CERN on the study of the hadronic production of
charmed particles"
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March 3 K. Cornelis (Univ. Leuven)
"LISOL-onderzoek aan Pd en Cd kernen"

March 10 H. Homeyer (HMI, Berlin)
"Search for direct break-up in 20Ne and 40Ar induced reactions"

March 12 K. Kubo (Univ. Oxford)
"Recent analysis of polarisation asymmetry experiments in high-ion reactions"

March 31 A. Rich (Univ. Michigan, Ann Arbor)
"New tests of quantum electrodynamics and the weak-interactions UBing positrons
and positronium"

April 7 M.N. Harakeh (KVI)
"Fission induced by a- and proton scattering: barrier and GR region"

April 14 R. Coussement (IKS Leuven)
"Possible observation of ß-asymmetry from nuclear level crossings"

April 21 P. Braun-Munzinger (GS1, Darmstadt)
"Resonances and interference structures in heavy-ion scattering"

April 27 VI. Weise (Univ. Regensburg)
"Pion-like excitations in nuclei"

April 28 K.W. McVoy (KVI/Univ. Wisconsin)
"Atomic resonances in nuclear reactions"

May 6 L.S. Cardman (CEN, Saclay)
"The measurement and interpretation of the coincident electro fission-process
in 238U»

May 19 M. Lefort (GANIL/Orsay)
"Fusion and fission processes in heavy-ion collisions"

May 26 M. Pignanelli (Univ. Milan)
"Feed—back of giant resonances in elastic and inelastic scattering to low-lying
states"

May 29 L. Grodzins (MIT, Boston)
"Cyclotrons radiation and micro-probes"

June 5 M. Kawai (Univ. Oxford)
"Variational approach to virtual break-up processes in multistep direct
reactions"

June 15 S. Morinobu (Univ. Osaka,)
"The design and construction of the recoil spectrometer for heavy-ions"

June 16 C.R. Bingham (Univ. Tennessee, Knoxville, USA)
"Nuclear structure in the light Tl and Pb region: recent results and proposed
isotope shift and hyperfine structure measurements"

June 23 P. van Hall (Techn. Univ. Eindhoven)
"Scattering studies with polarized protons"

June 30 I. Sick (Univ. Basel)
"High momentum components and inclusive electron scattering"

July 2 R.J. Peterson (Univ. Colorado, Boulder)
"Isospin transfer in pion and hadron scattering"

July 7 T. üdagawa (KFA, Jiilich)
"Breakup-fusion approach to deeply inelastic reactions"
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July 14 W. Kloet (Rutgers Univ., Piscataway, USA)
"Di-baryon resonances"

July 15 D. Kovan (HMI Berlin)
"The 20Ne + 1»0Ca fusion cross sections at E l a b = 300 MeV"

Sept. 1 J.A. Cizewski (Univ. Yale, New Haven)
"Experimental Tests of Supersymmetries in Ir nuclei"

Sept. 8 S. Yoshida (Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan)
"Pre-equilibrlum processes applied to many-nucleon emission"

Sept. 22 B. Schürmann (Techn. Univ. München)
"A model of transport theory for re la t iv is t ic central nuclear collisions"

Sept. 30 C. de Vries (NIKHEF-K, Amsterdam)
"Present status of KEA"

Oct. 1 M. Kamimura (Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka, Japan)
"Strongly repulsive projectile-breakup effect in 6Li elastic scattering from
2 8Si and 1(0Ca studied by microscopic coupled-channels method for projectile
breakup reactions"

Oct. 6 A.D. Jackson (Stony Brook/Univ. Groningen)
"Properties of monopole states in nuclei and the nuclear natter
compressibility"

Oct. 13 T. Otsuka (Univ. Tokyo, Japan)
"Dominance of monopole and quadrupole pairs in the Nilsson model"

Oct. 20 M. Gai (Yale Univ., New Haven)
"On the systematics of heavy ion resonances"

Oct. 27 J. Vervier (Inst.Phys.Corp., Louvain-la-Neuve)
"Spinor symmetry and supersymmetry in the Os to Au and the Ru to Ag region"

Nov. 3 V. Grasdijk (KVI)
"Elastic break-up calculations in a Faddeev framework"

Nov. 10 J. Stachel (Univ. Mainz/GSI, Darmstadt)
"The onset of the deformation around A~100"

Nov. 17 M.J.A. de Voigt (KVI)
"y—y energy correlations and band crossing phenomena"

Nov. 24 A. Gelberg (Univ. Köln)
"Collective and particle type excitations in the gq/o subshell"

Dec. 1 H.V. von Geramb (Univ. Hamburg)
"Medium effects in effective interactions and the quantitative analyses of
(p,pT) scattering"

Dec. 1 P. van Hall (Techn.Univ. , Eindhoven)
"Computation of (p,d) cross sections with the realistic G-matrix"

Dec. 8 E.H.L. Aarts (KVI)
"Quasi-free break-up of 3He"

Dec. 15 U. Goerlach (MPI, Heidelberg)
"Beta-vibrations in the second minima of 238,236u«
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VI.5. SEMINARS PRESENTED BY STAFF MEMBERS OUTSIDE THE KVI

R..K. Bhowmik ,
"Emission of alpha particles in X*N induced reactions"

Pittsburgh University, Pittsburgh, USA, January
Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA, January
University of Maryland, College Park, USA, January
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, January
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA, January
University of Oxford, Oxford, England, May

"Light particle emission in the reaction 14N+159Tb at 168 MeV"
Max-Planck Inst, für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany, 19 Nov.

R. Bijker
"The IBFA-model and i t s applicat ion to the Pt-Os region"

Inst .Theor. Physics, Univ. of Helsinki, Finland, 16 Nov.
"Description of the Pt and Os nuclei in terms of the IBA model"

Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Jyväskylä, Finland, 20 Nov.
Ins t . of Isotopes, Budapest, Hungary, 11 Dec.
Inst .Nucl . Research ATOMKI, Debrecen, Hungary, 14 Dec.

A.E.L. Dieperink
"The in te rac t ing boson model"

University of Basel, Switzerland, 26 February
"Applications of the Interacting Boson Model"

University of Basel, Switzerland, 27 February
"Impact of e lec t ron scat ter ing on spectroscopic f ac to r s"

Fysisch Lab. , Utrecht, The Netherlands, 6 Nov.

M.N. Harakeh
"Giant resonance decay studies at the KVI"

NIKHEF-K, Amsterdam, 29 January
"Fission decay of giant resonances in the act inide region"

University of Ghent, Belgium, 13 April
"Giant resonance decay studies a t the KVI"

University of Bonn, Germany, 4 June
Kernforschungsanlage Jü l ich , Germany, 5 June

F. Iachello
"Supersymmetry in nuclai"

NIKHEF-K, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 12 January
MIT, Cambridge, Mass., USA, 12 February
Brookhaven Nat. Lab., Upton N.Y., USA, 24 February
SUNY at Stony Brook, N.Y., USA, 16 April
University of Pisa, I t a l y , 20 July
Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 4 Nov.
State University of Ghent, Belgium, 19 Nov.

"The in te rac t ing boson model"
Czechoslovakian Atomic Energy Commission, Rez near Prague, 8 June

"Algebraic approach to molecular spectra"
Yale Univ. , New Haven, Conn., USA, 13 April

J . van Klinken
"Parity experiments in nuclear beta decay"

Inst.Theor. Physics, Univ. of Groningen, 29 May
Indiana Univ., Bloomington, Ind., USA, 12 June

"Monopole transitions in actinices observed with mini-orange spectrometers"
University of Paris, Orsay, France, 30 Nov.

"V±A experiments' in weak interactions with a Bhabha polarimeter"
University of Paris, Orsay, France, 1 Dec.
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R. Malfliet
"High-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions and the boltzmann equation"

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, 5 May
Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 16 Sept.
Catholic Univ. of Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 18 Nov.

"Particle spectra calculated with a multiple collision model"
Rutgers Univ., N.Y., USA, 4 June
SUNY at Stony Brook, N.Y., USA, 4 June

R.J. de Meijer
"Research at the KV1"

Universite de Nantes, France, 19 June

O.S. van Roosmalen
"Path integral formulation and semiclassical methods applied to the IBA-model"

Inst.Theor. Natuurkunde, Groningen, February
"Algebraic approach to rotation-vibration spectra"

Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Israel, 17 Nov.

H Sakai
"Gamma-decay of the deeply-bound hole s t a tes in 1 0 1 Pd, 1 0 5 Pd, 1 0 7 Pd and U I S n "

Univ. of P a r i s , Orsay, France, 9 Nov.
CEN, Saclay, France, 12 Nov.

R.H. Siemssen
"Incomplete fusion and break-up processes in heavy—ion induced reactions"

Niels—Bohr Inst., Copenhagen, Denmark, 2 March
"Kern-kern botsingen met zware ionen"

Techn. Univ. Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 16 April
"Incomplete fusion and break-up processes"

NIKHEF-K, Amsterdam, 9 April
"Incomplete fusion reaction and break-up processes with heavy ions"

University of Paris, Orsay, 16 Nov.

S.Y. van der Werf
"Break-up reactions and (un)related topics"

Indiana Univ., Bloomington, USA, 4 Sept.
"break-up reactions and spin-isospin vibrations"

Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio, USA, 1 Oct.
Argonne Nat.Lab., Argonne, 111., USA, 12 Oct.
Univ. of Pittsburgh, Penn., USA, 17 Oct.
Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, Fl., USA, 15 Oct.

"Nuclear physics at the KVI"
Florida A&M Univ., Tallahassee, Fl., USA, 13 Nov.

A. van der Woude
"Isoscalar giant resonances"

Saclay, France, 2-7 March
"Giant resonances"

Inst.Nucl. Science and Fadan Univ. , Shanghai, China, 4 April
Hefte Univ. of Science and Technology, China, 13 April
Inst. of Atomic Energy, Peking, China, 17 April
AMOLF, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 16 Nov.

"Excitation and decay of giant resonances"
University of Milano, Italy, 9 June
University of Padova, Italy, 11 June

Seminars given by staff members of the Department of Nuclear Medicine, University
Hospital, Groningen. " ~

A.M.S. Paans
"Positron emissie tomografie"

Lab. Alg. Natuurkunde, Univ. of Groningen, 29 Oct.

W. Vaalburg
"Biomedical cyclotron applications"

Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 23 June
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VII. PERSONNEL

SCIENTIFIC STAFF

Drs. E.H.L. Aarts1

Ir. W.K. van Asselt (until Nov. 16)
Drs. A.M. van den Berg1

Dr. R.K. Bhowmlk
Urs. R. Bijker1

Drs. N. Blasi1

Drs. J.M.R. van der Blij1

Drs. S. Brandenburg1

Prof. H. Brinkman4

Dr. K. Cornells (since Oct. 1)
Ir. O.C. Dermois
Dr. A.E.L. Dieperink
Drs. J.H. van Dijk1

Dr. A.G. Drentje
Drs. P.B. Goldhoorn (since Febr. 1)1

Drs. S. Gonggrijp (until Oct. 16)1

Drs. P. Grasdijk (since Nov. 16)1

Drs. B. ter Haar1

Dr. D.C.J.M. Hageman (until Aug. I)1

Dr. M.N. Harakeb
Prof. F. Iachel lo 2

Dr. Y. Iwasaki (un t i l Sept. 1)

Dr. J.F.W. Jansen
Dr. J . van Klinken
Drs. H. Koeslag (since Nov. 16) l

Dr. P.A. Kroon
Dr. J . lukasiak (un t i l June 1)
Dr. R.A.R.L. Malfliet
Dr. R.J. de Meijer
Dr. J .P .F . Mulder
Dr. L.W. Put
Drs. O.S. van Roosmalen1

Dr. H. Sakai
Drs. M. Sambataro (until Dec. 16)
Ir. H.W. Schreuder
Prof. R.H. Siemssen
Dr. W.A. Sterrenburg
Prof. Z. Sujkowski (since Dec. 1)
Drs. W.Z. Venema1

Dr. M.J.A. de Voigt
Dr. S.Y. van der Werf3

Dr. H.W.E.M. Wilschut (since Oct. 1)
Prof. A- van der Woude
Drs. F. Zwarts1

1. Graduate student
2. From Jan. 15 to May 5 on leave of absence at Yale Univ., New Haven, USA
3. From Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 on leave of absence at Indiana University, Bloomington, IJSA
4. Professor emeritus

VISITING SCIENTISTS (for more than one week)

Drs. H. Daly

Prof. M.B. Greenfield

Drs. H. Janssen

Dr. R. de Leo

Prof. K.W. McVoy

Dr. T. Otsuka

Dr. K. Siwek-Wilczyriska

Prof. I. Talmi

Prof. J. Wilczynski

Dr. S. Yoshida

University of Arizona,
Tucson, USA
Florida State University,
Tallahassee, USA
University of Bonn,
Bonn, Germany
University of Bari,
Bari, Italy
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, USA
University of Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan
University of Warsaw,
Warsaw, Poland
Weizmann Institute of Sciences,
Rehovot, Israel
Institute of Nucl. Research,
Swierk, Poland
Tohoku University,
Sendai, Japan

Sept. 10 - Dec. 1

April 1 - Aug. 15

Febr. 10 - Febr. 23 and
Sept. 1 - Nov. 20
July 1 - Oct. 1

April 1 - Aug. 1

Oct. 12 - Nov. 10

Nov. 7 - Dec. 7

June 19 - July 19

April 9 - May 6 and
Sept. 20 - Dec. 20
Aug. 17 - Oct. 1
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

G. Balster
J. Bouwman
I. Brouwer
P. Dorenbos
H.J.Freije
H. Hofstede

H. Hofman
P. Huygen
R. Meijer
S. van Ketten
J. Oomkes
R.G. Otten

H. Rlezebos
F. Schilling
B. Visscher
W. Wempe
V. Hichers
F. Wolfs
P. van der Zee

TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

COOLING, CRYOGENICS, VACUUM
H. Gorter
P. W. Schmidt
E. de Wilde
J. Wieringa
H. Worte! (until Sept. 31)

CYCLOTRON OPERATION
W.T.L. Bisseling
H. Pater
H. Post
F. Rengers
C. Smit
B.D. Taenzer
H.J. Timersma
J.N. de Vries

DRAFTING ROOM
Ing. A.H. ter Brugge
G. Grave
L. Slatius

TARGET PRODUCTION
Drs. Tj.W. Tuintjer1

ADMINISTRATION
Mrs. M.C. Christen
Mrs. E.G. Hoeffnagel (until Oct. 1)
B. Koop
O.S. Kramer1

E. Latumalea
Mrs. T. Nijhoff
Mrs. L.L. Peterson
Mrs. W. Smeenge .(since Dec. 1)

RECEPTION AND CAFETARIA
Mrs. R. Carol1

Mrs. W. Dussel-Weitering1

G. van der Es1

N. Huisman

ELECTRONICS
T. Armbrust
L. deTBoer (March 1 - July 30)1

Ing. H.A.P. van der Duin
D. Kamphuis • •.
H. Kooi1

D.J. Ruipers1

H.A.P. Lohrengel
Ing. W.J. Uytenboogaardt
R. de Vries (Sept. 16 - Oct. 16)1

F.G. Waringa (since Dec. I) 1

ELECTROTECHNICS
E.A.M. Broekhof (until Nov. 16)
D. Damstra
P. Wieringa

ENGINEERING & DEVELOPMENT
H. Fraiquin
Ing. J. Mulder
F. Sporrel
J. Sijbring

MECHANICAL WORKSHOP
G. Blaauw (until Nov. 16)1

. F.W. Buitenwerf
• H. Dost
R.J. Dussel
A.A. van Essen
M. Lap
K.F. Lindeman1

J.M. Luidens
W.W.P.01thuis •
R. van der Ploeg
G.J. Sa
I. Smid
D.J.M. Tilman1

I. Not on the research contract

APPRENTICES (for 6 months periods)

J.R.
H.D.
J.H.

Numan
Niedorf
van Dam

A.H. Dijkstra

L. Pronk
J. Drost
A. Toonen
M. de Roos


